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CHAPTER ONE:

THE PROBLEM

This study explores the develoP1ent of communicational competence
in interpretation among children of Jhree different age groups.

Commun-

icational competence in interpretation is here defined as the ability to
,

\

.

recognize communicational events, distinguish them from other events, and

apply the most appropriate interpretive strategy.
i

In order to detect

and measure such competence the study gathered data on children's recognit ion, assessment and interpretation of a potentially communicative
event, namely their responses to photographic images arranged in a
sequence which the investigator has described as narrative.
In general terms, the objective of the study is to explore the
developnlent of children's interpretations of visual communications.

The

stimulus material, interview procedure and method of analysis were all
designed with a view toward collecting data for comparative analysis
that would allow the detection of any systematic differences or similarities across categories of respondents at different levels of cognitivesocial development.

The use of photographs was intended to present the

child with an ambiguous situation - i.e. one which is not necessarily
communicative in all aspects - and so evoke assessment and interpretive
processes which would be revealed through interviews .
•

A specific objective of this study is to examine children's inter-

•
pretations of a visual narrative from the perspective of two different
types of interpretive strategies drawn from the recent work of !\forth
and Gross (1973).

The terms assessment and interpretive strategy refer

to assumptions made by an observer about the status of sign events
1

'.
2

I
(events which may be either natural or symbolic;:, but which always have
the property of being used in the interpretation of meaning) and to
corresponding rules for determining the significance or meaning of
these events.
Horth and Gross postulate a distincti0,n between t"o types of
interpretive strategies, called attribution and communicational inference.
Although in its full development this distinction has relatively high
generality (i.e. it is applicable to interpretive behavior in a wide
variety of communicational and non-communicational situations) use of
the model in this study is limited to the case of visually mediated
signs as they are typically involved in still pictures, film or te1evision.

A detailed description of the model and a discussion of its

relationship to the present study are given in the first half of Chapter
Two.'
In this study children were shown, individually, a short narrative
episode on color slides which show a doctor at work in a hospital,
walking by and ignoring the victim of an automobile accident, and continuing home.
the story.

Each·child "as interviewed about his interpretation of

The children were asked about what they saw - about the doctor

and the accident, and about the other persons and events sho,ro.

Most

importantly, they were also asked, at several points in the interview,
for the evidence they would use to justify their ans"ers and interpretations, i.e. tTHow do you know that?"

The main thrust of the analysis is to compare qualitatively the
responses of children at three different grade levels (2nd, 5th, and 8th

•

I

'<,

3

grades) from the point of view of the distinction between types of interpretive strategies mentioned above.

In particular, the study attempts

to discover whether or not children of these ages treat the pictures as a
fabricated construction, and if so, whether or not this factor influences
,

their perception of the purpose or meaning of the story.

It is the

growth of this type of awareness that is referred .to as increasing
interpretive competence.
The study is essentially exploratory - little previous research
has been conducted on the substantive issues dealt with here or on the
appropriate methodology for gathering data on interpretive competence
as it is defined in this study.

Although a small number of previous

studies have examined children's interpretations of pictures and children's learning of film and television content, no research has focused
spec~fic

attention on the evidential bases of children's interpretations

of visual communications.

Through the use of individual interviews

which include repeated requests for the child's

~vidence

or reasons for

his answer to a particular question, the present investigation
attempts to elucidate this facet of the nature and development of communicative competence in interpretation.

Chapters are organized in the following way:

The basic distinction

\
between interpretive strategies proposed by Worth and Gross is described
in Chapter 2, along with related research on cognitive development and
children's interpretations of visual communications.

In Chapter 3 a

more detailed statement of the objectives of the study and the method
and procedure used to generate data are described.

In Chapter 4 the

•

4
major dimensions of the data

analysi~,

,,,hich is largely qualitative in
are given in Chapter 5 and

nature, are presented, and the
discussed in Chapter 6.

I

\

I

,
\

•

CHAPTER TWO:

BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH

This chapter pr·esents the major\ theoretical background for the
present study and reviews other rese~rch relevant to its design and
execution.

The presentation is organized into three sections:

(1)

I

attribution - communicational inference theory, (2) cognitive development
and perceptual theory, and (3) empirical studies of children's

'\
perceptions of visual communications.'

Attribution - Communicational Inference Theory:

The concepts,

definitions and theoretical framework presented here draw upon a recent
unpublished paper of Worth and Gross (1973).

(Repetitious citation of

their paper will be avoided for stylistic reasons.)
Worth and Gross propose a distinction between two different types
of interpretive strategies, the first called "attribution" and the
second, "communicational inference", as follows:

The meaning of a natural event is embodied
in its existence. The assumption of existence
is the basis upon which we verify our interpretation of a natural event. The meaning of a
symbolic event, on the other hand, is embodied
in our recognition of an intention to communicate

via a conventional code, and the contextual and
internal evidence for that assumption forms the
basis upon which we justify our interpretation
of a symbolic event. It is the assessment of an
intention to communicate and the use by the
communicator of a conventional code that allow
us to distinguish between natural and symbolic
events. This assessment will determine whether
we invoke an interpretive strategy ',hich we call
attribution or i~voke an interpretive strategy
which we call communicational inference.

•

5

•

6

I

Figure 1 below illustrates schematically each of the definitions
and distinctions involved ~here.
events or non-sign events.

Events are classed as either sign

This distinction separates events which are

used evide'ntially as the basis for some interpretive or decoding
behavior by an observer, regardless of the

~onscious

or unconscious

intentions of their creator, from those events which are not so used.
Worth and Gross stress that the distinction between sign and non-sign
events lies in the observer and not in the observed event.
The next distinction, which is based on the result of an assessment
made by the observer, separates sign events into natural sign events
and symbolic sign events.

The criterion for this distipction is the

judgment made by the observer as to whether the sign event is to be
seen as the product of some intentionally communicative behavior on
the part of some individual or group of individuals, or not.

In the

positive case, it is said that the observer makes an assessment of
intention (i. e. the observer concludes that someone intended this sign
event to be communicative in some specified fashion.

In the negative

case, it is said that the observer makes merely an assumption of the
existence of the sign event (thus circumventing various epistemological
issues) and while he may use the event as a basis for interpretations,
l

the sign event is not seen as a message.

For example, a tree bending in

the wind may be seen as a sign of an impending storm, but it is not seen
as a message.

In this model of communication, Worth and Gross have

selected the cognitive

decisio~making

and judgments (assessment) of the

observer as the key to a system of theoretically inter-related terms and
processes.

•

Situations

I.
II.

Interpretive
Strategy

Status

Assessment

Non-Sign Events
Sign Events
l!:~

<

1.

Existential--'Existence

2.

Meaning
Ambiguous
Meaning

3.

Ii- Attribution

_

Natural

_

Symbolic...

.

Symbolic--;n.-Intention
Meaning

Communicational
Inference

~.

Figure 1:

Attributional Interpretive Strategy
Contrasted to Communicational Inference
(adapted from Worth and Gross., 1973)

-.J

•

I

'- ,
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include in figure 1, OY' use of the term

Worth and Gross

"ambiguous meaning",· sign! events whose status (natural 'Vs. symbolic)
is not clear to the obser'Ver.

A common example could be the e¥e and

facial movements which an observer senses might be either an unintentional facial twitch (natural event) or a wi.nk of the eye (symbolic event).
The arrows indicating existence and intention signify the alternatives
from which the observer may choose in his assessment.
The last distinction in Figure 1 is between the type of interpretive
strategy that will be used by an observer according to his assessment of
the natural vs. symbolic status of any given sign event,

Natural sign

events lead to an interpretive strategy referred to as attribution, while
symbolic sign events lead to an interpretive strategy referred to as
communica t'lonal inference .

• The most important differences between the interpretive strategies
of attribution and communicational inference are that in the latter
case (1) the observer is aware of (i.e. he has assumed) an intention to
communicate some meaning according to a conventional code, and (2) he
is familiar with the conventions or code in which that particular sign
event has been expressed.
Figure 2 below brings out some of the special features of the kind
\

of communication situation used in the present investigation (i.e. a story
told in pictures).
mediated situJ<tions.

Here a distinction has been made between direct and
Use of the term "direct" is meant to refer to

perceptual situations that do not involve the imposition of some
technical communication medium (such· as pictures or film) between the

•

. INTERPRETIVE
STRATEGY

ACTION

1.

~

Non-Intentionally Communicative
(Natural Event)

Attributiona1
(Existential Meaning)

Direct '."
~

2.

Intentionally Communicative
(Symbolic Event) ,

3.

Non-Intentionally Communicative
(Natural Event - "Candid Behavior")

Communicational Inference
(Symbolic Meaning)

~

Attributiona1
(+ implications re:
"filmmaking")

Mediated
4.

Intentionally Communicative
(Symbolic Event - "Staged Behavior")

Figure 2:

'i!lJO- Communicatiorial--Ihference

(+ evaluations of auteur's
and actor's skill)

Attributional and Communicational Inference
Interpretive Strategies in Direct and

Visually Hediated Situations (Gross, personal
communication)

(
~

'"

•

..'

'- ,

1,0

acter (,or seurce) and the' ,observer (,or receiver).

In ether words,

in the direct situatien acter and observer exist within a single timespace frame.
The mediated situatien, en the other hand, may be taken as
referring, fer the purpeses of this

exposit~on,

to a situation in

which the behavior of some actor is ,observable threugh a medium such
as metien picture film or pictures.

With this distinctien between direct

and mediated situatiens in mind, additienal definitions and relatienships
can be sheVlll te be implicit in the total set ,of terms discussed se far.
First, the non-intentionally cemmunicative event in the mediated
situatien refers te an event (visually mediated) which is nevertheless
assumed to be the equivalent of the non-intentionally communicative
event in the direct situation, with ,one difference.

An example is the

"canClid camera" situation which is identical to the direct situation in
that the actor's behavior is treated as a natural event (and thus an
attributional interpretive strategy is involved) but the mediated cemmunicatien event

differs frem the direct experience since the film (,or

pictures) implies (Dr may imply) the active invelvement ,of a third persen,
the filmmaker.
Secend, the intentienally

communica~ive

event in the mediated

situation refers to an event (visually mediated) which is assumed to be
similar to the intentionally communicative event in the direct situation,

.'

~

but with several important differences.
motion picture film.

An example here is a commercial

Here the'observer assumes that central events are

symbolic events - i.e. they are intended to be communicative in a

•

I
certain way.

11

The difference between this situation and that of the

intentionally communlcative event in the direct situation lies in the
assumptions about the motivations, .source, and control of the actor's
communicative behavior made by the observer.

Simply stated, in the

present situation (intentionally communicative, mediated, "staged"
behavior) the actor is an actor in the everyday, theatrical sense of
the term.

The interpretive strategy used, therefore, is that of

communicational inference with the additional evaluations of the
actor's (qua actor) and filmmaker's (auteur's) skill included.
This last situation (intentionally communicative, "staged" behavior)
is especially relevant to the present study.

The stimulus material

used - a story about a man told in pictures - can be regarded as an
intentionally communicative mediated event:

The action is clearly

removed in time and space from the subj ect' s observation, color photo·graphic slides are used, there is no confusion between the experimenter
and anyone in the story, etc.

In other words, it· may be treaed as an

intentionally communicative photographic narrative - a structured,
scripted and acted-out dramatic episode - or it may be treated as
something less than or other than this.

The question of what assumptions

children at different ages make about the communicative status of this
stimulus material, and how this assumption influences the interpretive
strategy used (as inferred from their answers to the interview questions)
"

is the central 'theoretical. problem dealt with in this study.
Figure 3 below, adpated from Worth and Gross, summarizes the
hierarchy of levels of recognition that Can be produced by this kind of

•

INTERPRETIVE
STRATEGY

RECOGNITION
1.

'~$

Hierarchical
Levels of
Interpretation

Person-Obj ect-Event
Recognition

l!o
~

2.

Order Recognition

3.

Sequence/Pattern Recognition

~-"

.

Structural Recognition

,

Figure 3:

.. Attribution

(Assumption of Existence)

.

4.

Personal &
Social Stereotypy

'\ (Assumption

of Intention)
""

Social &
~ Communicational
Cultural Conventions
Inference

The Relationship Between Recognition of
Stimulus Characteristics and Interpretive
Strategies (adapted frQ~orth and Gross, 1973)

I
~

f-'
N
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stimulus material, and it suggests for each type of recognition", which
type of interpretive strategy will be used by an adult observer.
The model suggests possible

relation~hiPs between cognitive-developmental
I

stages and types of interpretive behavior or reactions to the stimulus
!

material, "hich "ill be explored in :this study.
;

The model specifies the levels of interpretive abilities and
indicates a series of recognition stages "hich can be applied to sign
events.

These stages or levels are seen as both developmental and

hierarchical.

They are developmental in that Horth and Gross hypothesize

that they are acquired according to the specific order implied by the
numbering (1-2-3-4).

They are also hierarchical - the order is one of

increasing interpretive competence.

In this model, the assignment of meaning to a sign event "ill
depevd on the interpretive strategy called into play, and the choice of
an interpretive strategy "'ill depend on the ",ay the event is recognized
and assessed.
Hhat is implied by performance at each level may be summarized as
follows.

(These descriptions all refer to types of interpretive behavior

observed in situations in which material such as that used in this study
are stimuli):

,,
,

Person-Object-Event Recognition:

Here the observer is capable of

identifying and labelling persons (as to sex, social role, etc.) and
obj ects (identifiable as representative of the classes of obj ects
encountered in everyday life) and events (also as equivalents - e.g.
a handshake, or a secretary typing a·letter).To the extent that this

•

~'.

;1,4

i

type of recognition, and it alone, is present in the response to the
visually mediated situatipn, the interpretive strategy invoked is said
to be that of attribution - the sO,cial schemata, stereotypes and
cognitive structures suitable for everyday life will be the frameworks
within which the stimulus material is interpreted.
An individual at this level of recognition '~ill. give existential
import to the persons, objects and events he observes according to the
knowledge he has acquired about these things through his previous
experiences.

This is the essence of the attributional strategy:

An

observer places onto a possible sign event meaning or significance
derived from knowledge outside that sign event.

If a child sees a

picture of a person he recognizes as Hfather;' his meaning (i.e. the
child's meaning) will not.be the meaning within the picture so much
as the meaning within the child (observer) about the father based upon
what the child knows about "fathers", "his father", etc.
Order Recognition:

Worth and Gross deal next with the recognition

of relationships between a number of sign events.

The capacity to

recognize such relationships is seen as the second major stage in the
development of interpretive competence.
Recognition of order involves the

r~cognition

,

similarity over time, space or position.

of contiguity and/or

In the case of a series of

•
pictures or extended action as in motion picture film, the observer at
-:if

this level is able to detect continuity in the identity and actions of
the persons and/or events and 'actions shown.
instance, has an obvious continuity

~

An actor's behavior, for

events do not take place in random

•

I
I
order.
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The recognition of order, however, is still essentially no

more than an elaboration of the existential person-object-event
recognition.

What is perceived is seen simply as "there" and the

interpretive strategy used is still that of attribution.
Sequence-Pattern Recognition:

The recognition of sequence involves

the perception of a deliberately employed series of sign events (e.g.
visual images) for the purpose of conveying meaning through the
sequence itself as well as through the elements in the sequence.

It is

.with the recognition of sequence (pattern in the case of spatial arrangements) that the observer will be able to deal with a sign event as
communicational rather than as merely informative.

That is, the

recognition of sequence implies a parallel recognition of an intention
to convey some meaning through the choice and arrangement of symbolic
even~s

according to established conventions or rules which the observer

associates with the particular type of symbolic events involved and the
particular type of sequence into which they have been placed.

The

appropriate interpretive strategy in this case is communicational
inference.

Structural Recognition:

Structure and structural recognition are

essentially extensions of sequence-pattern and sequence-pattern recognition respectively.

Structural recognit'ion enables an observer to

deal with the relations between non-contiguous elements such as the

•

beginnings ana ends of stories, variations on a them, and the like.
Worth and Gross suggest that structure may be thought of as starting
with sequence and being the formal'd~vice which links all the elements
of a communicative event.

•

I
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Development of Inferential Competence:

Work by the British

psychologist Donaldson (1971) on children's ability to reason inferentia11y lends support to the deve;lopmental aspect of the distinction
between attributiona1 and communicational inference interpretive
strategies.

In her paper, "Preconditions of Inference", Donaldson

first considers the roles of alethic and epistemic concepts in children t S reasoning.

Alethic concpts are those which are Ilconcerned ,.-lith

what is, or may be, true" (p. 86).

Epistemic concepts, on the other

hand, are "concerned with issues of what is or is not known to be true"

(p. 86).

The child's ability to reason deductively, Donaldson argues,

seems to be related to his ability to make this differentiation
between alethic and epistemic concepts, because in a deductive reasoning problem it is only those facts ,,'rose accuracy is given in the
problem that can be used as the bases for deductive inferences.

In

other words, Donaldson is concerned with a child's ability to restrict
himself to what is given in the problem, and to this alone, in drawing
conclusions.

Younger children, she notes, are unable to make this

restriction and this inability manifests itself in their reasoning
behavior.

\
Up to the point where he first encounters
a (prescribed deductive reasoning) situation
of this kind, he has been free, in his
ordinary dealings with the world, to make
use of any knDl'/ledge he possesses, no matter
how he came by it. Then suddenly he finds
himself in a situation (where) a "correct"
response requires that he stop operating in
terms of what he already knDlvs to be the case
• • • He now finds himself presented with a
limited amount of information and he is asked

•

•
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to use it to determine whether something is
or ~s not so, suswending for the time being
whatever else he aLr,rmdy, knows about the kind
of situation that :"5 in question (Donaldson,

1971, p.

86~87).

Donaldson discusses studies in which «..Tors of reasoning are
attributed to this over-reliance by the c)h:ilHi on his o,m prior knowledge.

Her studies showed this kind of e",Cr,')!;. to be common among

children as old as 12 to 14 years.

Sometimes the subjects in this study appeared
to be constrained, if not by the problem, at
least by their prior knowledge of what was
"true" in the situations of real life (p. 87) •

. One study conducted by Ie Bonniec (1970) is discussed in detail
as an example of this kind of reasoning.

:·mildren were shown two dolls,

one dressed as a boy and one, as a girl.

Each doll is provided with a box of plastic
pieces which fit t~~~ther. The boy's box
contains only straiijj:,t pieces, the girl's,
only round ones, ,iJ1re aubject is shown a
straight stick and m Hrac:elet both made of
the plastic segmenlcss, and his task is to
infer who made the'inacelet, the boyar the
girl. The children cmmmonly attribute the
bracelet to the g:i.t:[j~. which is of course
correct; but they :t({nd to do so "because girls
like bracelets". On the other hand, one little
boy claimed that t.he boy made the bracelet,
"because Mummies h:~nih::~ bracelets I I , and Ie Bonniec
suggests' that he ha,'!::i.h mind the idea of the
bracelet as a 'presentL_ Another boy will not

•
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accept that the girl made tlb:e lhcacelet
"because my little sister cfuxem't know how
to cjo it". These are instantm'S· of arbitrary
error that involve appealt<J' Zl~,;cl life
experience. (p. 88)

Donaldson's theoretical development of thes~ :liEBues thus closely
parallels a central distinction made by Worth an,a
discussion of human interpretive strategies.

CfJrt~lBS

in their

In,tellpl'.eltive strategies

which rely on the rules for understanding or decloild;xg real world,
natural events are called attributional and woulld (,"(·]J;r.espond to Donaldson's over-reliance by the child on his prior kn"".t12dge.

Interpretive

strategies in which it is necessary for the obsemvn: to subordinate
the natural or existential meaning or significancc-e

~_~(

signs to a meaning

derived from their intentional placement in some' cdlw:il."'Bly structured
communicational event or message are called commu.ni:cm.1:tiional inference.
That is, a communicational inference interpretive strmtegy is an
interpretation of symbolic events which are seen·as

st~~ctured

accord-

ing to rules of a socially shared communicational code in which an
intention on the part of. the sender to communicaite
assumed by the viewer.

SOft.n'"

meaning is

Therefore, the attainmenil of this type of

interpyetive communicationa" ,,-ompetence by the clhiil'cli could correspond
\
to Donaldson's observations about the ability to ,!ll'c,;:rict oneself to a
~rimary,

given context or set of inferential rules in a problem-solving

•

,~

task.

Finally, Donaldson's data and analysis sug}gm,t that a developmental

sequence in which attributional interpretive

str,":t~E;;!es

appear before

communicational inference should be present.

•

-.
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Cognitive Developmen't and Perceptual Theory:

The cognitive

developmental theory of Jlean Piaget and the theoretical writings of
Jerome S. Bruner on the relationship bet"een cognition and perception
are both related to the issue of children's interpretations of a visual
narrative.

Piaget:

Piaget's theory of the growth of the child's intelligence

(e.g. Piaget, 1970) postulates a progression through three main stages

of mental development.

These stages, the sensorimotor, concrete

operational, and formal operational folIo" one another in a predetermined order - all children pass through each stage on their way to the
next.

Although the sequence of stages is al"ays the same, Piaget states

that the precise ages at "hich children "ill move to higher stages will
vary "ith the child's experience "ith the physical and social environment.
One of the most prominent features of the qualitative changes in
the thought and language of the child, as he moves through Piaget' s
stages, is the progressive lessening of their essentially ego-centric
characteristics.
The basic characteristics of ego-centric thought may be summarized
as follows:

(1) There is little or no distinction between subjective

and objective aspects of experience - as seen, for instance, in the
determination of responses by memory and internal schemata, as' opposed
to objective environmental information (" . . . memories of earlier
reasoning

• . control the present course of reasoning without openly

manifesting their influence" - Piag~t, 1955, p. 66).

(2) There is little

•

20
or no ability to view objects and ev'ents from the perspectives of

;1

other persons.
•

I

Piaget's theory of the development of intelligence (cognitive
structures) is inter-ac.t'ional in thatI it states
that knm.,ledge evolves
..
as the result of the organism acting ,upon ob'jects.

The mental action

",hich constitutes knowledge is called i, an "operation" which is defined
;

as:

• • . interiorised action which modifies the
object of knowledge. For instance, an operation
would consist of joining objects in a class,

to construct a classification. Or an operation
would consist of ordering, or putting things in
a series . . • In other words, it is a set of
actions modifying theobj ect, and enabling the
knower to get at the structure of the transformation (1955, p. 8).

In Piaget's theory the process of modifying sensory input in order
to make it correspond to existing mental schemes is called assimilation.
The process of l'lccommodation on the other hand, consists of the modification and elaboration of internal schemes as a result of new experiences
\vith the external environment .1(

*

Thus the basic mechanism of cognitive

"'\tJhen ~ve sayan organism or a subj ect is sensitized to a. stimulus
and able to make a response to it, we imply it already possesses
a scheme or a structure to which this stimulus is assimilated . .
This scheme""consists primarily of a capacity to respond • • • We
shall call accomJ:1odation any modification of an assimilatory scheme
or structure by the element it assimilates" (1970, p. 707-708).

•

•
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development in Piaget's system is the repetition of alternated
processes of assimilation and accomodation which lead to the progressive
development of more and more complex mental structures and schemes.
Perception and Cognition:

Jerome S. Bruner (1957) has stated that

cognitive factors such as the existence of appropriate categories or
cognitive schemes are an important component of perceptual processes,

and that in general there are many similarities bet",een perceptual
and cognitive processes:

Perception involves an act of categorization
• • • the nature of the inference from cue to
identity in perception is .

.

. in no sense

different from other kinds of categorical
inferences based on defining attributes • • • there
is no reason to assume that the laws governing
inferences . . . are discontinuous as one moves
from perceptual to more conceptual activities.
(1957, p. 123)

According to Bruner, veridical perception is a joint function of
redundancy in the stimulus and accessibility of the appropriate
categorizing system,in the individual:

\fuere accessibility of categories reflects
environmental probabilities, the organism is
in the position of requiring less stimulus
input, less redundancy of cues for the appropriate categorization of objects . • • the more inappropriate the readiness, the greater the input
or redundancy of cues required for appropriate
categorization to occur. (1957, p. 133)

•
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The importance of previous experience for the perceptual behavior
of children, which is implicit in the position of Bruner, has also been
emphasized by H.D. Vernon who states that "perception of everyday life
situations is to a considerable extent a function of cognitive inferences

from schematized knm,ledge about the nature of the situation perceived"
(1966, p. 391).

Vernon also states that

perceptions and memories of perceptions and
of reactions to them become coordinated in
I1schemes ll \vith \vhich similar memories are

organized, together with the relevant knm,ledge
,·,hich has been acquired in relation to these
percepts. Whenever a perceptual situation is
encountered, especially one difficult to
perceive or understand, it will be referred
to the relevant scheme. Thus the perceiver is
enabled to elucidate the situation, recognize
its significant features, and react appropriately.
In general, the more frequently a particular
situation has been encountered, the greater
the expectation of its recurrence, and the easier

and more rapid the operation of the appropriate
scheme and the recognition and subsequent
reaction. (1966, p. 391-392)

Vernon states that the perceptions of children typically demonstrate
two features:

(1) They are vague and diffuse, lacking in accurate

observation of detail and selection of what to adults seem to be the
\
significant aspects of the situation; and (2) they are not followed by
inferences made from immediate sensory perceptions to the nature of
obj ects and of~ the environment - the child lacks the knovlledge needed to
guide him in these inferences.

These points may be added to those of

Wohlwill (1962) who claims that with. increasing development there is a

•
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lessening of, the dependence of behavior on information in the immediate stimulus field, and that there is also an increasing stability of
concepts in face or irrelevant changes in the stimulus field (p. 73).
These points are tq some extent illustrated in Vernon's comments
about early studies on children's responses,to pictures (Vernon, 1940;
Amen, 1941) in which i t Has found that youngest children (age 2 - 4)
tend to enumerate the people and objects depicted in a complex picture,
slightly older children to describe their overt activities.

Still

later, some interpretation is given of the meanings of the activities,
and last of all the feelings and intentions of the people in the pictures
are mentioned.

HOHever, in this paper Vernon does not discuss children's

recognition of pictures gua pictures, or their perception of the role
of the picture-maker.

Children's Perceptions of Visual Communications:

The number of

empirical developmental studies of children's interpretations of stories
told ,,rith pictures is relatively small.

Only two studies which use

visual stimulus material more elaborate than a single picture or drawing
and contain a cognitive-social developmental variable are known to the
author.

One of these is a study done by:Gollin (1958) using a film

technique that was originally developed for studies of impression
formation among adults.

•

The second is a study by Collins (1970) which

used a film from a situation comedy series made for television.

•

'.
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The literature review attempted to locate studies which are relevant
to the concept of interpretive compebence as it has been defined
,\
here~

*

I

Gollin's earlier research involved the use of a film vlhich showed
\

a heroine in four separate scenes, two

whic~

depicted negative, pre-

sumably "immoral" behavior, and t,w which depicted positive, "kind" and
,

virtuous acts.

In that study, and in the pretests of the developmental

study, subjects' impressions of the

tl

star " were examined for evidence

of ,,,hat Gol1in calls· IIconcept1l and "inference" behavior. **

Respondents utilized inferences in two distinct
manners.

Some Ss used inferences to account for

one or other of the" behavioral themes separately
while other ~ employed inferences to account
for diversity of behavior. The former local
accounting will be referred to henceforth as
"inference" and the latter general accounting will
be referred to as "concept" (p. 145).

In the developmental study a boy was presented in a silent film
containing four scences in which two major behavioral themes were portrayed.

The first theme connoted "good" behavior, and the second theme

connoted "bad" behavior.

Subjects in the pilot study were boys between

\

One class of studies not included deal with the perception and interpretation of visual stimuli used for projective or diagnostic purposes", such as the TAT. These studies are not relevant because they
focus on individual differences and clinical or diagnostic objectives,
rather than on general patterns of interpretive ability among children.

**

•

Not to be confused with Worth and Gross' use of the term "communicational inference" discussed above.

•

I
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the ages of8 and 18.

Interestingly, subjects below age ten were

not used in the main experiment because the rate of confusion of
younger subjects (age 8 -9) of the star with other characters in the
film was extremely high' (L,O%).
used in the main study.

Boys and girls aged 11, 14 and 17 were

The results are summarized in Figure 4

below.

INFERENCE

CONCEPT

75
50

25

11

14

11
Mean Age

Figure 4:

14
17
Females
Males

Percentage of Subjects Whose Hritten
Judgments Contain Inference and
Concept Statements (from Gollin, 1958)

•
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These data indicate that the uselof inference in general (i.e.
1
1

inference" and "concept") is a rel,,;ti;vely late phenomenon, and that the

local use of inference occurs earlier than the general use of inference.
1

!

This finding suggests that the ability to reconcile seemingly discrepant
pieces of social information about an,actor is a relatively late
·1,

development.

!

A more recent experiment done by Collins (1970) focused on the
learning of "relevant" and "irrelevant" media content as a function of

cognitive development.

Subjects in this study (ages 8 - 14) were shown

a 25 minute film from a television situation comedy series.

A number

of questions about the story ,,,ere developed and divided into the categories of Tlcentralll and ".peripheral!! according to the criterion of

defin:ing central items as "essential to the narrative sense of the
presentation" (p. 1136).

Only items on which four of five adult judges

were in agreement were used in the study.

Results of the study indicated

that learning of central content increased as a linear function of age,
while non-essentia1.content was a curvilinear function (logarithmic) of
age.

This finding is shown in the two curves of Figure 5, adapted from

Collins.

Collins' findings support the hypothesis that with age children

learn to focus more On central or essential features of a story or
dramatic episode, and simultaneously learn to ignore marginal or
irrelevant aspects of the presentation.
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Content Learning Scores for 4 Grade
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CHAPTER THREE:

OBJECTIVES, DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

I,
I

Objectives of the Study:

Several of the objectives of

this study have been referred to' in the introductory chapter and in
the preceding chapter" on background and previous research.

The

purpose of this section is to summarize these objectives before a
detailed description of the actual study is given.
Chapter 2 described Worth and Gross' model of two types of
interpretive strategies and stated that the primary objective of
this study was to examine the extent to which children at various
grade levels use either or both of these interpretive strategies
when dealing with the photogrpahic narrative used as stimulus material in this study.
The pictures used "in this research constitute a photographic
narrative which the investigator feels conforms to what are, at
least for adults, widely known and commonly used conventions of
"estern representational techniques.

(The content of the pictures

is described in detail belm,; prints appear in Appendix A).

The

"story" begins by"introducing a protagonist (the doctor) and then
moves through several dramatic events and terminates with a shot
of the protagonist "at home".

\

The identity of the protagonist is

clear throughout the story; the sequence of events is non-random
and implies,continuous
action (e.g. the doctor is shown in the
>-I>
hospital, then putting his coat on, and then leaving the hospital).
The shots of the protagonist in action imply that he was faced with
certain decisions or alternatives and the actions shown in subsequent
28
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shots imply the particolar way in which he reacted to these alternatives.

For example, he is shown early in the seqoence in the

process of leaving the hospitalO- sobseqoent shots showed that the
method of transportation he chose for reaching his destination was
walking; in the middle of the sequence he was shown confronted with
an unexpected car accident - subsequent shots showed whilthis reaction
to the accident was.
This study examines the extent to which children at various
grade levels are aware of this selection and placement of visual
signs by the filmmaker in his construction of the story and his
attempt to convey the meanings implicit in it.

By asking aboot the

people and events of the story, and by asking ahout the pictures
(how were they obtained, what do they mean? etc.) the degree to
which a chilq is able to see that the story is constrocted along
the lines of the conventions dis cos sed above (actor identity, continoity of action, "plot" development, etc.) can be ascertained, and
the degree to which the child sees that it (the story) represents
the outcome of a~ intentionally commonicative process, can also be
ascertained.
Several factors affected the choice of the actual content of
the story told in the slides.
to create

an

Foremost among these was the. desire

episode that would contain relatively clear and strong

information along the lines of the variables osed in recent person
perception andatttibution theory research
1972; Kelley, 1967).

(e.g. Jone3, et a1.,

These variables include pprsonality, situational

•
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factors, and outcomes.* An additional relevant variable is social
~

(Turner, 1956; Brim, 1960).

It was decided to create an

episode "hich would resemble the kind of mixture of values of these
variables that most subjects would deem at least moderately unlikely, thus forcing some type of cognitive integration or resolution
of the various facets of the episode.

The basic implausibility

of the central event of the story (the doctor ignoring the accident)
"as supported by a previous experiment «ith the stimulus material
used here in «hich college students (among other tasks) "ere asked
to estimate the likelihood that a doctor «ould in fact ignore the
victim of an automobile accident.

These data revealed a strong

expectation on the part of college students that a doctor would help
-(Murphy, 1971).

Support for the presence of this expectation is

also found in the interviews done with control subjects in the present
study, the procedure and results Df which are discussed below and in
the chapter on findings.

*

The term "attribution theory", used in social psychology to refer
to a loosely constructed theory of the factors influencing the ways
in which individuals assign stable properties to objects in their
physical and social environments, should not -be confused with the
term "attributional interpretive strategy" as used by Horth and
Gross. The empirical domains of both terms have a great deal in
common. However, Worth and Gross use the term attribution (in
contradistinction to other interpretive strategies) as part of a
theory of.. communicative performance and interpretation, while social
psychologists use it in a more general vay to refer to the process
of labelling people, objects or events in an individual's environment.

•
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The choice of a doctor for the protagonist in this story
exploited the clarity of role information available to the
observer.

That is, the doctor role has high recognizability,

and it aroused strong positive affect.

(These generalizations

are based on earlier studies and the pretesting done with the
stimulus material used in this study).
A variation in the picture story was introduced in order to
present two different images of the personality of the protagonist.
To accomplish this, two pairs of slides for a single scene were
used.

These pictures showed the doctor in a scene with a secretary

before leaving the hospital.

The doctor was talking with the

secretary, apparently about some letters or papers he was holding
in his hand.

In one set of pictures the doctor was smiling and

the interchange appeared to be pleasant and friendly.

In the second

set the doctor was scowling at the secretary (first shot) and he next
was shown in the act of throwing
piece of paper.

down to the floor a cnimpled

These two conditions will be referred to as the

l'Nice" and "Nasty" conditions respectively.

The Nice-Nasty variation was included in the stimulus
\

material in order to examine the extertt to which specific types of
"personality" information (or "prior event information") 'VlOuld be

used in explaining the doctor's behavior at the scene of the accident,
and to·allow a comparison across age groups of the use of this information in the explanation of the doctor's behavior.

•
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It was also thought that the use of the Nasty version might
add to the likelihood that the pictures would be seen as an
intentionally communicative message.

The doctor's behavior with the

secretary could be interpreted as having been intended by the filmmaker to be seen as a "cause" of the doct"r's later behavior at the
accident scene, or as additional evidence confirming an unfavorable

impression of him.
In addition to its substantive goals, this study sought to
develop a method of data collection on communicative competence in
interpretation as it has been defined here.

The discussion below

describes the development of the interviewing technique used in
this study.

(A copy of the actual interview schedule is included

as Appendix B).
The interview and the technique used in its administration
evolved over a period of approximately six months of pretesting with
the stimulus material used in the study.

The overall objective ,,,as

to produce an intervie"ing technique which would be standardized (or
structured) enough to generate data for comparative analysis on many
different aspects of the story, and yet at the same time ,,,auld not

,
fully predetermine the way in which the child discussed the events of
the story, and "auld allow the evidential bases of the child's reasoning to become apparent to the investigator.
_,.f"

Great attention was given to questions about the child's evidence
for his judgments, because the d·istinction between attributional and

,
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communicational inference interpretive strategies is based on the
observer's assessment of the stat6s of the sign events (assumption of
!
•
I
existencE. ~natural events; assumption of intention - . . symbolic

events).

It "as necessary to le,(rn "hether a child "as treating the

events of the story as natural or' "real'" events (assuming their
,

existence) or as intentionally

co~unicative,

symbolic events (assum-

ing an intention to convey some meaning on the part of the person "ho
took the pictures).

Therefore, it "as necessary to ask children for

the reasons "hich they felt justified or supported their interpretations in order to make those other"ise tacit assumptions
explicit.
The questions on the intervie" schedule fall into t"o general
categories:

Some deal "ith the child's perception of the events,

people and relationships in the story itself, "hile others deal "ith
the child's perception of the story qua story, i.e. they ask about the
origin of the pictures, the esthetic quality of the story, its purpose
and meaning, and so on.

Generally speaking, the first class of

questions may be said to examine the perceFtions of the doctor

his

personality and motivations, and the second class of questions is
,

designed to explore the child's reaction to the story as an intentionally communicative symbolic event.
The in,tervie" schedule given in Appendix B "as strictly adhered
to only in the sense that an attempt "as made to ask all the
questions contained.

In some cases variations from the exact

•
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sequences given were made.

In most cases, digressions were made

from the schedule in order to allbw an exploration of the perceptions

.J

or reasoning that lay behind a given response. Many of the completed
intervie.w transcripts contain exa'mpies of these digressions.

Tt:vo

i
sample interviews for each grade level are included as Appendix D •
.

Design and Procedure:

\

The follmving sections descrihe the design

and procedure of the study.
a. stimulus material:

The stimulus material consisted of 21

color 35 mm slides which were intended to show the following:
A man (easily recognized as a doctor because of his white
coat, stethoscope, etc.) is doing various tasks in what appears to
be a hospital.

He takes off his »hite coat, puts on an overcoat,

leaves the hospital, and <;alks down the street.

The next slide sho»s

the doctor in the background, and in the foreground an obviously
damaged automobile from which a man's head and arm are visible hanging
part "lay out of the door.
(or is) injured.

It is quite clear that the man may be

The next slide shows the doctor in the foreground and

the car and injured man in the background, the doctor having ignored

,

the accident entirely.

The doctor coritinues his ,,,alk for what

appears to be several blocks.

He next enters an apartment house,

opens a doay, and is finally shown relaxed having

•

a drink and smiling

at a woman approximately his age sitting next to him.

•
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The content of each individual picture is summarized in
Figure 6 below.

Black and white

,~rints

of the slides used are con-

'I

tained in Appendix A.

In each individual administration either of

two sets of slides nos. 6 and 7, ~hich represent ''Nice'' and "Nasty"
versions of the protagonist's personality, were used as discussed

\

above.

Slide(s)

Content

1&2

Doctor in hospital ''lith medicine

3&4

Doctor talking with nurse

5

Doctor ,.,alking in corridor

6&7

Doctor talking with secretary

8

Doctor ",alking through office

9&10

Doctor exits hospital

11

Doctor \<7alking on city street (sideHalk)

12

Doctor approaches automobile accident

l3&14

Doctor looks and looks closer

15,16&17

Doctor 'Ii1a1k8 past accident and dO'tVl1 street

18

Doctor enters apartment building

19&20

Doctor Halks do\vn corridor and enters apartment

21

Doctor smiling and talking 'lith wife

\

Fi$ure 6:

•

Visual Content of Slides

•
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b. pretesting:

Extensive pretesting ,.,ith the stimulus material

was conducted by the author in

to discover the range of ages

for which the present approach

be appropriate, and to develop

and refine the intervieH schedule.

Both of these points have been

discussed separately above.
Pretesting was done at a local privat'e school, and at an Ilafter

school" program at a dmmtmm YI,CA, with children between five and
The interviews 'dere taped and in some cases

fourteen years old.
were transcribed.

1-Jhere appropriate, references '\;'lill be made to

these intervie\vs, as

\'\H?ll

as those of the main study, in the sections

on results and discussion.

c. subjects:

Data on the number, age and grades of the subjects

used in this study are summarized in Table 1 below.

Detailed data on

the age, sex, race and Experimental conditions of subjects are in
Appendix C.

Table 1:

Grade 2

Age and Grade of Subjects

Experimental
- - -Conditions
Girls
_!?2Y~_~ __
CA
N
CA*
N
6
7:10
6
7:8

Control
Conditions
N
CA
8:1
3

Total
15

-

Grade 5

6

10:9

6

10:10

3

11:1

15

6

11: :0

6

13:9

2

14:7

14

•

~,

Grade 8

*

Hean chronological age (years:months)

•
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The following. factors influenced the decision to use subjects
in the 2nd, 5th and 8th grades:
Pretesting 'lith the stimulus material, using an individually
administered interview, sho'led that relatively rich protocols could
be obtained from young children with a semi-structured interview
technique.
this stage.

Approximately 24 children were involved in pretesting at
At this point it was also discovered that children

younger than approximately 7 - 8 years Here not able to perceive the
story as an integrated, Hhole episode.
with that of Amen (1941).

This finding was consistent

From this it 'las concluded that the second

grade level (age 7 - 8) should be the 10'ler limit for the experimental
groups.
Three age groups were then selected as representative of a span
from this lower limit up to early adolescence.

These levels are also

representative of the critical transition from Piaget's concrete
operational stage to the (highest) stage of formal operations.

The

2nd and 4th grade children are approximately at the beginning and
end points of the concrete operational stage, while the 8th grade
children (mean age = lLf years) are well beyond the beginning of the
formal operations 'ltage, ,.,hich begins at approximately 11 - 12 years.
Subjects IOere obtained from tlOO schools in a Northeastern
suburban school district - a neighborhood elementary school (grades
2 and 5) and a district-wide junior high school (grade 8).;' Both

;,

The superintendent's request that the names of the school district
and the children involved in the study not be used IOill be follo'led
throughout this dissertation.

•
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schools serve middle class communities.

Only three non-whites

were included in the sample (t,yO orientals and one black).
Children in each grade "ere randomly selected by the school t s
principal, who had been informed of the general nature of the study.
Sampling ,,,as stratified by sex only.

Data on IQ and other psychol-

ogical tests were not collected in this study.
Subjects included in the sample were told of their selection
in advance and a clearance letter was sent to their parents by the
assistant superintendent.

d. procedure:

Subjects vere sent to the experimental room by

their classroom teacher.

There the author introduced himself to

each as "l1r. l1urphy . .

I'm doing a proj ect in your school."

Each child was asked i f he had heard of the project and if he knew,
in general, what was iwolved.

All said they did.

Subjects were

seated in a straight chair across the table from the experimenter
(E) •

Children in the 2nd and 5th grades ,;ere asked, "Have you ever

seen 'slides' be-fore? 11

All subj ec ts ansv7ered affirmatively.

E then introduced the pictures in the following 'way:

to sho.1 you some pictures and then ask you

SGr.10

"1 v12nt

questions about what

\

you sm,.

This is not a test - there ~ren'

answers.

OK?"

E next asked:
we can see better?"

t

any right or wrong

•
"Do you mind if I turn off the lights so tbat
No subj eets obj ected.

projector to automatic advance

fOT

E then set the slid·e

the 2l slides (see Figure 6 above).

•
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Each slide was projected for 15 'seconds.
slide was completed, E

sWitche~

been set up on the table.

Just before the last

1n the tape recorder which had

No reference was made to the tape

recorder by the E unless the student asked about it or stared at
i

it.

In those cases, E stated that he wa'nted to: "Use this recorder

so that I won't have to take

i
note~,

remember what each person said."

and so that I will be able to

E next began the interview

schedule.
The presentation of the stimulus material and the interview
together took approximately 20 minutes.

At the end of the session

E asked each subj ec t i f he would "Promise not to tell anyone else
about the story for at least a few days, because we want to get each
person's own views on the man and the story."
There

,laS

No one objected.

no evidence in any interviews that subj ects had discussed

any of the details of the story or task.
Subj ects were thanked for their participation in the proj ect
and sent back to their classroom.
e. control subjects:

Control subj ects in this study ",ere not

exposed to the color slides.

Instead they ",ere told by the exper-

imenter that "lIe would like to describe a series of events to them something that might happen - and ask a few questions about them."
There wereG,a total of eight control intervie,,,s in the study, three
each at grades 2 and 5 and t,,,o at the 8th grade level.
Control interviews were nec:ssary in the present study because

•
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of the assumption, discussed earlier, that the central event of the
story (the doctor ignoring the aCfident victim) was counter-normative.
Although pretesting with college~ge subj ects indicated that the
perceived likelihood .of a doctor ignoring a car accident was quite

i
small, there ,,,as no evidence that, these same exp'ectations would be
found among children as much as t~n years younger.

Also, use of the

control interviews tests out the possibility that the generalized
expectation ("Doctors help") was not merely (or only) a function of
the specific set of pictures - e.g. the specific doctor and setting
used

but rather is truly a general cultural norm or belief.
A sample control intervieH is presented in Chapter 5.

In

general, control subjects were asked by the experimenter to imagine
a situation identical to that sho,m at the accident scene in the
slides, i.e. a car that had been in a wreck with an (apparently)
injured or unconscious man hanging out of the front door.

They then

were-asked what they thought a person who was Halking down the street
and came upon this Hould do.

Next they were asked Hhat they thought a

doctor in that situation would do.

Questions on evidential bases

("How do you know?") were also included.

Analyses of these interviews

is included in a section of the chapter on findings.
f. taping and transcription:
interviews ).,ere tape-recorded.
-;'I~

All experimental and control

The tape recorder and microphone

were placed on the table next to the slide projector and no attempt
was made to conceal the taping in any way.

•
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I

Typed transcriptions of all interviews were made by the

,

author and these transcripts constitute the data which are analyzed
in Chapter 5.

Two sample intervie,,, transcripts from each grade are

included in Appendix,D.

Some editing was done during the transcribing.

This primarily involved the deletion of

~on-lexical

utterances,

grammatical errors, and Hfalse start ll sentences where these appeared

not to reveal any significant aspects of the subject's perceptions or
interpretation of the story.

Where possible, sentences were formed

from the phrases and grammatically incomplete utterances of natural
speech.

Pronoun antecedents, which were clear from the verbal

recording, but which would be ambiguous in a literal transcription,
were provided.

In general, everything possible was done to preserve

the semantic content (and such factors as degree of hesitation and
repetition) while still giving the intervieHs a readable, coherent
quality.

•

•

CHAETER
FOUR:
. I

ANALYTIC SCHEME

I

This chapter outlines the major dimensions of the data analysis
that will be presented in Chapter 5, and provides a theoretical
justification for this analytic scheme.

It

also

contains a

brief discussion of the analytic scheme.., i.e. the "questions" that
will be asked of the data, and of the form of the data analysis.

1.

Analytic Scheme:

An outline of the analytic scheme that

will be explained beloH is presented in Figure 7.

This outline

contains six questions 'i-lhich have been selected as the basic, or

most central, dimensions of the children's responses to the
pictures for the purposes of this investigation.

The data analysis

A.

What was the child's overall interpretation of
the story?

B.

What ,,,as the child's affective response to the
protagonist?

C.

What parts of the story were seen as most important?

D;

What are the rules used for interpreting social
relationships in the story?

E.

Hhat criteria are used in order to judge whether
or not the story "really happened"?

F.

What criteria are used in evaluating the story
and judging its meaning or purpose?

Figure 7:· Outline of Analytic Scheme
42
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will deal with the child's interpretations of the story dimensions
listed in Figure 7 from, the point of view of the actual content
of his answers and, even more importantly, from the point of view of
the evidence rules used to justify the answers.
The actual interview schedule used i;' this study is included
as Appendix B and has been discussed in Chapter 3.

The reader may

wish to consult this schedule in revie,,,ing the analytic scheme
developed

here since the primary dimensions of the data analysis

are, of course, derived from the answers to those questions.

A.

~fuat

was the child's overall interpretation of the story?

This question builds on the first question in the intervie,., schedule,
"Hhat was the story told in the pictures?"

However, as expected, it

was often the case that important clues to a child's overall interpretation of the story came out of other, later questions.
The central issue here deals with the child's recognition of
the man, of the accident, and of the relationship between the man and
the accident.

A variety of sub-issues are involved ",ith each of

these points.

For example, with respect to the recognition of the man,

it is important to ascertain whether the child recognized that he
was a doctor, whether it was in fact one man throughout the story, etc.
A number

of~similar

points can be raised about the accident, and the

man's relation to the accident.

Patterns and trends in the responses

of children in different experimental conditions and at different age
levels will be discussed in detail in the chapter on findings.

•

1That was the child's affective

B.

Tl~SDon8e to

the prot.agonist?

This question is based on the quertion, "Did you like the man in the
I
story?" and on evidence from other questions about the respondent's
affective response tc? the main character.

will be the reasons given by the

Also of central importance

justification for the

~ubject.as

expressed feelings.
!

Numerous factors indicate that the oata should be examined for

the subj eet' s affective response to tl1<..; nrotagoni.st.
inclusion of the Nice - Nasty variable
ferences in the "personality
viewer are present.

;:11t.'.<.::.n3

First, the

that systematic dif-

informati();'1~' made

available to the

Additionally, the strongly counter ....normative

central event of the story provides the basis for mooc"l judgments
about the protagonist vlhich can he compared across age groups (i.e.

IlWhy did you (not) like him?"; !l1,That eliou].G he
etc.).

havf~ G.()ne?";

IIvJhy?tf

Finally, the data on affective response to the doctor and

the justifications for these judgments

child's role-taking ability (1. e.
perception of the· situation, and
courses of action).

his
his

Tl1.1.y

provide

H

vi.e"\" of the

perception of the doctor' 8
p2·cce.ption of a1 ternative

These data ·l:-1i11 be su.'JJ ected to cross-age

COID-

parisons.

•
c.

Hhat parts of the story

1;.]er2. S(:E'n

as most ir::!portant? This

,;..~

question is based on the parts of the L:.terview schedule \',Thich asked,
"Wha t

vlaS

the mos t important thing in

t.ll'2. S

lory? II; l'l,,]hy?"; and

I
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"What else was important in the story?"

As with A and B above,

the reasons given by the child to support or justify (or explain)
his answer to this question will be an important source of data
for comparisons across variables ..

The analysis will focus on whether a respondent chooses some part
of the story as important because of its purely intrinsic significance,
or because of his perception of it as an important part of the story
structure within which it is found.
The concept of a structured photographic narrative and the
conventions associated with this kind of communicational event,
as discussed in Chapter 3, would suggest that certain parts of the
story would be seen as more or less important than others.

This

notion, indeed, is quite similar to Collins' (1970) separation of
central and peripheral story content.

Therefore, answers to the

questions that relate more to the doctor's coming across the
accident and his reaction to the accident would be central in Collins'
sense, while comments about doctors and hospitals in general (simply
because a doctor and a hospital were shown) or about walking (because
the story included several shots of tqe doctor walking home) would be
more peripheral.

•
D.

\~.

What are the rules used for interpreting social relationships

shown in the story?

Many aspects of the stimulus material used in

this study could serve as the basis for specific questions about
social relationships.

Examples would. include questions about the

•
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occupational and/or personal relationship between the doctor and
the nurse, and between the doctor and the secretary.

Other questions

could deal with his relationship to the accident victim or to
the woman at the end 'of the story.
The bulk of the analysis presented rn this report, however, will
deal with the child's perception of the doctor's relationship to the
woman at the end of the story.

It is felt that answers to questions

about her identity and their relationship will be particularly interesting because this is in fact a highly ambiguous situation - i.e. it
lacks the strong visual cues about occupational/work status that are
provided by a nurse's uniform, or by a seat at an office desk with a
typrewriter.

On the other hand, the slide showing the doctor sitting

with the woman at the end of the story definitely suggests a close
personal relationship - yet one whose exact nature is not clearly
specified.
The

idea of competence in a "social-gestural" communication

mode has been proposed by Gross (1973).

This competence refers to

the ability of a fully socialized member of a culture to produce
valid interpretations of the gestural and proxemic behavior of his
fellows.

\

These interpretations are based on a familiarity with the

full range of symbolic significance of a variety of the elements of

•

that cultul{_e - such as clothing and uniforms, jewelry, signs, noises,

insignia and the like.
Data in the present study will be examined for regularities
in the kinds of evidence adduced in support of the interpretation

•
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of the relationship between the doctor and'the wOman at the end of
the story provided by the subject.

E.

~fuat

criteria are used to judge whether or not the story

"really happened"?

The data relevant to this question are drawn

largely from responses to the interview question,
pictures, do you think they are real?"

"~at

about these

The main objective of the

analysis of this material will not be simply to tabulate or compare
the relative frequency of "Yes" or ''No'' answers to this question
across age groups or experimental conditions, but instead to go
beyond these answers to examine the kinds of criteria or factors
which the chid uses as justification for his ans,,,er, to the extent
that these are apparent from his answers to the actual question and
subsequent probes in the interview.
At this point the distinction between natural vs. symbolic
assessment of sign events is useful.
respo~ses

variety of

On the one hand, there are a

to this question which use as a basis for the

answer a recognition of the events as

lt

rea lll (i.e. as natural events).

On the other hand, a recognition of the events· as intentionally
communicative would be based on the assessment that the story events
were symbolic events.
,,"

One e;;:ample of the category of attributional criteria would be
a response to the question which describes the "natural order" or
continuity of the pictures and states that this is evidence for the

•

'.
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realness of the events (i.e. the story).

This would correspond

to Harth and Gross' "order recognJtion".

Another type of attribu-

tional response is one in '''hich a

!

judgment is based on the simple

plausibility of the events and persons depicted in the story.

Here

"

one would find answers stating that the pictures were real because
"That man really looked like a doc~orll or "That \Vas a real nurse and a

a real hospital".

Finally, the representational fidelity of the

pictures themselves could be used as a criterion - as in the assertion

that "That was a real manl!, or a "Real carll, in constrast to drm·]ings,
cartoons, or some other non-photographic representation.

Answers reflecting a recognition of symbolic status would include
those which implicitly or explictly

reveal an 8Hareness of the circum-

stances under which the pictures 'l;vere obtained, and thus an awareness

of their fabrication.

A typical example of a response falling into

this category Hould be one in which the respondent states that the
pictures (story) are not real because the people taking the pictures _

i.f they had actually seen such an accident - ,wuld have intervened
themselves and helped the victim, instead of merely photographing the
incident.

Another similar response is one which states that of all

possible circumstances in y.Thich a doctor might not help an accident

victim, the least likely would be that in which he himself '''''s being
observed (by, the person taking the pictures), the implicati.on being
that he would then be held accountable for failure to assist an
injured person.

I

'.
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There are admitedly difficulties in achieving highly reliable
classifica tion of the answers to the evidence ques tions.

Nevertheless,

the crucial aspect of the distinction between natural and symbolic
assessments hinges on the question of whether or not the respondent
incorporates an awareness of the intentionally communicative (or
messageful) nature of the events through, for instance, references
to the scripting, staging and photographing (Le. f&brication) of the
story events, in

his determination of the realness of the pictures

(story).

F.

Hhat criteria are used in evaluating the story and judging

its meaning or purpose?

The data relevant to this question are drawn

largely from responses to the interview questions, "Do you think that
the person ''lho took these pictures was a good storyteller?" and
""That is a good (bad) story like?"; also, "vlhat ,,,as the meaning of
the story?"; "Hhat was the man ,.,ho took these pictures trying to make
you think?" and other related probes.
Evaluations may be based upon factors that are largely internal
to the picture (story) events themselves as in a response that claims
that the story ,,,as a good one because the pictures (events) followed
one another in a "good way".

.

Other relatively simple criteria in-

•

clude equating the evaluation of the pictures (story) with an evaluation
of the behavior (acts) depicted in the pictures.
More sophisticated responses' could discuss the goodness or

•
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badness of the story by regarding the pictures as the final outcome
of a series of production activilies and decisions carried out by
the producer of the story (the ·storyteller).

Thus, for example,

references to the intentional usE( of cues to aid the

Vif~\,ver

in

,

,
II

ge tting the meaning" of or unde;',standing the story is E-~vidence for

recognition of the picture events i as symbolic.

Addj_tiollillly, explicit

references to other message chararacteristics poss:Lble for a story
of this type - ref erences which emphasize the fabrica tedness of the
story - may also reflect a recognition of the intentionally commun·-

icative nature of the sign events.

Examples here Hould include

connnents about the possibility of a sound tract, different tvays of

taking the pictures, etc.

2.

Data Analysis:

The section above has

presell'~ed

the Ii.wj or

dimensions of the data analysis in terms of specific content areas.
Several questions related to the method of da'ta analys1_s 'dill

be

TIQloJ

deal t vi.th.
quantitative

here:

v~~_._(~litative

analysis:

THO

points shouJ.d be noted

(a) By far the greater part of the data analysis \Jill be

qualitative in nature.

This has been'. done for scvercl rcensons:

The use of a semi-structured interview schedule

redul>:~d

(i)

the com;)ar-

ability of responses across subjects - thus placing so:ne constraints
';:<;.-

on the amount of reliable categorization and q-uantificz'-l.tion that Vlould
be possible;

(ii) Extensive pretesting Hith the stiElulu;:> material

and earlier versions of the interview schedule indicated thc!.t richer

•

...... --~
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data (i.e. lengthier, more detailed and fully specified answers)
could be obtained with a more open-ended, probing interview approach;
finally, (iii) Pretesting also indicated that the level of complexity and detail of ' children's responses to the type of visual
stimuli used in this study was so high th~t each individual interview transcript merited a thorough analysis.
(b) Neverthless, some questions in the

intervie~J

schedule

produced responses that could be fairly reliably coded, so that
quantitative comparisons could be made.

This was most often the case

for questions for which the answers could be reduced to a simple
dichotomy (e.g. yes - no, favorable - unfavorable) and in these
cases a comparison across one of the independent variables was
ma~e.

These data are presented in Chapter 5 at the appropriate

places, usually in the form of chi-square tables.
The possibility of more elaborate or multivariate coding, content
analysis and statistical analysis of the data collected in this study
has been limited by the relatively small number of experimental interviews (36) obtained.

\
•

•
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CHAPTER FIVE:

FINDJNGS

This chapter contains an analysis of the 36 experimental and
8 control interviews conducted by the author.

The format used for

the discussion of these findings is that of the analytic scheme
outlined in Chapter 4.

In addition to those dimensions, this chapter

contains a discussion of the control interviews and of age-related
differences in the types of assessments made of the pictures.

1.

Control Subjects:

Children's generalized expectations

about the behavior of a doctor in the kind of accident situation
depicted in the pictures were explored through control intervie"s.
The need for these intervieHs with respondents ,-,ho did not see the
pictures was explained in Chapter 3 (p. 39 - 40).
t\1ese respondents

,laS

Information on

summarized in Table 1 (p. 36).

of the control intervietvs is presented below.

An example

This intervie d was
1

done ,dth a second grade student, and is typical of all eight control intervievrs both in terms of the

intervie~'ler

I

s description of

the scenario, and in terms of the intervie't-Jee's predictions about

the most likely behavior of a passerby who was either a lay person
or a doctor.

,

'<

Q:

I want to describe an imaginary situation
to you and then ask·< some questions about it.

There are no right or wrong answers to the
questions; thi~ is not a test.
I >;\Tant you,
for a minute, to imagine a situation Hhich I'm

going to describe nm-'.

52
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A person is walking do,vn the street. It's
. daylight outside. The street is empty and
there aren't any\people, or cars around.
The person sees in front of him, up ahead,
a car up on thy ~ide of the road. The car
looks like it had been in an accident. The
doors are open, the fenders are dented.
The person comes up to the car a little closer
and sees that in fact there has been an accident,
and that the driver of ehe car, who is a man, is
laying on the seat and the floor and looks
to be unconscious:. Nobody has seen him yet.
,

Hhat would a normal person do if he came
upon a situation like that, with a man unconscious in an accident?
A:

Hhat would I do?

Q:

Hhat would you think a regular, everyday
person ,,,ould do?

A:

Probably go to get a policeman and say that
somebody is unconscious.

Q:

Ho", would you kno", that a normal person
would do that?

A:

Because they wouldn't just let him lay there
for a long time.

Q:

What 'lOuld you do?

A:

I "lOuld probably call the police.

Q:

Is there anything else you could do?

A:

Tell somebody.
,,

Q:

Now, ",hat do you think a doctor ",ould do
if he was walking down that street?

A:

He would probably get the ambulance and bring
him to the hospital.

Q:

Ho", do you know that a doctor would do that?

A:

Because the doctor wouldn't just let him lay
there.

P.

•

I
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Q:

.fuy not, what is it about doctors?

A:

Doctors know ho,,, to do people like that, they
know how to make them better and they wouldn't
just let them stay there and die.

Q:

hTha1; are doctors like themselves?

A:

Nice and helpful.

Q:

They are? ~at ,,,ould you think of a doctor who
saw the accident and who did help the person?

A:

He 1 s a nice person.

Q:

lmat would you think of a doctor "ho sa" the
accident and didn't help?

A:

He's a mean doctor and shouldn't be a doctor.

Q:

lma t would you think of a regular person who
Sal" the accident and didn't help?

A:

,He would be mean and Houldn' t help anybody.
(14) ;,

Assignment of individuals to the control condition
a r.;:mc1om procedure.

vlaS

done by

In general, no significant differences in

expectations Here found across the variables of age (school grade) or
sex.

The principal conclusions to be draHn from the control inter-

vie,"s is that they strongly support the assumption that the normal
expectation (in the population examined in the study) about a doctor's
behavior at the kind of accident used in the stimulus pictures Has

•

tha t he Hmild help.

*

in parentheses are subject numbers. See Appendix C
for the age, sex and experimen"tal condition of each subject.

Numbers

•
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2.

Children's Overall Interpretation of the Story:

all of the children who were

ShO~

Virtually

the picture story recognized that

!

the protagonist was a doctor, alt'hough 3 of the 12 eighth grade
students said they thought he was probably a medical student.

i

These

data are summarized in Table 2 below.

i
I

Table 2.

Role Recognition by Grade and
Experimental Condition

Experimental Condition
"Nicef!
l'N asty "
Doctor Other Doctor Other

Grade

1.
2.
3.

2

5

5

6

8

3
6

2

11

6

a

0

6

a

a

6

3

0

Said protagonist was either a doctor or a scientist.
One student said protagonist was probably a medical
student.
3 of 12 -eighth grade students said protagonist was
probably a medical student.

The single most important aspect of the child's overall interpretation of the story is his perception of the doctor's reaction
to the accident scene and to the accident victim.

Very striking

differences in perception occurred between respondents at different

•

'<.
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grade levels.
Table 3 summarizes, for each grade, the perceptions of the
doctor's reaction to the accident victim, as expressed in the answers

to the questions, "Hhat 'vas the story told in the pictures? It and

"Why do you think the man in the story acted the Hay he did (at the
accident)?"
Younger children Here clearly less likely than older oncs to
state that the doctor had ignored the accident victim.
is meant that the doctor recognized the victim's need but did not

help.)

Table 3.

Interpretation of the Doctor's
Reaction to the Accident Victim
by Grade.

Did the doctor ignore
the accident victim?
YES

Grade

{I,

NO

2

4

8

5

8

4

8

11

1

2
X = 8. ()l
df = 2
P < .02

•

-.
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Instead of saying that the doctor ignored the accident victim,
the majority of the second grade ,1SUbjects gave alternative interpretations of his actions; some

cif

these alternatives involve

relatively complex inferential processes.*

Many of these responses

i

,

(8 of 12) appear to create a consistency· between a generalized

positive image of a doctor and th~ behavior of the doctor in this
story.

(This pattern is also present in the data on affective

response to the doctor which is discussed in Section 3 of this
chapter.)

These eight cases are summarized in Table 4 below.

The follo.,ing passages illustrate the kind of interpretations
of the event typical of these second grade respondents:

Q:

Ho., did the doctor in that story help that vlOman?

A:

He brought her out of the car and maybe went back
to the medical center and put her in one of the
beds.

Q:

How could you tell that?

A:

Hhen I saw the picture, her
when it was
. her hand
smashed and he was walking by
was out, and when I looked in the second picture
her hand wasn't sticking out the bottom door.

Q:

So that tells you that he had done that?

A:

Yes.

(3)

•

*

Standard usages of the term "inference" ("inferential" etc.) in
this; discussion should not be confused with the term "communicational inference" discusseq in Chapter 2.

" , ..

\
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Table 4.

Subject

Intetpretations of Second Grade
SubJ~cts Consistent with the
Positive Image of a Doctor.

Interpretation

1

Respondent can not remember what the doctor
did when he (doctor) saw accident.

2

No help was needed because the doctor saw
that the man was repairing his car - there
had not been an accident.

3

Doctor took the victim back to the hospital
in between shots.

4

The doctor ,.,ent home to the nurse to tell
her about the accident so that help could
be called.

5

The doctor was blind and therefore he
couldn't see the victim.

9

The doctor's help ",as not needed because
an ambulance had already been called.

10

The story ",as about two men who looked
alike (first man ",as a doctor, second was
not). Existence of second man postulated
because the respondent could not believe
that a doctor would ignore an accident victim
as shown.

12

The doctor saw that the m,m ",as only taking
a rest.

•
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Q:

Going back to the car, why do you think the
doctor acted the! way he did?

A:

I don't know. Maybe because the ambulance
could have been ~alled already.

Q:

Hml,could you

t~ll

that that's . • • ?

!

A:

Or he could have, called. the ambulance when he
got home.

Q:

Hhat do you think he did?

A:

I think maybe an ambulance was probably called
already.

Q:

Is there any way that you could tell that one had
been called already?

A:

Because he just looked at it, and he didn't stop
to really take a good look at it.
(9)

* * * * *

* * *

*

*

*

*

Q:

Did anything happen to the man on his way home?

A:

He saw this man
. his head and his hand was out
of the car, and the door "as opened.

Q:

Hhat do you suppose had happened?

A:

Could it have crashed?

Q:

Do you think so?

A:

Maybe something was '!rang and he was fixing
something maybe.

Q:

Hhy do you think the man in the story - the
doctor - acted the way he did?

A:

(pause)
always act.

•

. Because that's how doctors

•

'.
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Q:

But ",hen he saw that person in the car,
why do you think he acted the way he did
then?

A:

Becau~-;e he 'was, p~obably

Q:

Probd,bly what?

A:

lIe clidn T t knmv what 'was wrong, and then he saw
what the man was doing, '1 guess.

Q:

Hhat do you think the man was doing?

A:

Fixing something?

(2)

The interpretat::Lons given by the. four second grade students
who did report the doctor as ignoring the accident victim were
varied, although none of thern contains an explictly
conclusion "bout the r,octor's personality.

negative

They said that:

He

\vanted to get home and be '",,7ith his 'h7ife; he \Vas tired from his work
day; he wanted to get h':ODle fast - and was not in a "mood" to help
(not said sarcastical1y): and, he didn't have time to help.
The responses of the fifth grade subjects contained many of

the elements found in the younger children 1 s responses discussed
above, although they appeared in smaller proportions.

Four of the

12 fifth graders felt tilat the doctor did not ignore the accident
victim, and some of these interpretations of the event involved
inferences similar to those of the second graders.

The quote below

is an example:

Q:

Hhat about on the 1my home, as he was 'mlking _
did you notice anything there?

•
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A:

While he was walking down the road he saw this
guy in the car - II didn't know really what he was
doing. The guy $s laying in his car ,.,ith the
door open, and the trunk was open.
I

Q:

"~at could possibly be going on - or what could
have, been going an - in that situation?
'\

A:

Hell, that guy in the car - he could have had to
stop to' do something in his engine or something,
and then he walked up there and he opened the
hood to do something, and he needed a screwdriver,
and he went back in his car and he was getting it and he was real tired and ·he fell asleep in the
seat.

Q:

Any other possible explanations as to what would
be going on there?

A:

Hell, like he could have been doing something like laying over on the seat and doing something
down on the floor underneath it.

Q:

Is it possible that it could have been an accident?

A:

It could have been but there wasn't anybody else
around there. Like maybe his car just went crazy
up the road there.
(23)

Other fifth grade children "ho interpreted the scene and the
doctor's behavior in ways consistent with a positive image of a doctor
stated that he called an ambulance*, that he thought the car had been
abandoned (there Has no victim) and that the doctor ascertained that
\

*

Q:

A:
Q:
A:

What "I3S the most important thing in the story?
Hhenhe called the ambulance about the k;lled man.
• • 'f. vlhat did you see that shm.,ed you that he called the
ambulance when he came to the accident?
Hell; after one picture the man was not in the car anymore.
He must have been in the hospital.
(27)

•
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the accident was not authentic - it had been staged by a car manufacturer and the "victim" was

aC~UallY a

du~y

used for simulation

I

purposes - hence no medical action was required.
,

\

Fifth grade respondents who

~id

report that the doctor left

the accident victim without aiding were nevertheless ambivalent in
their interpretations of his acts 'and the reasons behind them.
Typical responses were that he did not want to get involved because
he was afraid he would get into trouble, the doctor thought the man
was dead already and thus he could be of no real help, and the doctor
was mad about the incident at the office (Nasty condition) and just
wanted to get home.
In constrast to the second and fifth grade students, ali the
e~ghth

graders, with one exception, reported that the doctor ignored

the accident victim.

The sole exception was a female respondent who

felt that the doctor probably ascertained that the man was alright,
although she thought it unusual that the doctor did not do anything
more.

The eighth grade responses are homogeneous in a number of ways
and demonstrate an apparently more sophisticated interpretation of
the factors which probably caused the 'doctor to ignore the victim.
Nine of these eleven respondents explicitly stated that they felt
the doctor:;"did not want to get involved" in the situation.

•

The

other two respondents said essentially the same thing ,vithout using
that particular phrasing.

Furth<er, five of. these children said that

•
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the doctor probably feared legal responsibility or a suit as a
consequence of interverition.

The following passage typifies this

interpretation:

Q:

Going back to the accid~nt, why do you think the
man acted the way he did?

A:

Scared he would be sued. It's happened before,
like when a couple of years ago we ,.,ere talking
about this in sixth grade - some guy was beat up
and thrown down the stairs and was killed. People
just vmlked right by him - didn't care. Maybe
(if) somebody would've helped him and they did
something wrong - like put a tourniquet on his
arm - and he could have to have it amputated, he
could sue the person.*
(43)

Nice vs. Nasty Conditions:

As discussed in Chapter 3, it was

eljOpected that the differences in the "personality information" variable
(Nice vs. Nasty conditions) would lead to different types of interpretations of the doctor's behavior.
two different possibilities.

This expectation was based on

First, since the scene with the

secretary immediately precedes the doctor's leaving the hospital and
encountering the accident, it is possible that his anger at the

*

,
The question of the popular image of "Good Samaritanism" deserves
attention, in light of recent findings highly inconsistent with the
image of well-intentioned doctors being sued for aiding accident
victims. A survey conducted by Emergency Hedicine magazine (reported
in NeICsweek, October 9, 1972) offered $100 to the first of its
106,000 readers who could document a case of a malpractice suit
fol1m"ing an act of "Good Sar..:aritanism ll •

No cases Here discovered.

These results suggest that factors other than actual real life
events may be responsible for this pervasive (at least among 8th
grade children) image.
.

•
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secretary, could be seen as carrying over into the next scene - i.e.
because of his being upset shortly earlier, the doctor failed to
aid the victim.

On the other hand, it is also possible that both

events (his anger at. the secretary and his failure to aid the victim)

could be seen as manifestations of the

s~me

relatively permanent

underlying personality disposition or trait.
The follQ1.Jing quote illustrates the first possibility - that
of a transient state of anger "'hich prevents the doctor from helping:

Q:

Hhat do you kno'>? about the man?

A:

Hell, that he's interested in his job, and
he's trying to find out what's right and
,,,hat's wrong. And that he - because he was
angry·· that's ",hy he just left the man there.
Because he was mad ~ . . but he probably would
have ;lelped the man otherwise, if he hadn't
been angry.
(28)

The second possibjJ.ity - that of a consfstently unpleasant or
unkind personality - is suggested by the following:

Q:

1fuat else do you lena" about the man in the

story?
A:

He 1 s not very considerate~ He doesn't care
a.:nd he doesn t t control his temper,
Not a l:-lan too many people 'i'l7ould "rant to
know. \:e could do "ithout him.
(32)
much~

•
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Contrary to expectations, the interview data yielded no particularly strong or interesting differences that can be attributed
to this "personality information" variable.

It produced virtually

no differences in respondents' overall interpretations of the doctor's
reaction to the accident.

Only one respqndent in the fifth grade and

one in the eighth said that the doctor in the Nasty condition may
not have helped because of anger carried over from the scene with the
secretary or because of .a consistently unkind or negative personality.
The data on affective response to the doctor (discussed below in
Section 3) show

a slight but consistent trend for the Nice-Nasty

variable in the expected direction - i.e. a mixed or negative
reaction to the doctor is more frequent in the Nasty than in .the
Nice condition.
Other Explanations:

The perception of the doctor as eager to get

home to his wife (or to hiE: "date" - see S<'!etion 5 belm,) was cited
on several oceaisicns by

responde.r~ts

at all three grade levels as

at l"ast a contributing factor in his decision not to aid the accident
victim.

Examples· include:

Q:

lIhy do you think the man in the story acted the
way he did at the accident?

A:

(Second grade) Haybe he wanted to get home .real
fast and he didn't "ant to help the man - he
wanted to get home real fast and meet his mother
or his girlfriend.
(7)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

*
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Q:

Has there anything that might indicate that she
his girlfriend?

,laS

A:

(Fifth grade) .If i t "as his girlfriend - like,
i f she was his wife, he might not have gone right
home - he might have had a date tlith his girlfriend and that's why he left the man there.
He might have thought his girlfriend was more
important.
(22)

The following excerpt from an eighth grade student demonstrates
the weighing of the thrlOe separate explanations considered so far
(fear of involvement, angry from office scene, and eager to get home):

Q:

Going back to the accident, ',hy do you think the
man acted the way he did?

A:

Hell. • • nat! that I think of i t . . . well, i t
seemed a little unreal • . . If that "as his
friend, I guess he didn't "ant to miss his date
or something like that • . . but I don't knot!
why he would " . .

Q:

Hell, can you think of any other reasons?

A:

He may have been upset from at the office, but
I still . • • I can't imagine anybody just leaVing
.. a person there - I mean not even telling anybody.
You knol', the car . . • looked like it was in a
pretty unused area
. . he could have been lying
there for days.

Q:

Are there any other reasons ,,,hy he may not have
helped?

A:

Hell, other than maybe he was in a hurry to get
home, I guess he t!as upset. I can't think of too
much more. Except maybe he ",as just that kind of

,,'

person - doesntt Hant to get involved.

Q:

Hhat do you mean by not ",anting to get involved?

A:

Hell, not go through all the trouble.

I guess he'd'

•
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have to talk to police and things like that.
Maybe he'd use up too much of his time - he'd
have to get the ~erson to a hospital. If the
person were tod~e, he may be responsible for it.
'i

Q:

In what way could he be responsible?

A:

Hell, if he had moved the person, and the person
died or something • . . .even given first aid
I don't kno", too much about legal matters, I guess
he could have been responsible.

Q:

Do you think the doctor ",as probably thinking
about this?

A:

He might have been, but I didn't see too much
change of expression on his face
. . I mean he
just . . . well, I guess he went a little bit out
of his way and ",alked to,lards it
• . I mean he
didn't look like he ",as making any major decisions.
It looked like he just ignored it and put it out
of his mind.
(49)

i

A revie", of the complete set of transcripts indicates that
perception of the doctor as eager to get home (and thus not "'illing to
aid the victim) is not systematically related to experimental condition
&~ice

vs. Nasty), subject age, or sex.

3.

Affective Response to the Protagonist:

Data on the respondents'

general affective response to the doct?r are summarized in Tables 5 and

,

6 below, based mainly on responses to the question, "Did you like the
man in the story?"*

*

•

Through an oversight, three of the 12 respondents in the fifth
grade (23, 27, 29) were not asked, this question. Affective
response here was inferred from answers to other related questions
about the story and the man (e:g. "Hhat do you knm, about the
man?lT) .

•
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Table 5.

Affect4ve Response to the
Doctor by Grade

,Positive

Grade

N,\gative

2

12

,0

5

6

,6

1

8

Table 6.

Positive

x2

= 20.28
. df = 2
p < .001

11

Affective Response to the Doctor by
Grade and Experimental Condi ti c"

Mixed

Negative

2

Nice
Nasty

6
4

0
2

0
0

Grade 5

Nice
Nasty

3
1

1
2

2
3

Nice
Nasty

0
0

2
1

5

8

4

\
•
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These figures present the same pattern of differences between
age groups as was observed in the data on respondents' overall
interpretation of the doctor's reaction to the accident (Table 3).
The principal difference revealed betHeen Tables 3 and 5 is that
even the four second grade students who d,id report that the doctor
ignored the accident victim still had a favorable reaction to him.
One is tempted to interpret these responses as a "correct" per-

ception of the depicted neglect on the doctor's part at the accident,
follOlved by a "failure" to incorporate this information into the
affective response to him.

The assumption here, of course, is that

a perception of neglect in general is enough to justify (in the
sense of naive psychology) an unfavorable reaction to the actor.
The responses of the fifth and eighth grade children (discussed
b~loH) support this assumption, although it is not clear Hhat it

would take to produce a negative response to the doctor from second
grade students.
These data on affective response to the doctor are broken dOl-m
into a finer analysis in Table 6 above.

Here the simple Positive -

Negative dichotomy has been replaced by a three-Hay classification to
allo,,, for basically mixed or ambivale~t responses (in the two-way
classification all responses Here force-categorized as either positive or

ne~ative).

•

This table also classifies respondents by the

i,'.'

experimental variable (Nice vs. Nasty) to check for any systematic
effect of this "personality information".

These data show a slight

tendency for mixed and negative reactions to Occur more frequently

•
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in the Nasty condition.

For instance, among those 14 second and

fifth graders who did have a positive reaction to the doctor,
nearly two-thirds of them (9 of 14) saw the Nice version, thus

indicat-

ing that the Nasty scene may have contributed to a negative reaction.
However, these differences do not achieve statistical significance.
The affective responses of the four second grade children
discussed above (those who recognized that he did not help, yet
still liked him )stand out because they embody a relltively high
degree of surface inconsistency - the presence of which can be taken
as evidence for the strength of the initial stereotype.

The fo110,,-

ing quotes are taken from these children:

Q:

Hhat was the most important thing in the story?

A:

(pause).
That he should have helped the
person in the car.

Q:

Hhy would you say that?

A:

Because the person could be almost dead .
.

~.

.

Q:

Did you like the man in the story?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Hhy?

A:

(pause)... Because he looked like a kind man.

Q:

He did?

A:

Yes.

Q:

IThat made you tnink that he would be a kind person?

A:

He just looked kind.

\,

(8)

•

I
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*

*

Q:

Do you like the man in the story?

A:

Yes.

Q:

IThy?

A:

Well, because he helps people in the hospital,
but there >TaS one part I. didn't like ahout him.

Q:

What ,,,as that?

A:

When the man was injured in the car and
didn't go and help him. He should have
back and got an ambulance, and took him
hospital and he should have operated on
so he wouldn't have died.

Q:

What are the other reasons that you like him?

A:

Hell, that he's nice to people. He doesn't hurt
people. He's nice because he does nice things
to people.

Q:

Are there any other reasons that you dislike him?

A:

I

*

*

Q:

Why (did you like the doctor)?

A:

Because he was talking nice to that lady, and he
wasn't being mean to her.

Q:

Are doctors that way sometimes?

A:

I don't know.

Q:

Was there anything about the doctor that you didn't
like?

A:

No.

"

* * *

*

*

can't think of any.

*

*

*

* *

*

he
went
to the
him -

(7)

* * * * * * * * * *

\

"if_'

(6)

•
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The second grade interviews Icontain numerous examples of highly
circular reasoning which shows the link between the child·' s perI

ception of social-occupational status (i.e. the doctor) and
affective response.

,

For example:.

I
Q:

What else do you' kn01,' about the man in the story?

A:

That he was a good man.

Q:

Why do you know that?

A:

Cause doctors are good men.

Q:

How could you tell that this one ,,,as a good man?

A:

Because he was a doctor.

(4)

As indicated by the data in Tables 5 and 6, the affective
responses

of

fifth graders!o the doctor were mixed.

Included

are children who (a) liked the doctor because. of his actions (they
thought that he helped); (b) some who liked him in spite of his
failure to aid the victim; and (c) some who did not like him because
of his failure to aid the victim.
The following passage exemplifies the second category - respon,
dents who like the doctor in spite of his behavior at the accident:

•
Q:

What else was important in the story?

A:

(pause)
That he sa" the man.
saw the smashed up car .

Q:

l'Ihy was that important?

That he

I

'.
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A:

Because if he didn't take care of him, the. man
would just be lying there and soon he'd get real
hurt, and grow cold and then he'd get .sick and
he'd die.

Q:

What did the doctor do?

A:

He didn't do anything. All he did was jus t
stand there looking at H. Walked away from it.

Q:

Do you like the doctor?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Why?

A:

I think he's nice because - "ell, he looks i t

Q:

He looks what?

A:

Like a friendly man.

..

(11)

In contrast to the fifth graders, eighth grade students were
nearly unanimous in their dislike for the doctor (11 to 1 negative).
These responses are .highly similar in that all eleven refer to his
failure to aid the victim as their reason for disliking him.

These

eighth grade responses, however, are more complex than those of the
younger students in that several of them are qualified by the comment
.

,

that the man was initially seen favor.ably (i.e. they reported that
they liked him at first) but then their opinion changed after the
accident

sc~ne.

Q:

Did you like the man in the story?

A:

Well, at first I thought I liked him, but

•
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i

i

then ~,hen he lost his temper I had a little
doubt about him. And when he started walking
home,' I thought he was a person who liked au t doors and have exercises and things, but then

when he walked a"my from that person I ,ms sur--prised at first and I guess I sort of resented
it.
Q:

Was there anything about him that you
liked?

particularly

A:

Hell, he was a doctor and - I thought he ,,,as going
to help the person - I would have liked that.
There wasn't anything exceptional about him . .
tha t I vlOuldn' t like him over any other person.

Q:

Was there anything about him - other than what
you've mentioned - that you particularly disliked?

A:

Well, I could understand his losing his temper -r lose my temper and I'm sure everyone else docs
but the thing about him leaving the person there I thought that ,cas pretty bad.
(49)

As sho,m in Table 6 and discussed above, the relationship bet'Je2n
affective response to the doctor and the Nice vs. Nasty variable,
while in the expected direction, ,,,as ,,,eak and did not approach
statistical significance.

Also, there l;vas no interaction bett'leen

this variable and age on affective response.

The interviews wen,

also checked for a possible relationship between sex of the viewer
and affective response to the doctor.
or interactions

~lere

Again, no direct re.lationshi.p

found.

Data pn affective response to the doctor may be summarized as

follows;

Second grade children liked the doctor and offered detailed

information about the positive attributes of doctors in general

i,"

I
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order to justify their response.

This typically involved such

attributions as, IIDoetors help you," or "Doctors are important men

to the city."

Fifth grade children were essentially negative in

their responses, although there were some qualifications and some of
the "inconsistencies ll seen in the second grade interviews.

Finally,

eighth graders were n"arly unanimous in their dislike of the doctor,
and this response was based on their perception of his behavior at
the accident scene.

4.

Relative Importance of Events:

Data on judgments as to the

most important thing in the story are summarized in Tables 7 and 8
below.

These figures were obtained by an analysis of

respondents'

answers to the question, "What was the most important thing in the

st~ry?" and other related questions and probes.

Table 7.

Grade

Relative Importance of Events
By Grade

Accident

Other

2

4

8

5

9 ..

3

8

10

2

x2

7.42

df = 2
P < .05
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Table 8.

Doctor
Not
Helping

Grade

Relati~e Importance of Several Content
Dimensions by Grade

Doctor Da,ctorDoes RospitalHelp
Hedicine

Other

2

2

2

'7

1

5

8

1

3

0

8

10

0

2

a

12.88
6
p

<

.05

The data in Table 7 parallel the strong age differences that
appeared in Table 3 (interpretation of the doctor's reaction) and
Tables 5 and 6 (affective response to the doctor) discussed above.
Interestingly, t,w of the four second grade subjects '"ho did mention
the accident as the most important thing in the story "'ere referring
to the doctor's assistance at the accident - thus they ",ere not making
the same kind of reference to the accident (i.e. a reference to not
helping ,,,hen help ",'as needed) that 8 of the 9 fifth graders and all
10 eighth graders ",ere making when they mentioned the accident as
most improtant.

Table~8 gives a more precise account of responses than is
provided in Table 7.

These figures introduce some explanation for

the strong effect observed in Table 7 by shm-ling the large number
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of younger

I

children who selected the general Doctor-Hospital-

Medicine theme as the :most important. part of the story.
By far, most second grade,s answered the question about the
most important part of the story with some sort of generally favorable reference to doctors and the services they perform for society.
The following quotes typify these responses:

Q: What was the most important thing in the story?
A:

I think the most important thing ,,,as when the
doctor was mixing the two things.

Q: Why was that important?
A:

I think because he made medicine to cure something
and that was the most important thing in the story,
and there wasn't any other things in the story
that were important like that was.

Q:

There weren't any other important things in the
story?

A:

Well there were some important things but they
weren't as important as, well, you need medicine
to cure - to be cured if you are sick.
(10)

* * *
Q:

*

*

*

*

*

*

* *

*

*

*

*

\
What was the most important thing in the story?

A:

(pause).
people well.

I guess to make the medicine to make

Q:

Why would that be the most important thing·in the
story?

A:

Th';t more people. would live.

Q: What else was important in the story?

•
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A:

I guess the nurse that showed him the paper to
make ~ore medicine.

Q:

Why was that i~portant?

A:

To

m~ke

more people well.

*

*

*

*

Q:

What was the most important thing in the story?

A:

That he was a doctor.

Q:

Hhy would you say that?

A:

Because if people got sick, they wouldn't knm,
(4)
hot, to get themselves better.

(12)

*

*

*

*

*

*

As indicated in Table 7, most of the fifth and eighth graders
reported that the accident was the most important thing in the story.
Nearly all of these children referred to the doctor's leaving without
aiding the victim as the aspect of the accident they felt most important (8 of 9 in the fifth grade, and 10 of 10 in the eighth grade).
The following passages exemplify these interpretations:

;1,.

,,

Q:

Hhat was the most important thing in the story?

A:

(Fifth grade) That he walked a,,,ay from the> man.

Q:

Why would you say that?

A:

Because I assumed from the picture that he Has
a doctor, . and even if he \v-asn 1 t, he should have

done something to help a fellow human being.

Q:

Hhat else was important in the story?

•

I
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A:

That he didn't tell anyhody about it.

* * *

*

*.

*

*

*

*

*

(32)

*

*

Q:

What was the most

A:

(Eighth grade) I guess i t was walking home.

Q:

What would that be?

A:

He came across this gUy in this car - the guy
was just laying there.

Q:

Why

A:

Well, it showed that he didn't want to get
involved.

Q:

Hm, do you know that he didn't want to get
involved?

A:

Because.
• he just walked off because he
didn't want to get sued or .

Q:

He didn't ,,,ant what?

A:

He didn't want to get sued. 'Like he may have
fixed his arm, and then maybe the fix is broken
and he couldn't use his arm • . .

,laS

impor~ant

*

thing in the story?

I mean what happened?

that important?

Q: 'Well how do you know that he could have been sued,

or that he was afraid he would be sued?
A:

Well.
I don't know - it's just the natural
thing, I guess.
(45)

Responses to the question, "Hhat else was important in the story?lI
"t!.

(asked after an answer to the first question had been offered) produced
in nearly all cases- elaborations on the material offered as most
important.

An example, from a fifth grade student, is provided in

I
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quotatiori above (32).

The response, "That he didn't tell anybody

about it" is closely tied to the actual accident.

Similarly, many

of the second grade students m~rely elaborated on the positive
attributes of doctors and medicine in response to this question.
Intervie,v: protocols were examined for differences across the
Nice vs. Nasty variable and no systematic. effect was found, nor ;;vere

there any interactions bet"een this variable and subject age or sex.

5.

Inferences about Social Relationships:

This section Hill

discuss children's judgments about the relationship bete<een the
doctor and the lady at the end of the story, and data on "social
knoe<ledge" related to the perception of the doctor, the lady, and
their relationship.

Figures summarizing respondents' judgments

about the relationship are presented in Table 9 belm".

These data

are based on the anSHers to the question, "\fuo Has the lady at the
end of the story?" and the discussion is based on those data, responses
to "How do you know?!! and other related questions.

Table 9 reveals at a glance that the majority of respondents

(25 of 36, or 70%) across all three age groups felt that the Homan
was the doctor's Hife.

The most frequently cited justification for

this conclusion is actually a rather elaborate attributional process
based on tbe observation of the doctor's behavior at the door to the
c'"

apartment.

Essentially, the modal reasoning pattern (interpretation)

was that the lady

,~as

the doctor's Hife because she ",as present

( "home") prior to his arrival and, additionally, because h e 1 et

•

...

~

".
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Table 9.

identification of the Lady at the End
of the Story by Grade

Wife

Grade

Girlfriend

Other

2

9

1

2*

5

7

4

1*;'

8

9

3

0

n.s.

*
'k*

Two respondents said she was a nurse.
No idea.

himself in the front door - i.e. he did not knock or ring the bell
and waitto have the door opened for him.
relationship to the apartment

"JaS

These events imply that his

proprietary, and

prior presence implies that it was also her home.

the woman IS
Thus by implication

he and she are married.
T"70 second grade children f el t that the lady at the end of the
story was a nurse.

This interpretation reveals the psychological

strength of the earlier information

p~esented in the pictures.

The

depiction of the doctor role and a nurse in uniform (who did not
look extremely unlike the lady at the end of the story) seemed to
establish a perceptual set. that resulted in the misidentification of
the "wife".

Of the t"JQ second graders who offered this interpretation,

•

... , -'.
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one had earlier stated that the doctor's reaction to the accident was
to go to the house and tell the nurse so that additional doctors
could be called to treat the victlm:
I

i

Q:

lfuo was the lady', at the end of the story?

A:

The nurse.

Q:

How could you tell that she was a nurse?

A:

Because doctors go to nurses \·7hen they see something bad.

Q:

lfuat do you suppose he ,.;as going there to do?

A:

He must have gone there. to talk to the nurse

about the accident.

(~)

Examples of the modal reasoning process about the identity of
the lady are presented below:

Q:

And who was the lady at the end of the story?

A:

(Second grade) Ilis wif e.

Q:

How could you tell that. was his wife?

A:

Because they 'dcre sitting together and he oppned
the door Hithout - he just opened the door and
came in and they sat dO\\Tn and they \\Tere relax0.d

and they were smiling at each other.

.'

':",~,

Q:

Would it have been different if i t had been
someone other than his \</ife?

A:

Yes.

Q:

How would it have been different?

A:

He wouldn't have-just opened the door and (2)
opened the door and l'alked in.

just
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*

*

Q:

Who was the

A:

*

*
l~dy

*

* * * * * * * *

at the end of the story?

(Second grade) His wife.

Q:

How would you be able to tell that was his wife?

A:

Because she was in the house.

*

* * * * * * *

Q:

Who was the lady at the end of the story?

A:

(6)

*

*

*

*

(Second grade) It looked like it was his wife.

Q:

Why did it look like it?

A:

Well, he vlent right in, and usually a father's
wife goes right in unless the doors are locked.
And they talked to each other, and the man just
~ot on the couch and talked.
And the lady didn't say
'e'mOn in " or anything like that.

Q:

Who else could she pOSSibly have been?

A:

She could have been his girlfriend.

How could you tell?

Q: .. Anybodyelse?
A:

Or his grandma,.

Q:

What would i t have been like if i t was his
girlfriend? How would it have been different?

A:

Well, it would have been different - the man
would have knocked first, and he would have put
his bag somewhere, and then sit on the couch and
talk about something. He vlOuldn' t just go right
in and say hello.
(7)

*

*

,,:.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I
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Q:

Who did you say was the lady at the end of the
story?

A:

(Fifth grade) I thought i t \{as his wife.

Q:

How could you tell that that ,ms his \{ife?
,
Well, he walked in there - I think he just opened
the door and if it \Vasn,'t he ~vould have prooabJy
knocked.

A:

"';

Q:

Is that ",hat someone ",ould normally do i f it was
their o\{n family?

A:

Yes. If the door's open they usually jU3t "Jalk
in, and if it 1 S not, they >;vQuld get a key Gnd stick
it in the door.

Q:

Hhat if it waSil t t his wife? HO\\1 could you have
been able to tell that i t was not his ,dfe?

A:

Well, he would have knocked on the door, and if i t
wasn't his wife he 'would have probably becn. tal'!\lng
like maybe if something was \'\'Yong 't\1ith hc~~ but
when he _got home he just like sat dO"\vl1 o_n the soL;_
and started talking to her.
(31)

*

*

Q:

Hho was the lady at the end of the story?

A:

(Eighth grade) Probably his "ife.

Q:

How could you tell that that ,!as his Hif e?

A:

Hell, probably ,·,here he went, like that apartment • . . was probably his apartment.

Q:

*

*

*

*

How could you tell that?

*

*

Hhat indicates that tile, r

was his apartment?

""

A:

Hell, he went into the room by himself.

o·..

Is there any o'ther way that you could knoH that
that "'as probably his wife?

*

'- ,
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A:

I don't think so.

Q:

Well, who else CfUld she have been, possibly?

A:

Girlfriend, maybe.

Q:

Would it have been different if she was his
girlfriend?

A:

I guess so.

Q:

How do you think',it would have been different?

A:

He might have knocked on the door.

,

I

,

(41)

Thus in the largest number of cases, for children at all three
age levels, the kind of reasoning exemplified by the above passages
accounts for the decision that the lady at the end of the story is
the doctor's wife.
r~spondents

As Table 9 shows, however, several (8 of·36)

felt that she was probably his girlfriend.

An examination of these protocols reveals that this different
interpretation was arrived at not by processing the same social information or cues and arriving at a different conclusion, but rather
by focusing on entirely different features

of the stimulus material

and drawing the (different) conclusion on the basis of that information.
Specifically, those children who. judged that the lady was
probably the doctor's girlfriend based their judgments on numerous
aspects of the couple's behavior, their clothing and a tacit but
confident knowledge of certain household routines and activities.
Examples include the following:

'.
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Q:
A:

the lady at the end of the story?
think you said that was his girlfriend.
I
(Second grade) Y\es.

Q:

HOI" could you teill she was his girlfriend?

A:

Well, she was like hugging him.

Q:

She was?

A:

Well, not really, but she might have.

Q:

Do you think she wanted to?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Why would she "Tant to hug him?

A:

Maybe she loves him.

Q:

How else could you tell that she was his girlfriend?

A:

(Pause) . . . She Has like holding his hand' • • .

Q:

Couldn't slJe be anybody else?

A:

Maybe she eouId be his wife.

Q:

What would i t be like if that \Vas his \Vife?

A:

(Pause)

Q:

Would it be the same or would it be a little
different?

A:

It would be a little different.

Q:

HOH

A:

Haybe

Q:

HOI, else would i t be a little different?

A:

She might ha'l2 kissed him.

Q:

You mean his gLrlf,riend 'douldn I t kiss him?

Who ,"vas

I

,i

I"ould it be a little different?
she "I.·lOuIrl be \vearing a ring

.-

'_-l~
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Q:

Any other things would have been different if
that was his wife?

A:

She 'lOuld be li1e ironing or something.
,I
"

Q:

What other reas~ns are there to suggest that
that was his girlfriend?
,

A:

I guess he knock'ed on the door first here?

Q:

He "auld.

A:

No

Q:

I don't remember.

A:

He was opening the door. Like one door was
already open and he was opening the other door.

Q:

So that would mean that it was probably his wife
or his girlfriend?

A:

His wife.

Q:

What's your overall impression?

A:

I guess it was his ,,,Ue.

Did he knock on the door first here?

He didn't.

(12)

This passage contains a number of the characteristics of the
second grade interviews.

The initial interpetation that the lady is

a girlfriend appears to be based on the mutual attraction of the man
and the lady (clearly implied by the picture) which led to the perception that "She was like hugging him" (not shown in the pictures).
Thus an initial assessment of the relationship is made (rom!3.lltic,

not marrieil) and, in terms of Piaget's theory, a number of related
perceptions are assimilated to that cognitive structure, namely
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-that she was hugging him (she was not)
-that she was nolt wearing a ring (she was)
-that he knocked' on the door (he did not)
This assimilation of perceptual data, of course, is highly
\

similar to the "distortions" of tre secolld grade respondents related
to the overall interpretation of the story events and to the doctor's
reaction to the accident.
To return to the issue of the kinds of Cues used by subjects
to identify the lady not as the doctor's wife, but as his girlfriend, the follm,ling quotes illustrate typical fifth and eighth

grade judgments:

Q:

~Tho

A:

(Fifth grade) Probably his wife or his girlfriend,
or his friend.

Q:

Which one would you think it was if I asked you
to choose between his wife and his girlfriend?

A:

I would probably have to say his girlfriend.

Q:

Hhy would you say that?

A:

Well, maybe they hadn't seen each other and they
• 1\ don't know - I didn 1 t get
were talking
that part.

Q:

What was it about their talking that would. indicate

A:

Because it looked like they were having a good
time talking together.

Q:

And that would make it look less like that was
his wife?

A:

Haybe.

did you say was the lady at the end of the
story?
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Q:

What would i t have been like if i t was his wife?
IITbat do you think the shot would have shown?

A:

Hell, she'd be .Jashing dishes or doing some
(Zil)
housework.
;I
,I

,

This passage contains, as dses the second grade one immediately
,

preceding it, evidence of the expectation that a wife vlOuld be shown
doing house,wrk of sorts (e.g. ironing, ,,,ashing dishes) on her
husband's arrival.

In the absence of that information and perhaps

because of the relaxed, somewhat festive atmosphere conveyed by the
picture, several respondents chose a I1romantic" or "boyfriend-girl-

friend" category for interpreting the picture.

Q:

Who was the lady at the end of the story?
mentioned her.

A:

A girlfriend or something.

Q:

Hmv

A:

Hell, he was sitting with hGr a lot and talking

Q:

Hell, what else did you see that would indicate
that that was probably his girlfriend?

A:

Hell, they were sitting there and she was sort of
dressed up. They looked like they were going to
(44)
go out for a date together.

You

could you tell that sne was a girlfriend?

An interesting aspect of the present data, aside from the
specific rules or cues employed, is that overall processes of interpretation demonstrate a certain degree of similarity - i.e. an initial
assessment of the situation is made, and then the perceptual data
are assimilated to the primary structure - often leading to the
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i

kinds of emphases and nistortions brought out in the many excerpts
cited in this chapter.!
Affective response to the :ady at the end of the story:

In

contrast to the strong similarities of interpretive processes related
to the identity of the lady among all three age groups discussed above,
interesting differences in affective response to the lady were
observed across age levels.

These data are summarized in Table 10

below.

Table 10.

Affective Response to the Lady at
the End of the Story by Grade
(data for 30 subjects only)

Negative,

Grade

. Positive

Ambivalent
(qualified
answ'er)

2

7

2

5

6

4

8

3

8

,

2
X = 5.34
df= 2
p < .075

,
\

These differences reflect the fact that younger children were
favorable in their response to the lady - citing her friendly and
attractive';appearance - while older viewers had negative or ambivalent
reactions.
students:

Two factors may have influenced the judgments of the older
First, six of the eighth grade viewers mentioned the fact
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that

the~

i

actually had very little information about the lady and

therefore could not make highly confident judgments.
lady

\olaS

included in only one p.icture.

Actually, the

It is likely that the older

eighth grade students, having seen what may have been positive
initial impressions of the doctor disconfirmed by his later behavior,
were wary of generalizing from a single, albeit favorable, picture of
his llwife tt •
A second factor which influenced the judgments of the eighth
graders about the lady involved a relatively complex cognitive
integration of previous story events.

Specifically, several

of these respondents used their knowledge of the doctor's behavior
at the accident scene in formulating their interpertation of the
scene in the last picture.
even more unkind

Thus, the doctor could have been seen as

than his failure to aid the victim would suggest

if his laughter and drinking were seen as a "commentary" on his
feelings about the accident.

In some cases, respondents assumed

that the doctor told the lady about the accident and that their
joviality could he seen as a joint comment on the episode.

Such an

interpertation, of course, would lead to an unfavorable or
ambivalent evaluation of the lady.

Q:

Did you like her?

A:

(Eighth grade) Hell, I didn't see that much of
her. I don't know - I liked him also at first .
but he did.the things he did, and I didn't like
him too much after that.
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i

Q:

Was there anything about her that you particularly
disliked?

A:

No. Well, at first I thought . . . i f she liked
him, and he wa,s such a cruel person, I thought
that she might have the same qualities, but then
I just realized that she may not even know that he
left the person and has a quick temper. (49)

To this may be compared several of the simple, unidimensional
responses of the youngest children:

Q:

Did you like the lady?

A:

(Second grade) Yes.

Q:

,,'hy'?

A:

She was pretty, and she was nice to the man?

Q:

Hhat did you like about her?

A:

She was nice to the man.

(6)

Data from the second graders, in addition to being nearly
completely unidimensional (Like-Do Not Like, Pretty-Not Pretty,
Nice-Mean) also shoH the intrusion of subjective criteria into the
perception and evaluation of the lady:

\

,,~;,

Q:

Did you like the lady?

A:

Yes.

Q:

l:lhy?

A:

Because she was, cute, and she didn't yell at
the doctor.

•

•
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Q:

Hhy would she yell at him?

A:

I don't know. HlYbe if the man did some t 11 in g
!
wrong, she \\Touldi have yelled, bu t I don I t think
she would.

Q:

\.Jeli, what could!! he have done \-\Trang?
understand.

A:

• • . Haybe he could have knocked a plate and
broke it and he could have just stepped right
on it, vdthout picking it up. And thatl~3 \-7hat

~

I non I t

he could have done "lrong.

Q:

But she \Vasn t t ang'ry at all?

A:

She '1vQuld have got a little angry} but she
wouldn't have yelled and pushed him around
like that.
(7)

Some eighth grade respondents expressed their reaction to the

lady in conditional terms.
ambiguity of the picture.

This generally could be. traced to the
For example, one child noticeu t-he lady's

wedding ring and concluded that she vms married, but did not conclude
that she was necessarily married to the doctor

(~vho

did pot have a

wedding ring on) as shown in the following:

",

Q:

Is it possible that that could have been his
wife?

A:

Yes, maybe he doesntt wear a "Hedding ring.
people don't do that.

Q:

Is it possible that could have been his

A:

Yes.

Q:

Has she married'(

A:

Yes.

Q:

Oh.

If she's that kind of ,"oman . . .

Some

g;~rlfriend?

•

I
,
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A:

That's why I say, "If she's that kind of
woman .
"

Q:

I see.

A:

I don't know. It depends on the circumstances i f t):tat was his friend or
(43)

Did you like her?

Another basis for a conditional response to the lady was the question
of whether or not she knew about the doctor's behavior at the accident:

Q:

Did you like her?

A:

Well, I didn't
know - I liked
did the things
too much after

Q:

Was there anything about her that you particularly
disliked?

A:

No. Well, at first I thought . . • if she liked
this guy, and he was such a cruel person, I
thought that she might have the same qualities,
but then I just realized that she may not even
know that he left the person and has a quick
temper . • .
(49)

see that much of her. I don't
him also at first • • . but he
he did, and I didn't like him
that.

No significant differences across the Nice vs. Nasty variable
were found in the interviews for any age group, nor did this variable
interact with sex of the respondent.

6.

R~~lity Criteria:

\

Interview data on the child's perception

of the "reality" or "realness" of the pictures (story) reveal a number
of age-related differences.

This.material was obtained largely from

responses to the question, "What about these pictures, do you think they

'- ,
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are real?" and from other related follow-up questions and probes.
t

Before the analysis is presented, however, one point concerning
what is to be understood by the use of the term "real" should be
clarified.

Specifically, no attempt was made to define or standard-

ize the meaning of this term to the subject before eliciting his
response to the questions.

Had this been done, of course, the data

for the various subject groups would be a great deal more comparable
and a more precise type of analysis would be possible.

Part of the

obj ective of this investigation, however, was to learn what the subj ective meaning of "real" would be for these children, given this
type of question in this particular context.

Therefore, the data

and the analysis to follow contain a good deal more than a discussion
of the perception of more or less "realness" or lfrealism ll in the

story.

In fact, the analysis will deal with both the result of the

question ("Is it real?") and with the criteria used to arrive at this
result.
One clear difference across age groups is that younger children
(second and fifth grades) were much more likely to respond that the
picture s

were real because they Iflooked realistic" than were the

eighth graders.

Seven second graders' and eight fifth graders gave

this anSvler, ,.hile only one of the eighth grade group did so.

The

elaborations and justifications for this question provide some hint
as to why this particular dimension '-laS so immediately salient for the
younger respondents.

Five respondents who stated that they looked

"realistic" went on to add that they (the pictures) were not "cartoons"

•

I
,",,:.
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,i
or "props", implying the full dimensionality of the criterion being
used - i.e. the degree'of representational (here photographic)
literalness of the stimulus

mat~rial.

As implictly used, this

dimension ,"ould have cartoon or stick type drawings at one end
and a slightly falsified ("props") type of representation in between
these two extremes.

Interestingly, the only eighth grader to mention

the pictures as "looking real" also referred to the props issue,
supporting the hypothesis that the implicit comparison is between
the reality of people, objects, etc. photographed "literally" and
other, "less realistic" (drmm, sketched, theatrical) representations.
A second major distinction between the types of reality criteria
used by subjects at different age levels is based on a judgment of
the plausibility of the behavioral events of the story.
means "likely to occur".

Here "real"

The age difference on this dimension was

that youngest viewers (second grade) were much more likely to use
this criterion than were the fifth or eighth grade students.
Two thirds (8 of 12) of the second graders used this criterion,
compared to only 2 of 12 fifth, and 3 of 12 eighth graders.
following passages, both from

The

second graders, illustrate this

dimension:

\
Q:
~"i';.

•
What about these pictures, do you think they are
real?

A:

No.

Q:

How can you tell?

A:

I can just look at it, and it doesn f t really look
real.
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Q:

Hhat ,,,auld i t look like if i t was real?

A:

I t wobld look a lot different. He probably
wouldn't just walk away from the person there.

*

*

*

*

*

*

.*

*

*

*

*

(2)

*

Q:

hThat about these pictures, do you think that they
are real?

A:

No.

Q:

Pardon me?

A:

It could be, but I don't think that they are.

Q:

How can you tell?

A:

Because he wouldn't just let a man lie there like
that.
(5)

*

It is important to note that in the application of this criterion,
the actual answer (Yes-No) to the question is ,less interesting than
the cognitiv2 or information-processing principles embodied in the
decision-making steps.

Thus ,,,hile some students may reason that the

story is not real (because a doctor would not behave.that way in
real life) other components may be

ju~ged

as.real because they are

\

equivalent to real world events, as in the following:

Q:

Do you think the accident really happened?

A:

(Second grade) Yes.

Q:

\,hy would you say i t really happened?

A:

Because I saw a .few accidents once when I was
driving >lith my father - we were in Phiadelphia.
Sa", some stuck cars.
(11)
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One way of thinking about the "realness" of the pictures and
the events they depict~d is to imagine the steps that necessarily
took place in order for the

pi~tures

to have been made.

This,

obviously, requires some grasp of a scenario involving the people
photographed and the photographer '''hose presence may be inferred
from (a) the existence of the pictures, and (b) a knowledge of the
technology required to produce them.
Not surprisingly, there were some

differences observed in

the interview protocols between the oldest (eighth grade) and the
younger (second and fifth grades) children on reality judgments based
on these factors.

Specifically, 4 of the 12 eighth graders, compared

to only 1 of 24 second and fifth graders, mentioned the reactivity
of the accident situation as evidence that the pictures were not real.
By reactivity is meant a perception (on the part of the viewer)
that the presence of the cameras at an unstaged event ,,,ould produce
behavior different from that shown in the pic'tures - i.e. it couldn't
have really happened that way and still have been photographed.
following passages provide examplEs of this type of reasoning:

Q;
A:

What about these pictures, do you think that
they're real?
(Eighth grade) What do you mean real?

Taken of

an actual event, or set up?

Q:

Well, let's take that.
set up?

A:

Yes.

Q:

How can you tell?

Do you think they were

The
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A:

Because if it
wouldn't just
wouldn't just
home - they'd

was the real thing, then they
leave the guy lying there. They
tqke pictures of the man walking
g9 over and help the guy.
(44)
"

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* *

Q:

(Are there) any other indications that they were
or '·ler e no t real?

A:

Well, a guy's going to think something's wrong
when every minute a guy pops in front of him and
takes a picture. Like he ",as never looking do\m
when they took the pictures; he ,ms always looking straight.
(43)

*

*

\

These data on the perception of the pictures as staged also
support the hypothesi.s that older viewers are more sensitive to the
fabricatedness of the story.

None of the 12 second graders described

the pictures as staged or "posed" while 7 of 12 fifth graders, and 9
of 12 eighth graders either implicitly or explicitly did so.
In the discussion of reality criteria presented in the chapter
on the analytic . scheme (Chapter 4), a distinction bet"een attributional
and communicational inference reality criteria 'vas proposed.

It is

felt that the data presented in this section support that distinction
as a meaningful way of characterizing the differences in reality
criteria used
by children at different age levels:
,.

Younger respondents

'-it"

used attributional criteria (as defined in Chapter 4) much more than
older respondents did.

That is, younger children pointed to aspects

of the story events and the representations of the people and events

"
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as meaningful indicators of the realness of the story.

Older

children, on the other! hand, used more inferential criteria criteria closer to a recognition of the picture events as symbolic:
They pointed to factors associated with the construction of the story
- its staging, scripting, and photograph,ing - in assessing its
realness.

Further, there appeared to be differences bet"een younger and
older children in the extent to which responses implicitly referred
to individual shots, as opposed to the entire sequence of slides.
Younger children consistently pointed to the realness of the particular
nurse. hospital, or street, for instance, without reflecting on the
totality of sequentially and dramatically connected visual images.
However, while references to the reality of the entire sequence were

somewhat more common among older viewers (eighth grade) they still did
not outnumber the other kinds of dimensions which have been discussed
above (photographic literalness, reactivity, 'etc.).
As with other dimensions of the analytic scheme, da.ta on reality
criteria were examined for differences associated ",ith the Nice-Nasty
variable, and the subject sex variable.

No systematic differences or

interactions were found for either.

7.

Evaluative Criteria:

Data on the criteria used to· evaluate

-&

the story by children at different grade levels are presented in
Table 11 below.

These data were obtained from an analysis of answers

to the questions, "Do you think the person who took these pictures was
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a good storyteller?", 'IWhat is a good (bad) story like?" and other
related questions and probes.

Table 11.

Grade

Evaluative Criteria by Grade

Subject

Event

Matter;

Documenta-

Value of
Hhat Has
Shown

Comprehensibility

tion;
Dramatic

Structure

2

6

6

0

5

4

7

1

8

2

5

5

x2

= 9.32

df

=4

p

<

.06

The category "Subject matter; value of what was shown"

refers

to evaluations that are based on some intrinsic value or significance

of the persons, roles, and events shown in the story, or the implications
of these for a viewer.

,
\

lIEvent documentation; cornprehensibilityll

includes references to

the pictures as "good shots", presented "in a clear order" ~sequence),
"realistic'~i'and

so forth.

•

The emphasis here is on the pictures (story)

as technically clear and understandable from the point of view of the
simple photographic representatio!, or depiction of the main characters
and events of the story.

•

"

.
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I

I1Dramatic structure ll

refers to evaluations that are explicitly

based on aspects of the representation of character development and
story action.

This category

in~ludes

entities such as personality,

motives, outcomes and the like.

Table 11 shows that event documentation and comprehensibility
criteria were quite common among all three age groups, although
they were somewhat less common among the oldest (eighth grade)
viewers.

Examples include:

Q:

Do you think that the man who took these pictures
,laS a good storyteller?

A:

(Second grade)

Q:

Why?

A:

Becaus·e he took good pictures of them.

Q:

Well, what does it mean to be a good storyteller?

A:

Like getting the right things - the good

Q:

Well, "Iha t is a bad story like?

A:

Something that really doesn't go together.

*

*

Q:

Would you say that the man who took these pictures
was a good storyteller?

A:

(Second grade) Yes.

Q:

Hhy?

A:

Because they looked so much like' they \\7ere real
and they looked just like they should have a sound
(10)
to them, because they looked so real.

* *

Yes.

"

*

*

*

*

p~ctures.

*

(1)

*

* *

" ,
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* * * * *

.*

*

*

*

*

~,jho

took these pictures

*

\

Q:

1
Would you say .that the man
was a good storyteller?

-

i

A:

(Second grade) Yes.

Q:

Why would you say that?'

A:

Because he took part by part.

Q:

Hhat does that mean?

A:

Hhen he 'was just going to

;

I

oS

te1J out the door, then

he got to the next slide and I could see the sign
that said Pennsylvan"i_a Nectic;,:,l Center, and the next
slide sho~yed he '\vas valking farther . . . (and)
the next slide sa\\t t1Ja t he sa\{ the car.

Q:
A:

And that made it a f,ood story, in that way?
What would a bad story be like?

Like,_ he saw the lady in the. car, then he just
"Jalked out of the medic'al cer:.te.r, and then he:
helped, the medicine, and t.hc:Tl he just 'Idalked out

of the medical center.
Q:

Oh, they ,-,ere out of order?

A:

Yes.

(3)

Several fifth grade evaluations 'hTere similar to these.

The

follm,ing quote is an example:

Q:

Do you think the man 1;.]ho put the-se pictures

together was a good storyteller?
teller?

,r;,

A:

A good storyteller.

Q:

Why?

Or a bad' story-

A:. Well, he made it . . . like, come to life.
i t was really happening.
(30)

Like
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Younger children (grades two and five) also tended to use as
evaluative criteria aspects of t~e story events, as is indicated by
Table 11.

A typical

interpretat~on

here, especially for second

grade vie,,,ers, is to equate directly the question of the quality of

!

.

the story with the morality (goodness or badness) of the behavior
,

shmm (seen) in the pictures.

Q:

Was the man who took these pictures a good storyteller?

A:

(Second grade) Yes.

Q:

lfuy would you say so?

A:

Because that story was good.

Q:

It was a good story?

A:

(Pause)... A good story is like .
somebody did something good, not bad.

* * * * * *

*
Q:

~,

Ex!'mples include:

0

•

Hhat is a good story like?

*

*

like
(12)

*

*

*

Would you say that the person ",ho took these
pictures was a good storyteller?

A:

(Fifth grade) Yes.

Q:

Why?

A:

Because he just vJaS trying to teach people
lessons that you shouldn't do that, and a °lot
of people - they wouldn tot think up such good

things.

(24)

In contrast to the younger children, 5 of 12 eighth graders
used aspects of the dramatic structure of the story in their evaluation.

I
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For example, the following selection demonstrates the retrospective
evaluation of the final scene with the "wife".

An evaluation of the

story which is based on the success or failure of narrative or dramatic
techniques such as this is defined as "dramatic structural".

Q:

Would you say that the man who took these
pictures was a good storyteller?

A:

(Eighth grade) Yes.

Q:

~~y

A:

Well he took pictures of the important things,
and didn't worry much about just plain walking
home that much

Q:

,mat i f i t had been a bad story?

A:

Hell he might not have shown the man having
a friendly evening . • . so you wouldn't know
if he ignored it • . .

Q:

Having what?

A:

You wouldn't know if he'd ignored it like he did,
or if he was still thinking about it.
(44)

would you say that?

The use of dramatic structural criteria can also lead to completely
opposite evaluations, as the following two passages demonstrate:

\
Q:

Has the man who took these pictures a good
storyteller?

A:

(Eighth grade) No.

Q:

Vlhy would you say that?

A:

Because that guy could have helped the man in the
car and he didn't show it. To tell a life.
a real day of a guy . . . you're going to need more
than like 15 pictures to say . . .
(43)

I

..... ,.,
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* * *

*

*

*

*

* *

*

*

*

*

*

Q:

Would you say that the person who took these
pictures was a good storyteller?

A:

(Eighth grade) Yes.

Q:

Hhy ,,,ould you say that?

A:

Well, because they had the different things in it.
Maybe if a bad photographer did it, he might have
skipped the accident and just showed the guy
walking away from the car, and not show you the
guy banging out of it. He might not have shm.Jed
him talking to the nurse - or maybe he ",auld
have just shm,m him blm"ing his cool - and
wouldn't show you the reason ",hy, or something.
(52)

Criteria built upon "subject matter" aspects of the story are
c~early

attributional in the sense of Worth aRd Gross because they

are rules for naking judgments about events irrespective of their
occurence in real life, in a set of pictures"or in a movie, etc.

While a response may implicitly contain a reference to the relationship
between the pictures and a viewer ("if a child saw these").it is still
the case that this kind of evaluation takes the picture events as
a given, not as the outcome of a set of actions and decisions made by
the "storyteller".
With "event documentation" criteria, the pictures are alloHed

to speak f6r themselves - are they in a clear, meaningful order?
The level of recognition here would correspond to Worth and Gross'
order recognition - the focus is Dn the question of whether something
which is expected to be comprehensible (pictures of human behavior)

I
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is comprehensible.

At this level an observer recognizes

that

behavior is ordered and comprehensible and evaluates the pictures
(story) on that basis.

Ho",ever, no references to an intentional

selection and placement process (sequence-pattern recognition) used
to convey some specific meaning ",ere found in the ans"'ers coded as
"event documentation ll •
~valuations

that explicitly incorporate aspects of the dramatic

structure of the story .can be thought of as structural in the sense
of the definition of communicational inference discussed earlier.
The most important thing about "dramatic'structure ll criteria is that

they ah,ays imply a reference to, or an a"areness of, the actual
fabrication of the sign events involved - in this case, the staging
and photographing of the story.
In sum, Table 11 indicates that attributiona1 criteria (defined
as subject matter and event documentation) ",ere used almost exclusively
by younger vimJers (second and fifth grades) and by a majority of
eighth graders (7 of 12).

These findings ",ill be further discussed

in the next chapter.
Purpose-meaning of the story:

Data on "'hat children thought

was the purpose or meaning of t.he stofY are summarized in Table 12
bela".

These data come from answers to the question, "v.1hat 'JOu1d

you say was the meaning of this story?" and other follm,-up· questions
and probes, including "v.1hat do you think the man who tOOk these pictures
was trying to make you think?"

Answers were classified into either

of two categories: "moralistic" ~r "other".

I

'.

I
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The ~ategory "moralistic", as used here, contains all answers

that indicated that the purpose or meaning of the story was either
of t"o types of moralism:

(1) Simple moralism - e.g. "to show that

you should help a vi<;tim," or (2) cynical moralism - e.g. "to show
ho" bad things are these days".

Table 12.

Purpose-Heaning of the Story by Grade

Horalistic

Grade

Other

2

4

8

5

6

6

8

12

0

x2

12.12

=

df
P

2

<

.01

All of the four second grade responses categorized as moralistic
"ere simple moralism, as were all six of the fifth grade responses of
this general type.

"

.!;

Examples include:

Q:

What do you think the man who took these pictures
. was trying to make you think?

A:

(Second grade) That you should help other people.

Q:

And what would you say was the meaning of this story?

A:

To help other pe?ple.

" * *

*

*

*

(8)

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Hhat would you say that the person ',ho took these
pictures and put them together was trying to make
you think?

Q:

A:

(Fifth grade) 'That the doctor wasn't too good of
a doctor •

T'\-70 of the

\~""Ould

Q:

\0hat

A:

The type of doc tor he "as. He might have been a
good doctor, b~l t he wasn f t a kind one because he
didn't help the other la01l.
(22)

fo-ur

you say

I'Jas

the meaning of this story?

moralistic: s2cond grade interpretations "';vere based

on the assumption tllat the doctor had aided the accident victim and
that his behavior

\cv<?s

exempldry.

In contrast) eight of the second grade children and six of the
fifth

gr(](h~r8

did not give mCT::,iJ.istic responses.

There was a COl1-

s.i.derable amount of variety c-J,Hcng these anS'i-Jcrs, and systematic

classification was difficult.
these interpretations, Hhich

, ,Table 13.

Table 13 belo\\1 provides a summary of
\-!pre

coded as liotherTl in Table 12.

FrcoCjuency of Selected Categories of
Non-Horalistic Story Heaning Interpretations

_ _-,-For Second and F; fth Grade Vie"ers

_____-=-Interpretation
1.

Sho" "hat a doctor does

2.

Shm<l 11;:n;,7 importClnt
doctors are

3.

Use for this

4.

No idea

Number
Second Grade
Fifth Grade

3
2

exp('~riment

2
2

1
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The eighth grade responses were highly consistent - all 12 were
moralistic, and of these two thirrs (8 of 12) ,,,ere "cynical".
i

Examples are given below:

Q:

What ,]QuId you say "as the meaning of the story?

A:

I don't know . .:. I guess to shm" hOI" lousy
some doctor can be or something.
(52)

*

*

Q:

What would you say ",as the meaning of the story?

A:

To show that an ordinary person ,,,ould have done
these things - like just walk right by the car
• • • and look in and walk by.
(45)

*

*

Q:

Hhat do you think the person who took these pictures
was trying to make you think?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A: 't think he was trying to make you think that the
man was, you- know, a doctor and he really didnft care
if he saw a man laying in a car like that - if he got
in an accident - and he ,,,anted to go
home with his

,,,ife.

Q:

\

Vihat would you say was the meaning of the story?
The meaning was • . . typical man, doing everything
that they do, and, you knm", just doing his job.
(46)

I
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The interpretations of these and other eighth graders revealed
a pessimistic resignation to the possibility of the kind of behavior
shown in the story.

That is, they found the story perfectly credible

and understood its meaning to be a variation of the theme of "man's
inhumanity to man".
The data on evaluative criteria and story meaning were also
examined for differences across the Nice-Nasty variable, and for
differences related to the viewer's sex.

No systematic effects or

interactions I'Jere found for either of these variables.

8.

Other Dimensions:

This section considers two analyses

not directly included in the six dimensions of the analytic scheme
described above:

(1) age-related differences in the types of

assessments made of the pictures, and (2) college students' interpretations o'f--,the pictures used in the present investigation, as

reported by Pallenik (1973).

The Assessment ProcICss - Differences in Assumptions about the
Status of the Pictures:

Section 6 of this chapter (reality criteria)

presented an analysis of the answers
the pictures were real.

~o

the question of whether or not

The approach used in that analysis was first

to discover what the subjective meaning of the question (i.e. of the

•

word "real") was for children in different grades, and then discuss the
anS".Jers for each 8rouP in terms of the actual meaning or criteria

being used.

•

I

" ,
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The model of communication proposed by Horth and Gross states
that the result of an assessment process will determine the type of
interpretive strategy used by an observer in a given situation.

It

will be helpful, then, to review the interview data relevant to this
assessment process .

.Half of the second grade viewers in this study thought that the
accident really happened, and that the pictures were the equivalent
of photojournalism.

The following quotes exemplify this type of

assessment:

Q:

How do you think they got these pictures?

A:

It might have happened one time and somebody
could have called the police and they could
have got them (the pictures).
(8)

*
Q:

*

*

*

*

*

* "

"

*

* "

How do you think they got these pictures?

A: - . Maybe they could have took (pictures of) that man

maybe on the way he saw a
(the doctor) and
(7)
real man that was hurt

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Q:

Do you think the accident really happened?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Hhy would you say i t really happened?

A:

Because I saw a few· accidents once when I was driving
with my father - we were in Philadelphia - saw some
stuck cars.
(ll)

*
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Q:

Hhat about these pictures, do you think they're real?

A:

I think so.

Q:

You do?

A:

If it wasn't real, why would they show it?

*

*

Q:

Hot' do you think they got these pictures?

A:

'When a man "lias working, they put a movie camera
where he was Harking.

Q:

Hha t about the accident, h01·' do you think they go t
pictures of that?

A:

A man
like on the sidewalk, was holding the
movie camera and pointing i t to the car.

Q:

But how do you think they found the accident?

A:

I guess a police car
(12)
them

*

*

Hot, could you ee1l?

*

*

*

,laS

*

*

*

(if)

*

riding around and told

The remaining second graders either thought that the pictures
,
,
were real (no recognition at all of the accident) and thus thought
they were documentary in the sense discussed above, or thought that
they were noOt real (i.e. they had been acted out) because a real
doctor '\'lOuld not ignore the accident victim as sho,,"n in the pictures.

Fifth graders differed from the younger children in their
assessments of the pictures in several respects.

Only 2 of 12,
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compared -to 6 of 12 second graders, felt that the pictures were
I

photojournalism - i.e.', the accident really happened.

Although a

recognition that actors were used in the pictures (e.g. the doctor
was probably an actor, not a real doctor) was quite common at this
level (10 of 12 fifth graders) only a fraction of them (4) could
think of any intended use or meaning the pictures might have.
Further, the belief that a real doctor would not behave as shown
here was still used by fifth graders as justification that the
pictures were not real (3 viewers).
Eighth graders were nearly unanimous in their assessment of
the pictures as staged.

Interestingly, their justifications for this

conclusion often cited the impossibility of the pictures being not
staged - e.g. the reactivity of the situation, and the need for
cooperation on the part of those involved (the actors).

Another

possible justification - that the pictures were intentionally staged
in order to create a particular cOlmnunication or message, to tell a

story or inform someone - did not appear in the intervie.lS at all at
this point, although it did appear in some cases as a response to
the later question on the purpose or meaning of the story.

Interviews with college subjects:
college

st~dents'

Pa11enik

(1973) studied

interpretations of the pictures used in this

,.'!~

investigation.

Pallenik's subjects vie"ed photographic prints of

the slides used in this study.

The prints were mounted, one to a

page, in a photo album, and viewers were told to go through the

'- ,
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sequence at their

010711

pace.

Pallenik used parts of the interview

,
schedule developed for' this study in his data collection.
Pal1enik's data have been 'coded for (1) affective response to
the doctor, (2) affective response to th'e lady at the end of the
story, (3) most important thing in the story, and (4) overall interpretation - what did the doctor do at the accident scene?
In terms of these dimensions, the college data are quite similar
to the eighth grade data collected in the present investigation.
Comparisons for these four dimens:i.oIls are given in Table 14 below.

Table 14.

Comparison of Eighth Grade and College
._ _....c...._..::S:otycle.nts '~~__ §e~.ectecl Story Dimensions
Eighth Grade
(n~12)

College
(n~16)

'r--'-'

Like Doctor?
Like Lady?

8%

Yes
No

92

Yes
No or llixed

73

27

12
88

44
56

"

Most Important
Thing in Story?

Accident
Other

Did Doctor Ignore
Accident Victim

Yes
No

S3
',17

12

92

94

8

6

88

f-

•

..... :'-
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Pallenik's data also indicate that the interpretations of
college students are much more likely to correspond to the characteristics of the communicational inference interpretive strategy
described in Chapter,2 than are the eighth grade or younger students'.
Specifically, these interpretations most often contained an awareness
of the implicational conventions inherent in the structure of the
picture-story:

Q:

How do you know that he didn't go for help?

A:

Hell, 1'm presuming that the pictures you shm"ed
me are a continuous story and that nothing
important ,,,as left out. That would have been
important, especially since they spent so much
detail showing him walking home. (Pa11enik, 1973)

This quote, which was typical of the interpretations of the
college viewers, indicates an ability to treat the images (behavior)
shown not as a representation of behavior alone, but rather as
symbolic events consciously and intentionally designed to be communicative in this -particular context.

\

i CHAPTER
,

SIX:

DISCUSSION

I

This chapter considers th," descriptive nature of the data;
their implications for several 'of the theoretical questions out-·

lined in Chapter 2 -,in particular, attribution - communicational
inference theory, and cognitjvc-developm?ntal theory; practical
implications of the findings; nr;d suggestions for further research.

1.

Descriptive Nature of _ttl<o Findings:

This study employed

an experimental situation to produce detailed examples of interpretations of communications by children at three different age
levels.

The stimulus materiiil used - in terms of its structure and

its use of conventional techniques of visual representation - is

similar to many of the: visually mediated communications that children
and adults in this society enco,mter in daily life.
The importance of richly detailed, essentially exploratory,
studies of the development of human abilitiecs has been stressed by
Flavell in a

d iscu~sion of th2 position of the "developmental

naturalist\!:

\

The strategy of the developmental naturalist is purposely to \otithhold qu('.stions of precise structural

and, particularly) causal relationships until the
developrnental territory at large has been submitted

to a searching, but: nonetheless essentially descriptive, surveying-and-mapping operation. He prefers
to defer a causal--c'inalytic, antecedent-consequent as
opposed to develG~JlllCllta:l-desc~i-ptive . • • attack on

the problem until the dependent variable, the

con-

sequent itself, k:;s· been at least rOl.~ghly differentiated

into some of its constituent suhskil1s and the grpss
ontogen8tic profile for each subskill plotted.
(Flavell, 1968, p,3)
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It is in this spirit that an experimental frame,.,.ork has been

,

utilized in the present study.

It would be overly simplistic and

misleading to claim, for example, that differences in the variable
~

"cause" the range of differences in interpretive behavior

demonstrated in this study.*

oth~r

On the

hand, the claims that are

made for these findings are (a) that they represent relatively
detailed and rich descriptive data about children's interpretive
behavior in a certain type of communicative situation; (b) these
data possess a marked and highly consistent developmental gradient;
(c) they suggest and support the kind of theoretical distinction
embodied, for instance, in the definitions of attributional and
communicational inference interpretive strategies; and lastly (d)
they shed further light on previously existing sets of statements
pointing in the direction of still incomplete theories of human
perception and cognitive development.

2.

Attribution - Communicational Inference Theory:

In Chapter

2 the characteristics of two separate types of interpretive strategies
were presented under the headings,
inference".

l1

attr ibutionl! and "communicational

The distinction bet'tveen these two int:erpretive strategies

"as derived from the assumptions made by the viewer about the status
of the sign events being interpreted.

In one case, an assumption of

~i.

*

For example, attention ·should be given to factors other than (but
generally associated with) age ,.,.hich may playa significant role
in the development of interpretive competence. Amount and quality
of classroom and other experiences with visual communications,

including stories, might actually be the best explanatory variable.
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existence'only is made (the sign events are treated as natural
events) and the appropriate interpretive strategy is called attribution.
In the second case, an assumption of intention is made and the appropriate interpretive strategy is called connnunicational inference.
Here the viewer perceives, in addition to' the stimulus objects

(signs) themselves, a structural organization which results from the
operations of selection, transformation, and ordering of symbolic
events or message components according to some socially shared code
or convention, resulting in his recognition of an

intentional~

t'meaningful tt message.

The sections below consider the data collected in the present
investigation from the perspectives of this general definitional
distinction, developmental patterns of attributional behavior,
implications for current attribution theory and the concept of interpretive competence.

Hain Findings_:

The first and most significant observation to

be made is that very few respondents, even at the eighth grade level,
used primarily cormnunicational inference interpretive strategies.

Host children used interpretive strategies that correspond to the
definition of attribution proposed by Worth and Gross.
A number of points support the view that the majority of the
interpretations of this story (especially those of the second and
fifth graders) are essentially attributional.

First, many second

and fifth graders either thought that the events sho"'n actually
happened, or decided that they did not happen because they felt that

•
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a doctor would not behave that way.

Other children in these two

grades claimed that the story was real because the people and things
shown "looked realistic lt •

Further, most of the interpretations of the younger subjects
(second and fifth grades) call into play ,knowledge that comes from
outside the set of pictures used.

Thus, in spite of his negligence

at the accident scene, the doctor was still liked by younger vie"ers
because "Doctors are nic,e men, If and UDoctors help you".

At this

level, the child's interpretation of the picture events is based
on his assessment that the events seen are real, natural events, and

must, therefore, have the same meanilig that he has learned to assign

to such events "'hen they are experienced directly.
The interpretations produced by the oldest respondents (eighth
grade) ,.,ere different from those of the younger children in several
ways.

The former recognized that the pictures did not, in fact,

represent a simple record of natural events, and they were aware of

the improbability that such a complex sequence could be captured in
pictures unless it had been staged.
doctor T S behavior in ways that

\Vere

They also interpreted the
taking many more factors into

account.
Even these relatively complex interpretations, hm·;rever, still

fall short of communicational inference.

Eighth grade subjects

nearly ah'ays discussed the pictures from the point of view of the
doctor's behavior, the accident scene and other events show - without
referring to the filmmaker and his intentions, purpose or meaning in

•
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creating the sequence.

They conlcuded that the events shown were

not real because of the impracticality or impossibility of getting
pictures like this of a real event, instead of basing judgments on a
recognition of the picture sequence as an intentionally fabricated
message from ,,,hich some meaning could be. inferred.

Finally, they did

not discuss the role of the filmmaker, his intentions, and his
selection and presentation of the pictures as did older college age
students "ho were studied by another researcher.
This finding is similar to the hypothesized developmental sequence
in deductive reasoning abilities discussed by Donaldson (see p. 16-18).
Donaldson found that "pre-inferential"children failed to restrict
themselves to the data or facts given in the problem itself, and instead
felt free to draw on whatever different kinds of prior social knoHledge they had in order to reach a solution or interpretation.

Thus

the child who was correct in associating the bracelet with the girl
doll nevertheless did so "because girls like bracelets" and not because
from the information given (the girl doll had round pieces, the boy,
straight) that would be the correct deductive inference.
In the current investigation, the findings from fifth and
especially second grade children that'the doctor was liked because
"Doctors are nice men," or because tlHe looked like my doctor" and

the findin\l, that the story was seen as real because "I have been in
Philadelphia and seen that hospital" are quite similar to Donaldson's.
That is, in this study nearly all of the younger children were unable
to restrict themselves, or demonstrate that they were capable of

•
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restricting themselves', to the events shown in the pictures - the
story - and to the conventions and structural organizational prin-

ciples implicitly contained in,them, as older vieHers could.
These findings

~lso

bear a similarity to those of Greenstein

and Tarro\; (1970) I<Iho used semi-projective tests to study political
orientations of children.

These researchers presented children 'lith

imaginary scenarios involving political

fi~ures

and asked a series of questions about them.

telling British children thnt"

"

and institutions,

One scenario involved

the Queen ,ms driving by herself

in a car . . . and the police stopped hert-for going too fast" and

asking "'hat the policeman involved would say to the Queen.

Greenstein

and Tarrow discuss, as typical of some younger children, an uTIwillingness to accept the inform.ation given and address themselves to the

p'roblem.

This "resistance to conceiving (the) problem in the terms

stated" is illustrated by the follOl;ing exchange

based on the Queen

scenario:

Q: "Hhat do you suppose the policeman would say?
A:

I think he \wuld be astounded, hecause really
the Queen, she doesn't drive the car on her own.
And she kno1'ls Britain's speed'limits, so she
1'Iouldn't have gone really fast.
(p. 486)

•
The finding that younger vie1'lers bring a qualitatively different
response or interpretive B.et to the visually mediated communication
situation is also quite consister:t 'vith results of some of the early
Payne Fund studies, ~V'hich used physiological response to movies as a

•
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I
dependent, variable and' age as an independent variable.

The kinds

of differences which are suggested by the distinction between
attributional and communicational inference interpretive strategies

were seen as accounting for differences, in reaction between adults
and children, as folloHs:

The key to the small adult reaction is given in a
comparative examination of the verbal reports,
Adults are conscious of the artificiality of the
film, the quality of the acting, or the probability
of the development. Younger Os shoH a much greater
tendency to assume the reality of the picture.
This perceptual difference seems definitely related
to the difference in emotional response.
(Dysinger
and Ruckmick, 1933, p. 102-103).

Increasing Complexity of Attributions "lith

I\.~:

A number of

d'ifferences across grade levels in the general pattern of attributions
made by respondents have been presented in the preceding chapter on
findings.

This section will sununarize them, and discuss their

relationship to some concepts of attribution theory in social psychology.

As age increases, one's general complexity of attributions
increases.

This Has sho,m most clearly in the data on affective

response to the doctor and on the perception of his motives and
personality, characteristics.

Youngest children were almost completely

--.~'

unidimensional in their responses - even in face of the strongly
ambivalent or inconsistent evidence about the doctor 1 s behavior.
Older children showed considerably more complexity in their responses

I
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to the doctor.

For instance, they were much more likely to see his

behavior as a complex function of dispositional and situational
factors - e.g. his fear of personal loss from a 1m, suit outweighed
his commitment to humanity (role attribute) - therefore he was a
hypocrite (personality disposition).

liJh.ile this particular line of

reasoning is not necessarily typical of all older viewers in terms
of content and specific conclusions, it does typify the more complex
information-processing or decision-making steps that lead to a personal
attribution.
The appearance of more complex attributions in the interviews
with older children is also highly consistent with Gollin's (1958)
data on the uses of I!inference" and Ilconcepttl in person perception

experiments using films.

These films showed a single actor involved

in dramatically opposite types of behavior (good vs. bad).

The

finding that second grade children in the present study were essentially
unidimensional in their reaction to the doctor is paralleled by Gollin's
report that subjects under age ten had to be dropped from the

experi~

ment because they consistently confused the identity of the pro tagonist (who behaved in inconsistent ways).

For example, one second

grader in the present study (see Table 4, p. 58) thought that the
story ,,,as about t"JO men "ho looked alike - a doctor and a second man.·
She "kne"",,. that a second person "as involved because of her belief
'-':

that a doctor \VQuld not ignore an accident victim.

Gollin's finding that the.use of "concept" (inferences accounting for the diversity of behavior sh01m) "as a relatively late
development not found in preadolescent children is matched by the

•
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present data on relative lack of complexity of attributions made
by younger respondents.
Implications for Attributinn' Theory:
ent inferences proposed by Jones

~nd

The theory of correspond-

Davis (1965) specifies four

\

factors that influence the quality and
personal dispositions.

i~tensity

of inferences about

Two of these have a bearing on the present

study, although limitations in the design of this study have precluded any valid test of the actual strength of these factors.
First, Jones and Davis argue that the "social desirability" of
an act will influence attributions about the actor's personality
(the lower the desirability, the stronger the attribution).
The central event of this story, of course, can be defined
as low in social desirability - it produced among game fifth and
nearly all eighth graders strongly negative reactions to the doctor;
in addition, these viewers ,,,ere highly confident in their opinions.
Secondly, Jones and Davis state that attributions will be
strongly and more confidently held when the number of uncommon effects
or outcomes is 16w (i.e. the number of apparent reasons for performing the act is equal to one, in the extreme case).

Some support

for this hypothesis can be found in the data indicating that vie,,,ers
(usually older) who saw a number of factors as possibily influencing
the doctor t s decislon not too-aid the victim Here less extreme in their

t,,"
dislike of him personally ,,,hile, on the other hand, vie"ers who sa"
his behavior as manifesting only cruel inhumanity were more extreme
in their dislike.

Again, the present study did not· collect data that

•
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would be .precise enough to test this prediction accurately, although
many examples from the interview \transcriPts support this interpreta.
.!
tion. In a previous experiment done by the author using the present
stImulus material, high school a'1d college age students disliked
,

\

the doctor significantly less than did jl'nior high school students,
and [here

'1;.,]1:18

a parallel differenc.e
in the number of factors seen
,

as possI.bly influencing the doctor at the accident* (Murphy, 1971).
~~~unicptive

Competence in Interpretation:

The data discussed

in C11O.pter 5 shO"\\Ted a consistent age-related pattern on a number of
the nU;':[tsures derived from the intervie,,, transcripts.

Sections of

several of these tables are summarized beloW" in graph form.

'i,

Data from descriptive scales show that younger vie,·:;rers '.Jere
com3iderably more negative in their evaluation of the actor
than 'dare older viewers. Analysis of variance on the main effect
for age shm-led that younger children saw the man as:

l10re cruel
Nore stupid
More inconsiderate
(Hore nervous

p < .02
p < .001
p < .04
p < .09)

Evidence for the -same kind of developmental trend Has also apparent
in the anS\.Jers to open-ended questions. Hhen asked, "What do you
knoH about the m~·nl?1! younger view'ers responded 'vith more extreme
characterizations C'He"s stupid," "Crazy, IT etc.) and 'vith fe'ver
qualifications of their judgments. Older vieHers, on the other
hand) produced leSS extreme characterizations and more reservation
about m;.'!.king judgments and they also demonstrated a greater attempt

to assume the role of the actor in offering explanations for his
behav50r.
(p. 31-32)

'.
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Doctor and the Lady as a Function of
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Use of Dramatic-Structural Evaluative Criteria and Perception of
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of Grade (data from Tables 11 and 12)
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These graphs indicate that major critical and interpretive
differences exist across the three grade levels used in this study.
The argument that youngest vieIVers apply relatively simple, favorable
stereotypes to two of the story's central characters (doctor and wife)
and that this kind of response decreases. with age is demonstrated by
the curves in Figure 9.
Similarly, the differences in the relative importance of various
story events and themes are shmm by Figure 10.

Examined this way,

these data are very much like those of Collins (1970) on differential
learning of central and peripheral media content as a function of age.
The increasing salience of a central dramatic event is also quite
consistent Hith development in the direction of the l1structural

recognitio'n lt Worth and Gross describe as characteristic of communicational inference interpretive strategies.

Figure 11 further suggests that as age increases so does the
ability to apply more sophisticated evaluative criteria (dramaticstructural) and the ability to make, with a fair degree of certainty,
an estimate as to the purpose or meaning of the story.

Younger

viewers (second and fifth grades) as indicated in Table 13, had very
few a1 terna tive interpreta tiODS for the story's meaning or purpos'e,

other than to say that it was designed to "tell what doctors are
like" .
In al.1, the -data collected in this study point In thE: directlon

of a two-fold developmental progression with respect to interpretive
competence and the question of attributional and communicational

•
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inference interpretive strategies.
sophisticated attributional

On the one hand, increasingly

Skil~ was positively associated with age~

In constrast,fully developed communicational inference interpretations
were not observed among any respqndents, although several of the
\

.

prerequisites for this kind of interpretation were found among the
,

oldest respondents.

The implication,
therefore, is that the develop,
!

ment of the communicational inference strategy is a considerably
later phenomenon for which the data in this study provide only a
highly sketchy and indirect forecast.

3.· Cognitive Development:

The most dramatic aspect of the

interview data collected in this investigation is the difference
in overall interpretation ("What did the doctor do at the accident?")
';:nd in a.ffective response to the doctor, between younger children
(second grade) and the older ones (eighth grade). (As the data in
Tables 3 and 5 indicate, fifth graders were roughly split on these
questions).
The discussion below speculates on the types of psychological
mechanisms that could account for these rather striking differences.
General Cognitive Development:

Both Piaget and Bruner deal

extensively with the hypothesis that an individual must possess an
appropriate category (Bruner) scheme or structure (Piaget) prior to
i'~

exposure to a stimulus in order for that stimulus to be understood,
grasped, or perceived veridically •. According to Bruner, "perceptual
read~nessll

corresponds to lithe relative accessibility

to afferent stimulus inputs" (1957, p. 723).

of~categories

Failure to perceive,
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Bruner acId s,

\
is most often -not.8 ,hack of percelvlng but a matter
of interference with perceiving. Whence the interference? 1 would propose that the interference comes
from categorizations in highly accessible categories
that serve to block 'alternative categorizations in
less accessible categories:
(p. 719)

-I
Thus, in t}je present study, the failure of the youngest children

to perceive the doctor ignoring the accident victim can be attributed
to the

lacl~

of something equivalent to a category of malicious or

inconsiderate doctors.

Given the general pattern of childhood social-

ization ill. this culture and the popular image of doctors in the- mass

media, this ,,'ould certninly be a highly tenable hypothesis.
This line of reasoning raises the general question of ,.;rhat is
th_e most 'p:coduc:tive and the most parsimonious
these kinds of

social~perceptual

categories.

Tilay

of conceptualizing

Specifically, perhaps it

"wuld be simplest to think of relatively unitary (and more general)
categories of social knowledge which might then be placed into broad
groups, e.g. roles (doctor, nurse, teacher) role attributes (strong,
ki.nd, nasty, etc.) and pOf..>sibly additional classes such as situations
or time-sp.sc2. specificclt~l.ons (e.g. school, hospital).

Then the major

conceptual problem '",ould be to predict the range of possible (and
impossible) :i.ntersections of categories.

"Possible" mUltiple categor-

izations (or n-tuples) then, for a second grader might include:
"Doctor-Helpful ~

11

"Han-and-Wife-,f\t Home-Friendly" etc. while "impossibble ll

multiple categorizations could include "Doctor-Not Helpful" for example.

.
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This line of reasonlng was suggested by one of the pretest
interviews (second grade) in ,,,hich the child said that the reason
the doctor did not help could h.ave been "because he was on drugs".
While this interpretation is incongruous to the adult mind, it
makes very good sense in terms of the kinds of combinatorial principles outlined above.

The naive

p~ychological

reasoning might be

imagined as follows:
1.

Doctor did not help victim.

2.

(Reason needed - intervie",er has asked why)

3.

Could he have been inconsiderate?

No.

(Reason:

intersection of "Doctor ll x ltlnconsiderate" is

usually the null set).
4.

Could he be on drugs?

Possibly.

(Reason:

drugs

are a big problem these days; "anyone ll can get

hooked on drugs; drugs can ruin you life, etc.)
This approach to the data analysis is similar to the work of
the cognitive psychologist Robert Abelson on "implicational molecules".
Abelson has defined implicational molecules as "self-contained
set(s) of statements which, taken together, are psychologically
self-consistent .ilccording to a particular implicational principle"
(1968, p. 133).

This formulation is an extension of some of the

theories of cognitive consistency in social psychology.

Abelson's

contribution has been to take the focus off simple positive or
negative bonds or links between individual beliefs or attitudes
(cognitions) and instead to place the focus on the cohesiveness of
related cognitions - cognitions which, taken together, form a conceptual "good figure".

According to'Abelson, the main dynamic of

•
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implicational molecule~ is "a tendency to complete the molecule
by inferring ne,,, sentences (cognitions) strongly implied by the
givens"'" (p. 133-13 1,).

Thus in the present study the combination

of "This is a story about a doctor" (given in the stimulus material)
and "Doctors help people" (a "idely held. eultural belief comparable
to Abelson's implicational principle) leads, for many of the younger
vie1'l8rs, to the necessary conlcusion that the doctor must have helped

the victim.
In sum, two closely related explanations relying on the avail abilityand

suitability of categories of social kno",ledge are suggested

by Bruner's
Pia[e~s

theory.
Theory of the Stages of Cognitive Gro",th:

Piaget's

concepts of cognitive developmental stages and assimilation can be
combined into a third explanation of the striking differences, in
interpretation bet"een younger and older children.

First, according to Piaget, sensory input can be understood
only to the extent that it can be assimilated to existing schemes or

structures already present in the organism.

Thus in the present study

certain gross aspects of the visual stimuli (e.g. role identification)
,
'.

"

For example:
Q:

Hhat else do you kno,·, about the man in the story?

A:

That he "as a good man.

Q:

vihy do you kno", that?

A:

Cause

Q:

How could you tell that this one was a good man?

A:

Because he "ms a doctor.

docto~s

are good men.

(4)
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are initially and securely established ("This is a story about a
doctor") and subsequent details ate assimilated to the activated
image or scheme of a doctor.
in the creative

dist~rtions

This assimilation is eminently visible
of sefond grade children cited through-

,

I

out the previous chapter, and in the

fo1~owing

interview with an

eight year old boy done by L. Gross.

Q:

What Has the most important thing in the story?

A:

He ,,,as a doctor and he helped people a lot.

Q:

HOI" do you kno",?

A:

Well, I think he helped that person in the car
",reck.

Q:

How do you know?

A:

Well, I don't knOl". But I think he helped him,
because that I s what doctors are for, isnft it?
Helping people?

At this level of description, Piaget's approach is rather
similar to that of Bruner (category accessibility) discussed above.
Piaget I s theory of the stages of cognitive development, however, can
contribute to a more precise sped_fication of the psychological
mechanism pof,siblyresponsible for the observed differences.
According to Piaget, the major single dimension characterizing
the intellectual development of the child is the decreasing degree of
egocentricity.

Cognitive gro'l;vth, from sensorimotor to operational

to formal operational levels of development, is paralleled by a
simultaneous lessening, through progressive decentration, of the complete egocentricity of the neonate.

-,
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Egocentricity may be seen in the ways in which a child assimilates obj ects and events he
experiences.

com~s;)into

contact with in his personal

Thus, an infant in the sensorimotor

to a new object or toy, for

inst~nce,

period will react

by hitting or pushing it

according to established schemas of sensorimotor action.

Similarly,

<!,

a preoperational child is likely to assimilate verbal or social
stimuli to currently prevailing egocentric schemas of animism,

affectivity and the like, ,"hile the older child of the concrete or
formal operations stage is ahle to react to verbal or social stimuli
in a variety of decentered ways (e.g. as an event viewable from
numerous perspectives, an an assumption or hypothesis to be tested,
as a construction of indeterminate truth-value, and so forth).
The assimilatory patterns of preoperational children are
characteristically egocentric with respect to causality:

"The sun in born because vIe are born. It
lilt has grown because we have grown. 1I
(Piaget, 1967, p. 42)

Data collected by Lerner (1937),', a student of Piaget, on
"sociocentric" moral judgment also show the assimilation to existing

schemes of value, affect and behavior norms,

and the circular reason-

"

'<1'

ing patterns characteristic of this period:

Q:
A:

Who is more severe, your dad with you or the
other dads with their sons?
(Age 8) The dads with the other sons because they
are more severe than my dad.

,
*i,

'<

,
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*

,,<

*

*

*

*

*

Q:

Does your dad 'love you more than the other dads
love their sons, or do the other dads love their
sons more than your dad loves you?

A:

(age 8) Dad loves me mOFe than the other dads .love
the other boys because my dad works on 'the trams;

*

*

*

*

*

I

he earns a lot.

The other dads don I t wo'rk on the

trams and don't earn a lot.

*
Q:

A:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A boy here
told me that boys in X school tell
more lies than the boys here.
<

••

In X school (they lie more) because they get sjck
more often in that school.

Because they :cun too

fast and then they get heated up and they don't
want to put on their coats and then they get sick.
(Lerner, 1937, p. 262)

Interpretations highly similar to these egocentric assimilations
were found throughout the pretesting and experimental inte.rvie"l>.l data
in this study.

Second and third grade children intervie.;:,veLl at a ctov:n-

town YWCA "after school" program very often stated that the most
important thing in the story \\Tas the fact that t.he doet-or

street with (i.e. not against) a green light.*

C1:-0SSe_Q

tl,~::

This interpretation

reveals the' intrusion of subjective criteria into the judgJ"~nt of
the relative significance .of events.

*

These. same factors appe.ar to

The fact that this observation appeared only twice among the expc:'.Yimental groups can probably be attributed to the fact that most of
these children were bused to school, while the YHCA children '.iill ked
on city streets to a neighborhood school.

,
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account for the following favorable attitude toward the lady at the
end of the story:
.1
/

$;

Q:

Why, (did you like the lady)?

A:

Because she was .cute, ard she didn't yell at the
doctor.

Q:

Why would she yell at him?

A:

I don't know. Haybe if the man did something wrong,
she would have yelled, but I don't think she would.

Q:

Hell, what could he have done wrong?
stand?

A:

. . .Maybe he could have knocked a plate and broke
it and he could have just stepped right on it, without picking it up. And that's what he could have
done wrong.
(7)

*

*

Q:

Who was the lady at the end of the story?

A:

The nurse.

Q:

How could you tell that she was a nurse?

A:

Because doctors go to nurses when they see something
bad.

Q:

Did you like that nurse?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Why?

A:

She sort of looks like my mommy.

Q:

~Jhat do you think the man who took these pictures
was trying to make you think?

\

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I don't under-

*

*

*

*

•
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A:

I guess he made us think that doctors are good
friends to us, ard not be be afraid of them.

Q:

How do you know lhat?

A:

Because r 1 ve been to lots of doctors and they
were all good to: me. They never hurt me or anything.
(4)
I

'!

The same type of assimilation to the egocentric schemes of
younger children's experience and social knowledge was seen in the
dat_a on reality of t-he story:

Q:

~~y

A:

Because the doctor does walk home.

Q:

How do you know that?

A:

Because my uncle's a doctor and he does it
(data from L. Gross)
himself.

do you think (the pictures) are real?

Piaget's theory of the stages of intellectual growth thus
provides a psychological explanation for the major age-related
differences that is some"l;.J"hat different from Bruner's theory_
Specifically, Bruner's approach is to, examine perception and compre-

,
hension frem the point of view of category accessibility; Piaget's

approach (Hhich can lead to the same kinds of predictions but for

•

cl:LEferent reasons) focuses on the phenomenon of assimilation to

egocentric schemes among relatively younger children. It is not being
argued, hot-lever, that the present, data are (;apable of indicating

•
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the superIority of either of these two approaches.*

*

Closely related to the decrease wkth age of characteristically egocentric patterns of assimilation d.n Piaget' s theory is the beginning,
at approximately age 7-8, of the concrete operations of intelligence,
which usually are completely developed by 11-12. One feature of this
stage is the acquisition of consEirvation - the point at which, e.g., a
child is aware that the total volume of a liquid remains constant even
though its height (in cylinders of varyi;'g diameters) may he changed.
An understanding of this implies_ further that the child can grasp the
essential reversibility of the transformation (i.e. the child knows
that the volume of liquid is the same because if the transformation
were reversed, the initial "volume" (amount, height, etc.) would re-

appear.- In fact, Piaget argues that the operations consist of reversible
transformations (Piaget and Inhelder, 1969, p. 97).
The inability of younger children to "perceive" the doctor's
behavior at the accident can be examined from the point of view of
this part of Piaget' s theory: (1) First, processes of cognitive development in the social and affective realms are essentially equivalent
to the more abstract cognitive functions described above (I1The
affective and social development of the child follows the same general process, since the affective, social and cognitive apsects of behavior

are in fact inseparable", Piaget and Inhelder, 1969, p. 11 1,). (2)
The present data shm, a consistent insbility of the youngest subj ects
t;> deal cognitively with 1-lhat is essentially the ~posi te of the image
or stereotype they hold of a doctor (i.e. the image that is suggested
by the first four pictures of the story). (3) This inahility is consistent with Piaget's description of preoperational subjects as unable
to perform mental operations embodying reversible transformations (i.e.
to accept, as perhaps nothing more than a logical possibility, the
idea of the transformation, "Doctor's help '~"Doc tor's do not help ").
(4) This explanation differs from that derived from Bruner's theory
in that _it states that what will not appear is the reverse of some par-,
ticular category-(the argument that the category "Doctor" is favorable
was supported by pretesting and by the control interviews) while
Bruner's approach states that category accessibility is primarily a
function of environmental probabilities.
This comparison leads to the question of what kind of evidence
would be needed to Clarify this problem. Presumably, a study could be
designed in Hhich reversibility was needed for a "correct 11 interpretation while at the same time environmental probabilities

\~7ere

identical

for both versions of the events. That is, a story in ,,,hich (1) initial
pictures or information implied "A"; (2) ''Not A" ,,,as then pre~ented;
while (3) probabilities for both "A" and "not A" were as nearly identical
as possible.
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4.

Pr:"ctical Implications of the Findin!l.'!.:

The primary objective

of this investigation has been tal contribute to the development of
theoretical definitions and rel.at:lonships in the area of communicative
competence in interpretation.

Nevertheless, the possible relation-

i
,

ships between these theoretical issues and problems of a more practical
nature should not be overlooked.

., Children
I

t'8

exposure to television

and certain types of television c~mmercials is an example of one such
practical issue.
Recent studies have tried to discover what the child1s conception
of television commercials is, and in I'That \-,rays, if any, Goes ,this

conception lead to or reinforce particular patterns of consumer
behavior or attitudes tmvards commercials and the products and

services they advertise (\Yard, 1970).
The data collected in this study indicate that, at lea'3t for
children under age 10-11, certain types of commercials may be particularly misleading - and misleading in ways that are not ve·;:y obvious
to older viewers.

Specifically, so-called "slice of life" commercials,

which. present an .actor in a simulation of some natural si.tuation, are
likely to be perceived as real by younger Vie'i'lers.

is based on the finding in the
showed alnos't

presell~

This conclusion

study that younger children

no ability to meaningfully discriminate bet-;;'leen real

and fictional depictions of a socially stereotyped figure (lChe doctor)
.tj',

and they have shmm a very strong tendency to apply a favorahle
judgmental stereotype to s-uch a figure"

even in the face of counter-

normative and anti-social behavio'r on the part of t~e doctor.

For these children, a doctor is a good man, and therefore will

•

I

..... ,-',.
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be perceived as doing good things.

By extension, one would strongly

suspect that actors playing roles which fit into socially-stereotyped
images of positively valued figures ,,,ould be very likely to be perceived as real (i.e., as qualified to fill the role they are "playing")
and would benefit from a "halo" effect

b~

which their actions and words

would be seen in a favorable light.
On the basis of this research and the reasoning which follows
qUite clearly from these findings, it would seem very likely, then,
that "slice of life" commercials would be seen by younger children as
"real" depictions of events and that actors who appear in the guise
of social-role holders would, in fact, be perceived as actually
qualified for these roles (Gross, 1972).

5.

Suggestions for Further Research:

Several lines of further

research are suggested by the results of this investigation.

Three of

these are discussed below.
Expand subject age range:

An extension of this study to

younger children "would provide data on the exact age level below
which children are not really able to handle the task that these
pictures and interview schedule present.

This would provide useful

descriptive data on the factors related to the perception of a story
~

•

se - i .• e. even the youngest respondents in the present study had
;-~~

a fairly complete and firm sesne of the narrative structure or storyness of the pictures.

It would be interesting to see just where this

ability first presents itself and what its first manifestations are.

•
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Expansion of the age range of respondents to include older
children would a11m,'! the compilation of data on communicational infer-

ence interpretive strategies, something which is almo.st, completely
lacking in the present study.

The ages of interest here would span

the gap bet;;een the l1pper age group, used .in this study (13-14 years)
and the college age students, from "hom data were collected by
Pal1enik (],973).
Since olle of the main findings of the present study is that
,~a8il,y

relatively dear and
interpretation
students~

cnl~

~)e

differentiated patterns of attributiona1

described for elementary and junior high school

perbap;--.> c.omparably differentiated age-related patterns of

conununicational iLfcrcnce interpretive strategies could be mapped
out in studied of

o~_Ger

respondents.

would be useful in onler to test

the generality of the finding that

younger children ;-tssimilate much of the perceptual data of the
pictures to

(-1

pos:!tive undifferentiated image of a doctor.

question here. wo'u'Jd

"he

The obvious

\vhether or not the same kinds of assimilation

,,,ould be ob::3erved, lur instance) if an athlete Here placed in a
situatj_on in I'lhich his athletic: strength and coordination did (o:r did
not) have SO-tile he':"!.

on an event, decision or act.

Similarly, a

story like .•...,the pr(;s'?.nt one could be used with a protagonist who \,,1as
in some

otrH~r

soc:iC'~l

or occupational role for Hhich behavioral

expectations 'I:lould he comparable to the doctor in the study.

The

....,:..
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roles of clergyman or politician would be obvious possibilities.*

*

An alternative set of the slidesl does exist in which the protagonist
is characterized as a business~ar, rather than as a doctor. Some
pretesting has been done with college age subjects to examine the
hypotheses that (1) the same act (ignoring the accident victim) is
more role discrepant for the doctor than for the businessman
(measured by mean perceived likelihood of assistance) and (2) that
person perception judgments would be more extreme and more confidently held in the case of the doctor than in the case of the businessman
(measured by descriptive trait s~ales).
The first hypothesis was strongly supported. Data showing the
doctor - businessman comparison and results for other social/occupational role comparisons are summarized belo,v:
Duncan's New Multiple Range Test for mean perceived
likelihood of assistance for six roles for accident
scene (data from 38 college students who had seen the
slides - Murphy, 1971). Note: Anyt>70 means not
underscored by the same line are significantly different at the .05 level.

Clergyman

Policeman*

1.82

1.55

*

Doctor

12 Yr.
Boy

2.66

4.34

How likely is i t that
(Likely = 1, Unlikely

_-:-=-:-_ _

Construction
Horker
Businessman

5.13

6.08

would help?

10)

Data bearing on the second hypothesis were in the expected direction,
but were not significant. Hhether this was due to problems in the
design and administration of the scales used is not known; further
data are needed to clarify this question.
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Studies using

communication modal i-ties :

Here the

obj ectives would be to! test for possible interactions between communication modalities '(still p~ctures, slides, movies, etc.) and
type of interpretive strategy used, >lith age and story content held
constant.

A study conducted by Harlan (1972) using the same stim-

ulus items as the present research shm,ed that the presence of a
ti tIe ("The Doctor" vs. "The Doctor Hho Didn' t Help" vs. no title)
can contribute to an increased salience of certain parts of the story.
Although it is not unreasonable to expect that the use of motion
picture film, or still peints could influence interpretive strategies,
just >!hat the nature of these changes would be is a subject for
further experimentation.

I

'.
CHAPTER SEVEN:

SUMMARY

&~D

CONCLUSIONS

This study has examined the interpretations given to a story
told in pictures (35 rom slides). by children at the second, fifth and
eighth grade levels.

The pictures used showed a doctor who, on his

way home from work, ignored the victim of an automobile accident.
Each child was shown the pictures individually and then interviewed
about the story events - What happened? Why did the man behave as he
did? etc. and about the pictures themselves - \\fere they real?

\\fas

this a good story? etc.
The major theoretical objective of the study ,·;as to examine
these data from the perspective of two different types of interpretive
strategies dralm from the recent work of \\forth and Gross.

"Inter-

pretive strategies" referred to assumptions made by a viewer about the
natural or symbolic status of events and to corresponding rules for
determining the significance or meaning of these events.

The distinction

between "attributionalH and "communicational -inference!! interpretive

strategies ,·/as based on the following:

In the case of attribution,

events are treated as natural events only - they are not presumed by
an observer to. be intentionally communicative; the observer assumes

merely the existence of these events ?r representations.

In the case

of communicational inference, events are treated as symbolic events;

the observer assumes an intention on the part of the creator or sender
'2~

to convey some meaning or message.

The data collected in this study show that younger children
(second and fifth grades) used attributional interpretive strategies
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i,
almost exclusively.
as natural events.

That is, they treated the events of the story
Th~e youngest (second grade) children had great

difficulty accepting the possibility of the doctor ignoring the
accident victim.

In,place of this

recogni~ion

elaborate alternative interpretations

·\.\lh~ch

they substituted

allO\\1ed

them to keep

their highly favorable image or stereotype of doctors intact.

They

stated, for example, that the doctor did help in bet,.,een pictures,
or that he saw that the victim was only repairing his car, or napping,
and therefore no help was needed.

These rather striking constructions

were attributed to the high degree of relienee that younger children
place on routine social knO'hTlpdge in perceptual situations such as the

one used in this study.
Older children (fifth and eighth zrades) s till

treated the

s"tory events as essentially natural events althcmgh their attributions

were considerably more complex than those discussed above. Thus,
although they did see the doctor t s behavior a's a complex function of
dispositional and situational factors, they still reacted to the
events of the story as though they actually happened.

These viewers

strongly disliked the doctor, and they felt that the pictures and
story Here

real because the doctor 2P,d hospital 1l1ooked real lt and

because nthese things do happen in real life".

•

Communicational inference interpretive strategies, as defined by
-.'<j,

Horth and Gross (1973) involve a

reco~nitj,on

that visual images such

as the ones used in this study constitute symbolic events from 'iVhich
the author's intended meaning may be inferred.

The behavior of tpe

doctor in these pictures \vould be seeD) then, not moP-rely or simply

•
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as a cruel act of negligence, but as an actor's (in the theatrical
sense) dramatic representation or\ enactment of a scripted and staged
I

sequence of events which were phdtographed, edited and presented to an
audience.

Although there was some evidence in the interviews with

eighth grade children

of the use of this more sophisticated inter-

pretive strategy (they said that fhe pictures were staged, and they
very often attributed a moralistic purpose or meaning to the story)
these viewers still did not reveal a comprehension of the degree
of construction or fabricatedness, or of the quality of dramatic or
narrative coherence that is suggested by the definition of communicational inference, or that was found by other researchers who obtained
interpretations of these pictures from college students.
Some implications of these findings for the practical question
of children's exposure to symbolic representations of human behavior
(such as television commarcials) were suggested.

On the basis of the

present data, the assumption that young children possess the ability
to discriminate real life from fictional, or authentic from role·playing, representations of human actions and events is unwarranted.
In terms of further research and theoretical developments,
extensions of the present study were 'proposed in order to learn more
about the ability of viewers under seven years of age to detect
narrative pr story-like features of visual stimuli, and in order to
~~-'

examine the development of communicational inference interpretive

strategies by gathering interpretations of vie,,,ers over 14 years of
age of stories such as the present one.

I
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APPENDIX A - Description of Stimulus Material.
The 21 pictures on the next two pages were made
from the color sl~des shown to the subjects. Note:
two versions each of pictures nos. 6 and 7.
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1

:3

4

6 Nice.

7

Nice

6 Nasty

.~.

8

9

7 Nasty

I
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11

13

16

17

IS

19

•

20

.

'-,
-_,I.
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APPENDIX B - Interview'Schedule

1.

What was the story told in the pictures?

2.

What was the most important thing in the story?
What else was important in the story?

3.

What do you knm, about the man in the story? How can you tell?
What else do you know about the man in the story? How can you
tell?

4.

Do you like the man in the story?
What made you like him? Why?
What made you dislike him? ~~y?

5.

Who was the lady the man was talking to at ,,,ark?
How do you know?
What were they talking about?
~~o do you think was to blame for the mistake?
(Nasty condition)
How do you know?

6.

Who
Hm,
Did
Did

!

How do you know?
Why?

~~y?

was the lady at the end of the story?
do you know?
you like the lady? Hhat made you like her?,
you dis'like the lady? What made you dislike her?

Why do you think the man in the story acted the ,.my he did?
do you think so?

],~y

8.

Do you think that ,,,as the right thing?
Why was that the right (wrong) thing to do?

9,

What else could he have done? Hhat would you have done?
What "auld another person have done in that situation?
How do you knO'i'l?
What "auld a businessman have done in that situation?
How do you know?

\

10.
11.
/\.:

Is there anything else about the story that you remember which
we did not discuss?

•

What about these pictures, do you think they are real?
Hm, do you know?
How do you think they got these pictures? How do you know?

«

I
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APPENDIX B - Continued

12.

Would you say that the man who took these pictures ,,,as a good
storyteller?
What was he trying to make you think? lIow do you know?
\\'ha twas the"meaning of the story?

\,
I

_---

....

:::;""

-- ,
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APPENDIX C - Grade, Sex, Age, Rac,e and Experimental Condition
of Subjects
.1

Subject
No.

I

Grade

Condition

Sex

2

Nice
Nice

M

2

2

Nice

M

2
2
2

Nice
Nice
Nice

7
8
9
10
11
12

2
2
2
2
2
2

Nasty
Nasty
Nasty
Nasty
Nasty
Nasty

J.\
F
J.\
F

13
14
15

2
2
2

Control
Control
Control

M

21
22
23
24
25
26

5
5
5
5
5
5

Nice
Nice
Nice
Nice
Nice
Nice

M

27
28
29
30
31
32

5
5
5
5
5
5

Nasty
Nasty
Nasty
Nasty
Nasty
Nasty

M

33
34

5
5
5

Control
Control
Control

1
2
3
4
5
6

36

*

H

t;~

= white,

B

= black,

0

F
"\
I

oriental.

F
M

F

M

F

F
M

F
H
F
M

F

Age

7:3
7:6
7:8
7:6
8:2
8:10
8:3
8:1
7: 11
7:5
8:0
7:3

Race*

W
W
W
W
W
W
\<J

W
W
\<J
\<J
\<J

8:1
8:10
7:4

W

10:6
10:8
10:6
11:2
10:10
10:8

W
W

W

B

"W
W
W

F

11:0
10:6
10:6
11:0
10: 11
10:10

W
W
W
W
W

J.\
F
F

11:5
11:0
10:11

W
H
W

F
M

F
M

0

•

I

I
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APPENDIX C - Continued

M

14:1
13:9
14:1
14:2
14: 0

F

13:3

Nasty
Nasty
Nasty
Nasty
Nasty
Nasty.

M

M

14: 2
14:0
14:0
14:0
13:6

F

13:9

Control
Control

M
M

15:3

41
42
43
44
45
46

8
8
8
8
8
8

Nice
Nice
Nice
Nice
Nice
Nice

M

47
48
49
50
51
52

8
8
8
8
8
8

53
55

8
8

F
M

F

F
M

F

13:11

0
H

1-1
1'1

IV
W
IV
IV

H
IV

VI
H
VI
\oJ

\
•
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,
i

APPENDIX D - Sample Interviews

Six intervie'\'17 transcripts follow,

t'\,yQ

from each

grade level. See Appendix C for descriptive data
on each subject. Subject number is at top left of
each transcript page.

.

,

'.

(5)
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Q:

What was the story told in the pictures?

A:

First the man, he went tq the hospital, then he was talking, and

then he went to another place in the hospital. And then he went outside, he
was going down the street and he saw a car that was off the road and someone was lying there, and then he vlent on and he \Vent to a street, and he
went across it and then he went to another place and then he went and saw
his wife or someone like that.
Q:

What was the most important thing in the story?

A:. (pause) I guess - the part about the hospital ••
Q:

The part about the hospital?

A:

When he was talking.

Q:

Why was that most important?

A:

Because he had to talk to someone to see if he could go - to see

if he could go - had to do something.

Q:

What else was important in the story?

A:

When he saw the car that was off the road.

Q:

Why was that important?

A:

Because (pause) ••• Maybe because ",hen he was Cl,t the hospi-

tal one of the nurses told him that - to look for things. To look for things
like that.

\

Q:

What "lOuld he do if he found them?

A:

He Vlould call for an ambulance or something like that.

Q:

I see, what do you know about the man in the story?

A:

Well, he VIas going places a .lot, and walking a lot, and he was

•

talking, and he went to a hotel or something like that, and he met his wife

«

I
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there.
Q:

What kind of a job do you, think he had?

A:

Doctor.

Q:

How could you tell ?

A:

Cause he was at the hospital a lot, and talking to them, and he

had that white coat and things on that doctors wear.
Q:

Was there any other way that you could tell that he was a doctor?

A:

No~

Q:

Do you like the man in the story?

A:

Yes, sort of.

Q:

What do you like about him?

A:

That he likes to go places. I like to go places.

Q:

Is there anything about the man in the story that you dislike?

A:

No.

Q:

Who was the lady the man was talking to at work?

A:

A nurse.

Q:

How could you tell that she was a nurse?

A:

She had a hat on, a white hat, and she had a white shirt on, or

a white dress on. And he had a thing in his hand.

\

Q:

What kind of thing?

A:

Liquid or something like that.

Q:

Was,there another lady that the doctor was talking to at work?

A:

Yes o

Q:

Who was she?

A:

She was a lady that types things,

•

I

'- ,
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Q:

What are they co.lled?

A:

Typers.,.

Q:

Aren't they called secretaries sometimes?

A:

Yes,

Q:

How could you tell that that's what she was?

A:

Cause she types and maybe the man was a boss over her.

Q:

What do you suppose they were talking about ?

A:

About what the lady types about.

Q:

What kind of stuff do you think she types?

A:

I don't know.

Q:

Who was the lady at the end of the story?

A:

His wife.

Q:

How could you tell that was his wife?

A:

Cause they were in his house. his apartment.

Q:

Was there any other way that you could tell that?

A:

They're sitting together.

Q:

Any other way that you could tell that that was his wife?

A:

They I re smiling and things like that.

Q:

Is it possible that she could be someone besides his wife?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Who could she be?

A:

Anqther lady that he likes.

Q:

Anybody else ?

A:

His girlfriend.

Q:

If that was his girlfriend, how would it maybe have been differ-

..

_ _ _---'-_~_'_~_-'---_'___ _~"_____'__.J . _ ' _

\
•

*'

~,.

, -,,-
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ent?
A:
Q:

(pause)
If they wanted to show that that was his girlfriend, how would

it have been shown?

A:

(pause) Well if they kissed or something like that.

Q:

What would that mean?

A:

That they were going to get married, or something, or that they

were already married.
Q:

Which would it be more likely to indicate, that they were going to

get married, or that they were already married?
A:

That they \vere already married.

Q:

I see. Did you like the lady at the end of the story?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Why did you like her?

A:

She was pretty.

Q:

Was there anything else about her that you liked?

A:

Not really.

Q:

Was there anything about her that you disliked?

A:

No.

Q:

\
Let's go back to the car that the man in the story saw on the

way home. Why do you think the man in the story acted the way he did?
A:

I do n 't know.

Q:

Wha t do you think he wanted to do?

A:

Call the hospital (pause) •.

Q:

Why would he want to do that?

•
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A:

Because the man - whoever was in the car - might be hurt.

Q:

Do you think the man in th~ story did the right thing?

A:

No, he didn't call.

Q:

What else could he have dOhe?

A:

He could have woked the man up ••• if he was OK.

Q:

What "muld you have done?

A:

Go to a telephone booth and call an ambulance.

Q:

Why vmuld you do that?

A:

Because the man might - if he was still alive - he might die •

.

i

~

Q:

What would another person have done in that situation?

A:

He might do the same thing.

Q:

How do you know that?

A:

(pause) Because he just would do the same thIng.

Q:

What would a businessman have done in that situation?

A:

If that was his man, he would hurry - real fast - to a telephone

booth.
Q:

If that was his man? What does that mean?

A:

His secretary or something like that.

Q:

What if it wasn't?

A:

He would still call the ambulance, I guess.

Q:

How do you know that about a businessman?

A:

Betause they're nice, and they would do it like that.

Q:

Is there anything else about the story that you remember which

we didn't discuss?
A:· When he got a potion and he walked into the place where the nurse

•
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• • • in the beginning.

was

~hat

Q:

Is there anything about

that you remember particularly?

A:

No.

Q:

OK, what about these pictures, do you think that they're real?

A:

No.

Q:

Pardon me?

A:

It could be, but I don't think that they are.

Q:

How can you tell ?

A:

Because he wouldn't just let a man lie there like that.

Q:

How do you think they got these pictures?

A:

People acting it out or

•••

(pause) or maybe the man was

blind or something like that.
Q:

Which man?

A:

The man we saw mostly.

Q:

He could have been blind?

A:

Yes.

Q:

What would that mean? I don't understand.

A:

That he couldn't see the man that was lying out of the car.

Q:

Oh. Well if he was blind, then do you think the pictures were
\

real, or not?

\

A:

Yes, ifhe 'lias blind.

Q:

Would you say that the man who took these pictures

storyteller?
A:

Yes.

Q:

Why?

•
VlaS

a good

-.

'.
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,

A: Because he could take them very good, and he got him in the
act.
Q:

'What is it like when it's a good story?

A:

Like a movie, and

Q:

How is it like a movie?

A:

Well, because it got him in the act, but

..•

(pause)~

••• well, it didn't

ta-lk in it, and they were sort of slides.

Q:

Yes. But I want to know what it is about a movie that makes a

t;80d story?

A:

WeH, it's not funny and they don't put dumb parts in it, a lot

of dumb parts

If

Q:

1;Jhat are dumb parts?

A'

Well, if a man is going on a trolley and he goes by his wife and

he doesn f t say anything, and next time he sees her he looks at her, and he
sees her and he goes home, and he doesn't like her anymore.

Q:

Where would you see that? Did you ever see anything like that?

A·

Yes, in a movie.

Q:

V!haJ movie? Do you remember?

A:

No, I forget what it' s called.

Q:

Was.it in the movies that you sa'l' it, or on television?

A:

On tdevision.

Q:

And th2.t! s your idea of a dumb part?

A'

Yes.

Q:

What would be another example? Of a dumb story?

A:

Well, sort of like a scary part: First they have the part that's

•

•

'<,

1M

(5)
!

really good, and then they have the part that's really dumb. And that would
be a dumb story. And like a monster story - they have monsters that don't
really look like monsters, like they're supposed to.
Q:

What are monsters supposed to look like?

A:

Dinosaurs, or way back.

Q:

And what do the monsters look like that aren't very good mon-

sters?
A:

Some of them are, and some of them aren't.

Q:

What would you say the man who took these pictures was trying

to make you think?
A:

That is was pretty • • • (pa.use) dumb; that there was a dumb

part in there.
Q:

There was a dumb part in it?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Which is the dumb part in this story?

A:

If he wasn't blind, he could see the man and he wouldn't do just

what he did.

Q:

What would you say was the meaning of the story?

A: The man, and what he does (pause).

Q:

~

he does a lot of things

•
OK, I think we can stophere.
"'

-,;iI,"

End of intervievl.
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Q:

What was the story told in the pictures?

A:

It was a doctor - - and I think he was mixing some medicines

or something together, .and I think there "'las a man and he came sort of
like to check into the hospital and the next ore was a man threw a paper
down on a desk like that and •••
Q:

Then what happened ?

A:

I think there was the same man and he was walking by an acci-

dent and he (was) coming a little bit closer and then he walked away from
the car. And he went to .somebody' shouse - I don I t know whose it was.
I think the last one was the man sitting on the sofa with the girl.
Q:

How many different men were in the story?

A:

Two.

Q:

Two? Who were they?

A:

A doctor and a man -

Q:

Are you sure it wasn't the same man?

A:

It could have been but I thought, like, if a doctor saw an acci-

another man.

dent and he saw someone was hurt he would have stopped at the car and
this man just walked a:way.
Q:

And that I s why you think it was another man?
\

A:

Yes.

Q:

What if it had been the same man?
0'

A:

It could have been but, the men looked the same but I don't

think they were because a doctor wouldn I t walk away from something
like that.
Q:

What was the most important thing in the story?

•
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A:

I think the most important thing was when the doctor was mixing

the two things together.
Q:

Why was thatimportant?

A:

I think because he made medicine

~o

cure something and that was

the most important thing in the story, and there weren t t any other things
in the story that were important like that was.
Q:

There weren't any other important things in the story?

A:

Well, there were some important things but they weren't as

important as, well, you need medicine to cure, to be cured if you are
sick.
Q:

What were some of the other less important but still kind of im-

portant things in the story?
- A:

Well, a ma,(j was checking out, checking into the hospital - I

don't knovl if he was checking in or checking out - that "lould be important because you have to do that so the doctor knows what patient he has,
Q:

Did you see the man checking into the hospital?

A:

Yes, he was standing there and the lady at the desk, she was

writing something down on a piece of paper and that's what they usually
do when you go to the hospital- they write things down, I think.
\

Q:

How could you tell that the doctor was in fact a doctor?

A:

Because he had on what a doctor. he had on the kind of thing

that a doctor ~lOuld wear and you could see the bed that you would be
lying on if you came in for a checkup or something.
Q:

Did you like the doctor?

A:

Yes~

,

I
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Q:

Why?

A:

I don! t know - I Eke al.l doctors - - doctors help you.

Cd:

What about the other man in the story? Did you like him?
'Nell, I don 1 t know - not as much as I liked the doctor, because

I

dOll'

c like the 'day he walked away from an accident H),e that without tell-

ing sou.eone about it (or ) trying to use the phone to call the doctor.
0;

Was there anything about the other man that you did like?

A:

I

Q:

Who 'vas the lady the man was talking to at work?

A:

I guess she was the lady ",·ho would - well, the lady that you

dO~l

't think so"

seE< when you come in, she takes your name and everything.

they

(1:

What do you suppose they ,,,ere talking about?

A:

I don't know. Maybe they were talking about -

COllld

if it ''las the man

have been talking about him, and if it was the doctor they could

have been talkin,s about medicine",
Q:

I see. Do you remember which it was?

j .... !

No"

Q:

\Vhy do

YOll

Tdel: i t

l::~1ow

think the man in the story acted the way he did at the

accici8trt?
~t.;

thIn!" Ek8 that.

.....

he might have been scared to be around some-

Or hE: might have been in a hurry.

0:

Are

J' .

He c(Juld have wanted to go somewhere and he wasn! t on time

ti1SY8

•

any other possible reasons?

and h" '112.nted to get there on time; .So he didn't have time to do anything
elso.

0

•

..
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Q:

Do you think he did the right thing?

A:

No.

Q:

Why was that the wrong thing to do?

A:

Because when you see something like that you don! t just walk

away from it - you should do something.
Q:

How do you kn01'l that?

A:

Well, I just don't think that a person should walk away from some-

thing as important as that. It might not be important to that person, but it
is very important that somebody get a doctor.
Q:

What else could that man have done?

A:

You mean when he saw the aCCident, what could he have done?

Well, he could have asked to use the phone or he could have - well, the
patient was hanging out of the car. he could have put him back in so nothing
else would happen to him and he wouldn I t fall out into the street.
Q:

What would you have done in that situation?

A:

I would probably call the doctor.

Q:

What would another person have done in that situation?

A:

Another person would have done the same thing that I would have

done, or if they were a doctor or if they were with a doctor • • • or if
\
they knew a doctor who was close by they' might have gotten him.
Q:

What do you think a businessman would have done in that situation?

A:

I think he would have called a doctor.

Q:

Why?

A:

Because if you are just

a businessman and you don! t leno';l anything

about what - if you don It just walk away from it like that man did - the

•
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best thing to do is to call a doctor.
Q:

How do you know that a businessman would do that?

A:

I don't know. He might walk away from it, but I think if he

.

thought it was important that someone gets the doctor, then he might do
it.

Q:

Who was the lady at the end of the story?

A:

I don 't know. I think she was the lady who checks the people in

and checks them out.
Q:

Well how come she was in a different place?

A:

I think she was at her house.

Q:

I see, Do you think she was friends with the man?

A:

Yes.

Q:

In what way?

A:

I don t t know. It could have been her friend or her boyfriend or

something.
Q:

Did you like that lady?

A:

Yest>

Q:

What did you like about her?

A:

Well, she helped in a hospital .,.. she helped the doctor by doing

\

what she did - checking out the people or checking them in or something
like that. I like when people think of things like that, being nice, if you
know what I diean.
Q:

Sure. Was there anything else about her that you liked?

A:

Idon'tthinkso.

Q:

Was there anything about her that you disliked?

..
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A:

NO.!

Q:

Is there anything else about the story which you remember which

we haven I t discussed?
A:

No.

Q:

What about these pictures, do you think they're real?

A:

I think they mi ght be.

Q:

How can you tell ?

A:

Well, it looks like a real person, and I think it might really have

happened.
Q:

How do you think they got these pictures?

A:

They might have taken - - the people might have acted, doing

this and they took the slides, But they could have, ••• out on the street
or in the doctor's office when they took them.
Q:

Which do you think it was, actors or the real thing?

A:

Actors,

Q:

What would indicate to you that it was probably actors?

A:

Because. I don't think you could take slides of a doctor while he

was in his laboratory or whatever it was - when he was mixing medicine I don't think you could (do) that.

\

Q:

Why not?

A:

Because unless you're sick. you \vouldn' t be able to get in

there. Unle;'s you're sick or you have a broken bone or something, or
you come for a checkup,
Q:

So you think they were acted then?

A:

Yes •

•
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Q:

Do you think that man was a real doctor?

A:

He might have been, I think so,

Q:

You do think so, or you don't?

A:

I do.

Q:

Would you say that the man who took these pictures was a good

storyteller?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Why?

A:

Because they looked so much like they were real and they looked

just like they should have a sound to them, because they looked so real.
Q:

What kind of sound do you think they would have if they had a

sound?
A:

Voices of'all the people, what they were saying.

Q:

If there were to be a title to this story, what do you think the

title would be?
A:

I don't know.

(pause) It could be something like, "What '<muld

a doctor do?" or something like that, while you were watching the film.
And you could think about, like, when that man walked past the thing you
could think, what would a doctor do?
Q:

And what would a doctor do?

A:

Well, he would probably, you know, look at the person, see what
"

happened, ari'ct he might get the pOlice or something for the car so they could
get it out of there before someone else runs into it. I think he'd give the
person an examination.
Q:

What do you think the person who took these pictures was trying

•
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to make you think?
A:

(pause) I don't know -. Maybe that a doctor is good - like you

know. a doctor is good, he wouldn't do some of the things that the other
people did, He would do something else instead.
Q:

What would you say is the meaning of this story?

A:

(pause)

Q:

Any ideas?

A:

No.

Q:

Would you say that it's pretty much what you were telling me be-

A:

Yes, I guess so,

fore?

End of interview,

•
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Q:

What was the story told in the pictures?

A:

Well, I think it was a dQctor that ",as starting to experiment with

some medicine, and he went to check out some things with a nurse who was
sitting at her desk. Then he got all 'his stuff and his sport coat and his
regular clothes on, and he started to go home, and he saw a car all smashed
up with a person leaning out, and it must have been a dummy because he
walked away. And then he went into his house or hotel or apartment or
something, and there vIas his girlfriend or wife.
Q:

What was the most important thing in the story?

A:

Well, maybe when he was testing some medicines for people that

were in the hospital.
Q:

Why would you say that that would be most important?

A:

Well because maybe some people needed them very badly

they might die if they didn't have them.
Q:

How could you tell that he was testing medicine?

A:

I don't know - but that's what it looked like he was doing.

Q:

I mean what gives you that impression?

A:

It looked like he had some things in his pockets like a chemist

would have, so he was testing something.
\

Q:

What else was important in the story?

A:

Well, that he checked to see if that was a dummy or a person

•

it must have :been a dummy because he walked away.
Q:

Is there any other way that you could tell that it was probably a

dummy? '1 mean what was the main reason that you feel that it was probably
a dummy?

«
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A: He just walked away - at ~rast that I s what it looked like in the

.

slides.

:/

~one if

Q:

Well, what would he have

A:

Probably would have picke,d them I,lP and ••• well, maybe ran

it was a person?

i

to the hospital or got into a house an? called the hospital to tell an ambuI

. lance to come over •
. Q:

Do you like the man in the story?

A:

Well, yes, I guess so.

Q:

What made you like him?

A:

Well, that he checked the person who was in the car - whether

it was a dummy or anything. He checked out everything when he

~las

testing - it looked like that.
Q:

Anything else about him that you like?

A:

Well I can't think of anything else.

Q:

Is there anything about him that you dislike?

A:

No.

Q:

Who was the lady the man was talking to at work?

A:

I think it was a nurse Sitting at a desk - probably doing some

paper work.
Q: . How could you tell that was a nurse?

A:

Well the way it looked like she had a nurse hat on.

Q:

What do you suppose they were talking about?

A:

Maybe he had some notes of what he did, and he was checking

?i~

them out with her.
Q:

Who did you say was the lady at the end of the story?

•
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A:

Probably his wife or his girlfriend, or his friend.

Q:

Which one would you think it was if I asked you to choose be-

tween his wife and his .girlfriend?
A:

I would probably have to say his &irlfrlend.

Q:

Why would you say that? .

A: Well, maybe they hadn't seen each other and they were talking. • •
I don't know - I didn't get that part.

..

Q:

What was it about their talking that would indicate.

A:

Because it looked like they were having a good time talking to-

gether,
Q:

And that would make it look less like that was his wife?

A:

Maybe.

Q:

What would it have been like if it was his -wife? What do you

think the shot would have shown?
A:

Well. she'd be washing dishes or dOing some housework.

Q:

Do you think she would have been dressed differently?

A:

Well, it.looked like the girl was dressed up - that's what gave

me the clue.
Q:

Any other clues in there?

A:

And the man was dressed up too,

Q:

And if it was his wife. it would have been more "everyday",

•

would you sa}?
A:

Well, I guess so, unless it was some special occasion.

Q:

Did you like the girlfriend?

A:

I don't know.
•

,

I
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Q:

Well, was there anything about her that you liked?

A:

Not really. Nothing that I disliked either.

Q:

Is there anything else about the story which you remember that

we didn't discuss?
A:

Only about that he was "Jalking along the streets and coming (Jut

of a door of his ••• out of the medical center - that! s what gave me a
big clue. that he was a doctor. or studying to be " doctor. And he went

into his house or apartment or hotel -

something like that. He was just

walking home.
Q:

OK, now what would happen if in fact the person in the car

wasn I t a dummy but was a real per so n ?
A:

He probably would have :ran to the ne;,,]:est house, knocked on

the door and asked if he could use the telephone and ran in and called the
hospital real quick and send over an ambulance.
Q:

Why would he have done that?

A:

Because the person might have been helrt real bad and have

needed help.
Q:

What would another person have done in that situation?

A:

Well, if they were nice people they probably would have dOI1e the

same thing. But if they're just a bunch of dummies walking along the read,
they probably would've just said. "Ha Ea, look a.t you! II
Q:

What would you have done?

A:

Probably what the doctor did: Ran to the nearest house and,

well, if I didn! t know the phone number, If d ask them, and if they didn't
know, I'd have to see if the nearest taxi would come and go to the hospital

..

,
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real fast.

:\

Q:

What do you think a businessman would have done in that situa-

A:

Well, if he was coming home - like he was doing, I think -

Hon?
;

he probably would have - if his

hou~e

was near. he probably would have

gone into the house and done what the doctor did.
Q:

How can you tell that? Or what makes you think that that's

what a businessman would do?
A:

Well, if he was a nice businessman, that's what he would do.

But if he wasn't very nice he probably would have just left him alone.
Q:

What about these pictures, do you think they're real?

A:

(pause) No, I don't think so.

Q:

You don't. Well what do you think they are?

A: They probably just told him to do that •

• •

Q:

Well how can you tell they're not real?

A:

Well for one thing they wouldn't just have a car smashed up

and a dummy there,... unless they were testing something. They probably
just told them to pose like that.
Q:

Well why do you suppose they qid that then?

A:

So you could bring it over here to see something - I don't

•

know.
~;tQ,

Q:

Do you think that the man who took these pictures was a good

storyteller?
A:

I guess so. For that particular story, yes.

Q:

Why would you say yes?

•
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A:

Well there's one thing that he might have shown one or two more
I

pictures of - testing the medicine.2 ,,'d ;ituff wbat he was dOing.
Q:

What would that 11a ve told you?

A:

I don't know - for some other

Q:

Would you have n2"ded it,bough?

A:

I didn 1 t need it this time - -ri.laybe in another one.

Q:

You would need

mO:::-8

chi~dren

it might have helped them.

infc;:rmction that he:

~j(3.S

..

a doctor, is that

what you 1 re saying?
A:

Well, no, but n:ayb2 on anol!',er kind of these things I might have

needed it.
Q:

What was the meaning of tb.2 story?

A:

l\laybe to sho'4 YC"j a doctor t[;at was j'.lSt st.arting to get ready

to come home fr:om work f or a

colle8<~ ritUGent ..

Q:

But to show you what? Ju:;t tl1at?

A:

Well to show you '"hat might I:nppen, ':!:'h3t

,'laS

kind of a more

exciting one because the car 1,las all s:/la"hed up and there \vas a dummy
in it.
Q:

Well, what abol;t the man 1:1 ,he story,· going back to him for

a minute. When he came acxoss tb.,.t accld.ent,

\"~la.t

do you think his

thoughts were?
A:

Well, I ,wuld ha.ve ran to

:;e'~

if they we:e alright and do what I

•

said a little thile ago.

A:

"I wonder if the l)erSOn's .;)adly hurt or dot, if they're just lay-

ing there unconsciously?"

•
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I
Q:

You said that the doctor recognized that that man was a dummy

in fact. So what do you think he thought it was? A joke?
A:

Probably - .that' s what I would have thought. Well, not really

a joke.
Q:

I mean I'm not sure I understand this?

A:

Well maybe a car factory was testing what would happen if a

person was in a car and had a smashup like that. Maybe safety people.
And he didn't know about it, and he just came across it.
Q:

Where have you seen that done?

A:

Well, on a tv commercial - they have a dummy and crash into

some kind of wall.
Q:

So that could have been what was going on?

A:

Yes.

Q:

But do you think the doctor would recognize that? That it was

a dummy from a commercial?
A:

I don't know if he would have recognized it right away, but

after a minute or two he should have recognized it. When he came closer.
Q:

Why? Because he would not look like a real person?

A:

Well you could tell - maybe he\ could see some stitches
where
.

they sewed it up. I'm not really sure, though.

Q:

Well, the fact that the doctor didn't stop tells you that. • •
.t->

A: He was probably a dummy.
Q:

But was it a real doctor?

A:

It was probably a college student studying to be a doctor.

Because it said "Pennsylvania Medical Care" or something like that •

...

I
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'Q:

A:
'Q:

Well what does that tell you?
Or "Pennsylvania College", 1'm not sure.
You mean you think it was a medical school?

A:

Yes.

Q:

OK, is there anything else about this story that you can think

of that we didn I t talk about?
A:

Only except that when he was done testing, he started walking

down some kind of hall and went to the nurse to check things out.
Q:

Just that, though?

A:

Yes.

End of interview.

\
•
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Q:

Wha t was the story told in the pictures?

A:

The guy - the doctor. -I think - he went over to his nurse to

go tell her about the patient maybe - about this medicine he was mixing,
and he went home and he saw this guy who ,,:as laying in the car because
he must have had an accident, and he didn I t pay no attention to it because
I think he was going to a date or something, and he should have gone over
to help the guy but he didn I t. He just went past him and went on what he
was going to do.
Q:

What would you say was the most important thing in the story?

A:

Well he should have helped that guy - not just leave him there

because he's a doctor - he should go over and help him.
Q:

Why was that the most important thing in the story?

A:

Because you shouldn't leave people just laying like that.

Q:

What else was important in the story?

A:

(pause)

Q:

Well, was there anything else important in the story?

A:

I don 'qhink so.

Q:

What do you know about the man in the story?

A:

Well, he was a doctor.

Q:

How can you tell ?

A:

Well, he walked out of the medical center.

Q:

Does that tell you that he was a doctor?

A:

He could either be that or he could be a scientist - in the

\

beginning when he was working with-those chemicals and things.
Q:

Wha t do you think he was?

•
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A: I think he wa s really a doror.
Q:

What other ways could Y:0u tell that he VIas a doctor?

A:
Q:

By his caSE; he was carrying.
i
Any other •• , :

A:

And the coa: he VIas weari!lg - ,"ith the white.

Q:

Do you like the man in the story ?

A:

Not tha.t much - because he should have went over and helped

that guy.
Q:

What made you dislike him?

A:

He went

01'21-

and started looking at him, and then he just prob-

ably thought, "Well, I don't care, 1'11 just leave him there". and walked
away,
Q:

Who was t.ile lady the man was talking to at work?

A:

Nurse, pro ba bly. Secretary.
• • •

Q:

I'm sorry. You say it

A:

Well, the typewriter, and she wasn't - maybe she could have

been a nurse - but
Q:

s~e

VlaS

the secretary? How could you tell ?

wasn't wearing a gOVln or nothing.

Who was the lady at the end oLthe story?
'.

'.

A:

Maybe it'lL", ds wife Ol'his girlfriend,

Q:

Whi.ch do you think she was?

A:

l'1a)be his wife.

Q:

What would indicate that maybe it VIas his wife?

A:

(pause)

Q:

I mean what vlould your reasons be for saying maybe it was his

•

I

I
I

,-~.
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wife?
A:

Now I think maybe it was his girlfriend because his wife wouldn't

be in a Plaza, She would be at home. I think it was his girlfriend because he went over to the Plaza to meet her,_
Q:

Well what's the Plaza?

A:

(pause)

Q:

I mean is it an apartment building. or is it something else?

A:

I don't know.

Q:

I don't know either. But assuming it was an apartment building,

who would you say it was?
A:

I don't know. It could be either because maybe they lived in

an apartment building. Or maybe his girlfriend lived in an apartment
building.
Q:

I see. So you can't tell by that, in other words?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Well if you had to take a guess, which one would you say?

A:

His girlf;dend.

Q:

What would be your main reasons for saying that?

A:

Because like she - if it was

hi~

wife - then they wouldn't be

like that so much, I don't think.

A:

What do you mean "like that?"
"
Smiling
and everything.

Q:

You think it would be more "everyday", or something?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Any other reason?

Q:

•

•
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A:

No,

Q:

Did you like the lady at the end of the story?

A: Yes,
Q:

Why?

A:

I don't know - I jltst liked her ... she didn't do nothing wrong,

Q:

But was there anything particillar aboltt her that you liked?

A:

No,

Q:

Why do you think the man in the story acted the way he did?

A: Well maybe when he was in the medical center. after he came
out he thought his work's over with and just was too lazy to go over and
help him. He was probably in a rush. He didn't want to help him because he was lazy or something.
Q:

Do you think he did th'2 right thing?

A:

No.

Q:

Why was that the Hrong thing to do?

A:

Because you shouldn't - if you see somebody you should go

over and help them like that - especially since he's a doctor, He
should go over and help him and not just pass him by.
Q:

Well why do you think he did what he did?

A:

Well, because he was just irl a rush and he didn't want to go

over to help him - he just wanted to £::0 to his girlfriend.

•

"/'-

Q:

Wlfut else could he have done?

A:

Besides passing him like th;lt?

Q:

Yes.

A:

He could have went over and helped him and brung him back to
•

.... \.
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the center. If there was a

telephon~
,j

nearby, he could have called the

ambulance or something and let thEm! take him to the hospital and helped
him.
\

Q:

What would you have done?

A:

I would have went over anqhelped him.

Q:

How would you have helped him?

A:

Well first I'd go over and see if he was still alive and see if

he was alright a little bit enough to get up or maybe to wait a little bit so
I could go and get somebody for help.
Q:

What would another person have done in that situation?

A:

Well some people would have done what he did, but I think that

most people would have went over and helped him.
Q:

How can you tell that. • • or how do you know that?

A:

Because some people are lazy like him - like if they think

that their job's done, then 'they just - like him, when he got out of the
medical center. he thought probably his job was all done since he's not
there, so why should he help him - because his job's over.
Q:

What do you think a businessman would have done in that situa-

tion? Instead of a doctor, if he were a businessman?
,
A:

Be probably would have went over and helped him too, and called

•

up the hospital or something.
Q:

How can you tell that?

A:

I don't know. Because that',s what someone would want to do.

Q:

Is there anything else about the story which you remember that

we didn't discuss?
•

..
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I

A: ,The chemicals. • •

Q:

What do you think they were for?
•

A:

I

They were some medicine that he \"as planning to give the

nurSe to give some people.

\

Q:

How about any other things in the story that you remember?

A:

I don I t think there are any.

Q:

What about these pictures, do you think they're real?

A:

Yes.

Q:

How can you tell ?

A:

Because they didn't look like drawings or nothing. They looked

i

like regular pictures.
Q:

How do you think they got these pictures?

A:

By taking shots of it - shots. like of them. • •

Q:

Who would have done that?

A:

I don 't know. Maybe a photographer.

Q:

Do you think the accident really happened?

A:

No, maybe they just did that for kids like to see that you

shouldn't do that - maybe that wasn't really true - they were just getting
actors to do that to show that you shouldn I t do that.
\

Q:

Well what do you think happen~d?

A:

Maybe the guy was driving too fast or something and the road

was slipper}L or something and he slid off the road and crashed into that
fence or something.
Q:

But I mean what do you think happened as to how they got these

pictures?

'--.-
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A:

Well they were probably just going to get them so that they could

show that you shouldn't just do that and those people weren't - like that
wasn't really true - they were acting like that to teach you a lesson like
that - but they were real people. .

.

Q:

Well, what were they trying to make you think from this story?

A:

That you shouldn't just - if you see somebody, you should go

over a,nd help them.
Q:

How do you know that's what they were trying to make you

think?
A:

I don't know - I just think because - because they wouldn't

have that guy laying there like that and the other guy passed him up if
they didn't want you to think that. They could have just took that out and
ju~t

shown him going over to his girlfriend's house.
Q:

What would you say was the meaning of the story?

A:

You shouldn't ever - if you see somebody, you should go over

and help them - call the police or call somebody else or the ambulance to
come and help them.
Q:

Would you say that the person who took these pictures was a

good storyteller?
A:

Yes •

. Q:

Why?

A:

\
•

Because he just was trying to teach people lessons that you

shouldn't do that, and a lot of people, they wouldn't think up such good
things.
End of interview.

.
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Q:

What was the story told in the pictures?

A: This guy was pretty - ir;considerate. • •
Q:

In what way?

A:

Well, maybe 1'm wrong but, he didn't say hello or anything to

the secretary, or - when he was walking - he saw that guy in the car
and he didn't even bother to help him - he just looked at him. And then
when he went to that house - I noticed in the picture the lady was already
married - I didn I t see a rnarria ge ring on tha t

g~y.

Q:

You noticed that he was married?

A:

He wasn't. He wasn't wearing a marriage ring.

Q:

I see. But do you think he was married?

A:

No"

Q:

What else do you remember?

A:

Well, I know all that stuff. First they showed, like, he had a

bottle of iodine. In the second picture he had like a bottle of iodine in
one hand and like a needle or something in the other. And then he was
checking some reports of some person in the third one, In the fourth one
he was leaving the medical center, and the fifth one he was walking a way
from it. And then he went to his secretary. and the next one he went to

\

another secretary. And then he left, saw the car - saw the guy that
could have been dead of internal bleeding, and he was unconscious could have been he had a heart attack - or it could be anything - and
he didn't bother helping him. There was about three slides of that.
And then he was walking past houses on a street, and he was opening
the door and he met that lady.

•
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Q:

What was the most important thing in the story?

A:

What do you mean "important"?

Q:

The most important thing - that happened, As far as you, in

seeing that story, what do you think is the most important thing. • •
A:

That he didn't help the guy in the crashup.

Q:

Why would you say that?

A:

Like I say, he could have been really bad. And he was supposed

to be a doctor, I guess, because he went to the "terian" (Presbyterian)
medical center at the University of Pennsylvania, and he could have
tried and helped him - see if anything was wrong - or else went home and
call an ambulance or something.
Q:

What medical center did he go to?

A:

Terian medical center - University of Pennsylvania.

Q:

What else was important in the story?

A:

That he was going to medical school, I-guess.

Q:

What do you know about the man in the story?

A:

He's inconsiderate. It seemed like he's inconsiderate some

ways - (and) in one way he's a doctor (and) would help people. So, I
can't tell. Was that a medical sc hool ?
Q:

I'm not sure.

A:

It said terian medical school.

Q:

l'iii not sure what it was.

\

Do you think he was a doctor. or a

medical student?
A:

Most likely a medical student.

Q:

Why would you say that?

•
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A:

Because he looked like he was about 23 or so, and when you go

to college. you graduate from your four years of college, and then you'll
be 21, and then you

ha~e

to take as many years - sometimes seven, some-

times three ••• it depends (on) what kind

?f doctor you

it would be kind of young to be a doctor. I think

11')

want to be. And

was an intern or a

student or something.
Q:

What else do you know about him?

A:

He was pretty well dressed, He wasn I t very neat, though, he

didn't comb his hair or anything ••• he just let it flop in his face,
Q:

Do you like the man in the story?

A:

I don't know - I really couldn! t tell you unless I talked to him.

Q:

Well, on the basis of what you've se'?n?

A:

Not really.

Q:

Why not?

A:

Because - he didn't bathe:, to help that guy.

Q:

Was there anything about him that you liked?

A:

That he ,had the courage to go on to medical school ar,d try and

be a doctor.
Q:

Does that take courage?

A:

Sometimes •••

Q:

What does it take?

A:

Itfukes brains. You have to ha',e the courage to get in there,

to operate ••• to take care of somebody. Because.if you do one thing
wrong, you could be sued. Maybe that's why he didn't help thai. guyhe's afraid if he did something wrong, he'd turn around and sue him.

•
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Q:

Who was the lady the man was talking to at work?

A:

Which one? The one that was showing the report or something?

Q:

Yes.

A:

It was probably another intern, a!1other medical student.

Q:

What do you suppose they were talking about?

A:

A person in a hospital.

Q:

Who was the other lady that he was talking to at work?

A:

That was a secretary. She didn't seem very happy with him.

He was reading this stuff while she was sitting there saying • • , "Why
do I have to take this?"
Q:

The first lady that he was talking to - how could you tell, or

what would suggest, that she was another intern?

A: She had the white suit on ••• she seemed to have that report • • •
like usually people don't carry around reports in steel things - in hospitals that's what they do,
"" Q:

And how about the lady at the end of the story?

A:

The one he was at the house with?

Q:

Who do you think she was?

A:

A friend. Maybe he was calling to talk to her about her hus\

"

band or something. You know. he might be in the hospital.
Q:

What would indicate that she was probably a friend of his?

A: WJll they were laughing. • • she had a drink in her hand, I
think •••
Q:

Is it possible she could have been somebody else?

A:

Yes.

....--:..
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Q:

Who?

A: Maybe his sister, or an" aunt or a cousin. Not an aunt - a
cousin - they looked kind of like the same age.
Q:

Is it possible that could have been his wife?

A:

Yes, maybe he doesn't wear a wedding ring. Some people don't

do that.
Q:

Is it possible that could have been his girlfriend?

A: Yes.

If she's that kind of woman. ••

Q:

Was she married?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Oh ••

A:

That' s why I say, "If she's that kind of woman ••• It

Q:

I see, Did you like her?

A:

I don't know. It depends on the circumstances - if that was his

friend or

'*

011

•

Q:

Well (under) what circumstances would you say that you liked

A:

She seemed to be young ••• have a sense of humor. Otherwise

her?

they could have been talking about something
and he cut a joke or somel
thing, and he had a sense of humor ••• it could be anything. She's alright I guess.
CO

':0.

Q:

Was there anything about her that you disliked?

A:

The place she lived- it was ••• Garden Court ••• Plaza.

I don't know what that is ••• Do you know what that is?
Q:

No ..

•

I
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A:

It might be an apartment ••• Well. people should ••• first

thing they should try to do is buy land of their own. because the guy who
owns it might higher the prices. He could do a numerous amount of
things.
Q:

He could do what?

A:

He could do a numerous amount of things.

Q:

The landlord?

A:

Yes. He could raise their prices ••• make her pay the

bills •••
Q:

You think that she would be better off if she didn't live there?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Going back to the accident. why do you think the man in the

,

story acted the way he did?
A:

Scared he would be sued. It's happened before. like when a

couple years ago we were talking about this in sixth grade. some guy was
beat up and thrown down the stairs and was killed. People just walked
right by him - didn't care. Maybe somebody would've helped him and they
did something wrong - like put a tourniquet on his arm - and he could have
to have it amputated. he could sue the pe,rson.
l

Q:

Any other reasons?

A:

He could have been called the killer - he could have been
;l.

called the causer of the accident.
Q:

He could have?

A:

Yes.

Q:

What could he have done?

•
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A:

He could have thrown a ropk through the window ••• because
I

the window was open ••• He could have thrown something at the car •••
Q:

Would you say. that he could have been accused of that, or • • •
,

A:

Yes, he could have been accused.,

Q:

I see. Do you think the man did the right thing?

A:

No.

Q:

Why?

A:

Because - he was a doctor. He should have tried to help him.

Q:

What else could he have done?

A:

Called an ambulance ••• Police usually drive around - out

,

on the main streets - maybe that was a back road - he could have stopped
one of the police and said there ....,as an accident and the guy might be
dead or might be hurt or something.
Q:

What would you have done?

A:

If I was that guy?

Q:

Yes.

A:

I would take him out of the car and check his heartbeat, and see

if he was alright. And if he was alright, I'd lay him down and run out to
the street and tell somebody to call the police. and try to keep him alive
\

by that •. ' • respiratory thing •••
Q:

Artificial respiration?

Q:

What do you think another person would have done in that situa-

A:

Like me?

tion?

•
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Q:

Just an average person.

A: Some people might just walk by. Some people might see if he's
alright and do the same thing.
Q:

What do you think a businessrnan would do in this situation?

A:

If he was driving by?

Q:

Driving or walking.

A:

Some might ignore it; some might help. It depends on what kind

of person they were.
Q:

Is there anything else about the story that you remember that ",e

haven't discussed?
A:

In the beginning, the guy had the iodine ••• he had a needle or

something else in the other hand • • •
Q:

What do you think it was for?

A:

Well, he could have been giving a guy a needle, and when he did

it he could have popped open a blood vein and he 'went to get some iodine
and put a bandaid on.
Q:

OK, what about these pictures, do you think that they're real?

A:

Nope ..

Q:

How can you tell ?

A:

Because when you first saw the picture of the guy ••• and his

\
\

•

arm hanging out ••• then the last two pictures - there's no arm there.
G"

Q:

Well, would that mean that they're not real?

A:

What's

Q:

I don't know - he might have moved his arm.

A:

But still - you could have seen it.

0.

guy going to do when he' s half alive, pull up his arm! ?

•
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Q:

Any other indications that they were or were not real?

A: Well, a guy's going to think something's wrong when every minute a guy pops in front, of him and takes a picture. Like he was never
looking down when they took the pict'ures; ~e was always looking straight.
Q:

How do you think they took these pictures ?

A:

How'd they take them?

Q:

How' d they get them?

A:

With a camera,

Q:

I know that they took them with a camera, but as to ,.,hat they

were taking a picture 2f, ho .., do you think they got them?
A:

Well, maybe ••• I know the guy was you •••

Q:

Who?

A:

I know the guy was you, I could kind of like tell. Because when

I first saw you I kind of like erased in my mind what you would lcok like

without a beard, and when I saw you in the movie. I k:1ew it was you.
Q:

It wasn't me, but I'll show you that (shows first slide),

A:

(Looking: at first slide)

No, that isn't you. I don't kno,[, he

might be a guy who's ••• maybe they're doing it for a college test, and
he says he'll do it.
Q:

Well do you think he I s a real doctor?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Was the man who took these pictures a good storyteller?

A:

No.

Q:

Why not?

A:

Because that guy could have helped the man in the car and he

~

•

I
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didn't show it. To tell a life , • • a real day of a guy • • • you're
i

going to need more than like 15 prctures to say • ••
Q:

Ii
j:

,I!

I don't understand. You say no, because he didn't show that

he could have helped?
A:

Yes.

Q:

The storyteller didn't show that the doctor could have helped?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Now what t s your next pOint?

A:

And they didn't show the name of the guy ••• and when he's

opening up the do-hickies • • • like you see on the mailbox - they have a
picture of a mailbox. If they told the name of the guy in the first part of
the movie and then on the mailbox in that apartment house - you see his
name, Mr. and Mrs. _ _ _ _ _ _ , It could be that,
Q:

You saw that in here?

A:

No. I said that's why it's a bad picture.

Q:

Because it doesn't have that kind of information?

A:

Yes. It·doesn't have very much information.

Q:

And what else are the things that you feel should be included?

A:

Sound - you could see what he. ' s saying.

Q:

What else?

A:

See if he gave that guy in the car help, you know. A lot of

things.
Q:

Do you not know whether he helped him?

A:

I can't tell. Because you just see him - he's looking at him

and he just walks away. It looks like he did that, but he could have

•
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looked at him to see if he was alright and everything and ran out to the
street and started walking back. -Like it may be that in the last frame
the ambulance came and got the guy out of the car and maybe that's why
I don't see the hand.
Q:

What would you say that the person who took these pictures was

trying to make you think?
A:

That the guy was no good.

Q:

Why?

A:

Because he doesn't help anybody_

Q:

Why would the person who took the pictures want you to think

A:

Maybe just to get across a point - that there are bad spots in

that?

a person's life.
Q:

What would you say was the meaning of the story?

A:

To show that people can be bad in some parts and be dislikeable,

but maybe likeable in other times.
End of interview. __

\
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Q:

Wha t was the story told in the pictures?

A:

Well, it appeared like lie had been at work in a hospital and he

was getting ready to leave and, apparently one of the secretaries showed
him something and asked his advice or something. He looked at it and
read it and got angry ••• crumpled it up and I guess he threw it down.
Then he left and walked home. And on the way he passed by and saw a
car wrecked on the side of the road with a person inside, And he just
walked by without doing anything. Then he continued home, went into
his apartment - and I guess that was either his wife or his girlfriend,
Q:

\\That was the most important thing in the story?

A:

I think that he left the man there and he didn't do anything,

Q:

\\Thy would you say that was the most important thing?

A:

Because there was more at stake there than anything else, I

mean, there was a man there lying in the car - could have died,
Q:

\\That else was important in the story?·

A:

Well that he ••• I guess he got kind of angry at the person in

the office and that·was kind of important, He couldn't control his temper,
Q:

What do you know about the man in the story?

A:

Vlell, I guess that he ca.n't halldle his temper too well, and also

that. , • I guess he doesn't even, • , it's kind of inconsistent that he'd
be a doctor and not care for a person,

•

:;:;,

Q:

Vlhat else do you know about him?

A:

He was married •• , I assume he Vlas married. And he walks

home, He'

5

a doctor, or intern. : • I guesshe' s a doctor. I guess he

loses his temper pretty easily,
•

I
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Q:

How can you tell that he was a doctor?

A:

Well, becau,se he was in the medical center. and he looked like

he was handling medicine • • • he had a stethoscope, and he was in a hospital.
Q:

Did you like the man in the story?

A:

Well at first I thought I liked him, but then when he lost his

temper I had a little doubt about him. And when he started walking home.
I thought he was a person who liked outdoors and have exercises and
things, but then ';lhen he walked away from that person I was surprised
at first and I guess I sort of resented it.
Q:

Vias there anything about him that you particularly liked?

A.-

Well, he was a doctor and - I thought he was going to help the

person - I would have liked that. There wasn't anything exceptional
about him ••• that I wouldn't like him over any other person.
Q:

Was there anything about him - other than what you've men-

tioned - that you particularly disliked?
A:

Well, I could understand his losing his temper - I lose my tem-

per and I'm sure everyone else does - but the thing about him leaving the
person there - I thought that was prettY,bad.
Q:

Who was the lady the man was talking to at work?

A:

You mean the one • • • with the typewriter 7

Q:

Yes,

A:

I guess that was a secretary.

Q:

How could you tell that she was a secretary?

A:

She was at a desk and she looked like she was doing secretarial

•

I
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work. She had a typewriter and ••• well, I assume that she called him
over for something, so that it just seemed to me that she would be a
secretary.
Q:

What do you think they were talking about?

A:

I haven't the faintest idea.

Q:

What do you think the problem was that the guy lost his temper

over?
A:

Well, I guess it was something to do with the medical center or

the hospital, but I don't know exactly what.
Q:

Who was the lady at the end of the story - you mentioned her

once?
A:

Well I guess it was his wife, because if he wasn I t married and

he had a girlfriend, I think he would have gone home first and dropped
off his luggage, his coat and things that he had worn.
Q:

But he didn't do that here?

A:

No.

Q:

Well, how do you know that that was his wife?

A:

I don't know.

Q:

Well, what makes you think that she probably was?

A:

Well, like I said, if he had a girlfriend he probably would have

gone home and changed and got dressed, and then gone out again and left
his ••• I think he was carrying a medical bag with him ••• so I guess
he would have ••• well, I guess doctors are supposed to carry that
with them at all times ••• I thought he might get changed.
Q:

Was there anything else about her that would indicate that

•
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perhaps she was his wife?
A:

I can't think of anything.

Q:

Did you like, her?

A:

Well I didn't see that much of

he~.

I don't know - I liked him

also at first • • • but he did the things he did, and I didn f t like him too
much after that.
Q:

Was there anything about her that you particularly disliked?

A:

No. Well, at first I thought ••• if she liked this guy, and he

,.,as such a cruel person, I thought that she might have the sa.me qualities.
but then I just realized that she may not even know that he left the person
and has a quick temper. • •
Q:

Going back to the accident, why do you think the man acted the

way he did?
A:

Well ••• now that I think oUt ••• well, it seemed a little

unreal ••• If that was his girlfriend, I guess he didn't want to miss his
date or something like that ••• but I don't know why he would. • •
Q:

Well, c.a,n you think of any other reasons?

A:

He may have been upset from at the office, but I still ••• I

can't imagine anybody just leaving a pe:r:son there - I mean not even telling anybody. You know. the car • • • looked like it was in a pretty
unused area ••• he could have been lying there for days.
Q:

-1.

Are there any other reasons why he may have not helped?

A: Well other than maybe he was in a hurry to get home, I guess he
was upset. I can't think of too much more. Except maybe he was just
that kind of person - doesn't want to get involved.

•
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Q:

What do you mean by not tanting to get involved?

A:

Well not go through all-the trouble, I guess he'd have to talk

I

to police and things like that. Maybe he'd use up too much of his time !

he'd have to get the person to a

I

ho~pital.

may be responsible for it.

ff

the person were to die, he

I

I
I

Q:

In what way could he be responsible?

A:

Well, if he had moved the person, and the person died or some-

thing, •• , even given first aid, , , I don't know too much about legal
matters, I guess he could have been responsible,
Q:

Do you think the doctor was possibly thinking about this?

A:

He might have been, but I didn't see too much change of ex-

pression on his face •• , I mean he just, •• well, I guess he went a
little bit out of his way and walked to"l'.>ards it. , , I mean he didn 't
look like he was making any major decisions, It looked like he just ignored it and put it out of his mind.
Q:

Do you think he did the right thing?

A:

No,

Q:

Why was it the ,,,rong thing to do?

A:

Because the person could

hav~

died, , , more or less •••

I wouldn I t leave a person out to die.
Q:

Why is it wrong to .have left him out to die?

A:

9" first of all, I guess he could be charged with something
Well,

by the police, but that's not the main reason, I think people just have a
natural feeling about other people, - Well, if he doesn't go by this •••
it's not something you have to do, but I think most people should. , •
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just to help other people.
Q:

\

Because they have this feeling?

A:

Well, it's kind
of hard to :explain ••• I guess so ••• but, as
,
for myself, I just couldn't feel right -I'd feel very upset if I left someI

body out there.

•

i

Q:

I see, What else could he lhave done?

A:

Besides walking away?

Q:

Yes.

A:

Well he could have done a lot of things. If he didn't want to

get involved, he could have just phoned up an ambulance and he could
have not given them his name, and then left the scene. That wouldn't
have been right either but that would have been better than what he did.
He could have walked over and helped the man. He could have went down
towards the city - towards the street - flagged down a cab or car and
ask them to help him or move him to a hospital. I guess that's about it.
Q:

What would you have done?

A:

Well, I used to be a Boy Scout and I learned a little first aid -

I guess what I would have done was gone over to the person and seen if
he was bleeding or something like that., If he wasn't in too serious conI

dition, 1'd just do what I could to help him and then go and get some help.
Q:

What would another person have done in that situation?

A:

W'ell I couldn't say ••• I guess a person would just see the

person ••• I guess he'd just run ••• calling for help. I don't know I've never been in a situation like that. I don't know what most people
would do.

•
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Q: What do you trunk a businessman would do in that situation? A
typical businessman?
A:

I guess he

Q:

Why do you say that?

A:

Well I don't know what's different about a businessman than

~ould

get help.

any other kind of person. I think that most people would react the same,
I think most people would go get heip, unless they knew what to do and
(would) take care of the person,
Q:

Is there anything else about this story that we haven't discussed?

A:

No, •• other than that he was a doctor and was helping other

people.
Q:

What about these pictures, do you think that they're real?

A:

I thought it was real until the accident part ••• but then I'm

sure lots of people went away from things like that. But I didn't think
something like that would happen exactly that way, I mean he seemed
like he wasn't concerned at all. I think most people would have at least
a change of expre.ssion their face ••• It could have happened, but I
don't think it would have happened at all.
Q:

How do you think they got these pictures?

A:

I guess they had hired people, or had volunteers, and photo-

\

graphed them •

.
'.

Q:

Do you think that that man was a real doctor?

A:

You mean the person who was supposed to be in the movie, or

the person they got to do the part? .
Q:

The person they got to do the part.

(49)
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A:

No, I don't think so.

Q:

Why not?

A:

Well ••• I

~an't

think of any reasons in particular, except

that I think that a doctor might have more

t~

do than spend the day doing

this. I mean a medical doctor.
Q:

vlould you say that the person who took these pictures was a

good storyteller?
A:

Well, I thought the pictures were pretty complete - for this

story. I thought they showed the whole scene pretty well • • • they
didn't skip it. It guess it was pretty good photography.
Q:

What would it be like if the person were a bad storyteller?

How would things be different?
A:

Well, it 'tlouldn' t give as much realism. I mean they showed

several scenes of him walking home, and it wouldn't have been as
realistic.
Q:

What do you mean by "realistic"?

A:

Well I mean if a person had been working in the laboratory, or

if he was working, and in the next scene he was throwing down the paper,

you wouldn't know what happened in between.
And then this photographer
,
showed a picture of him talking with - I guess - the secretary, and then
he showed a series of photos of the person walking home. So that gave
the appeararice that he didn't live exactly close by to where he worked.
Q:

What ,-muld you say the person who took these pictures was

trying to make you think?
A:

Well that the doctor - if he was a doctor - I guess he was a

•

'.

,,-.\.
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hypocrite. That he didn't really care about what he was doing.
Q:

Anything else?

A:

I think that's the main subject.

Q:

What would you say was the meaning of the story?

A:

You mean like the moral, or just what the whole story was

about?
Q:

Both.

A:

Well, it was such an unusual situation that I don't think there

would be a moral to the matter, except that - well - you should help
other people. I don't think you could get that exactly out of the story,
but the story itself was about a person who was working as a doctor. or
an intern or something, and just a segment of his life •• , and how he
,', • I guess he was upset somehow at the office, and then he walked
by ••• he saw a person who needed help, and didn't give it to him • • •
and walked away. And then he came home, and I guess met his girlfriend or his wife. And then that was it.
Q:

Anything else?

A:

No, I can't think of anything.

End of interview.

